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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the dynamics and control of a Rubber Tyred Gantry (RTG) 

crane which is commonly used in container handling operations. Both theoretical and 

experimental work has been undertaken to ensure the balance of this research. 

The concept of a Global Sensing System (GSS) is outlined, this being a closed loop 

automatic sensing system capable of guiding the lifting gear (spreader) to the location 

of the target container by using feedback signals from the crane's degrees of freedom. 

To acquire the crucial data for the coordinates and orientation of the swinging 

spreader a novel visual sensing system (VSS) is proposed. In addition algorithms used 

in the VSS for seeking the central coordinates of the clustered pixels from the digitised 

images are also developed. 

In order to investigate the feasibility of different control strategies in practice, a scaled-

down, 1/8 full size, experimental crane rig has been constructed with a new level of 

functionality in that the spreader in this rig is equipped with multiple cables to emulate 

the characteristics of a full-size RTG crane. A Crane Application Programming 

Interface (CAPI) is proposed to reduce the complexity and difficulty in integrating the 

control software and hardware. It provides a relatively user-friendly environment in 

which the end-user can focus on implementing the more fundamental issues of control 

strategies, rather than spending significant amounts of time in low-level device-

dependent programming. 

A control strategy using Feedback Linearization Control (FLC) is investigated. This 

can handle significant non-linearity in the dynamics of the RTG crane. Simulation 

results are provided, and so by means of the CAPI this controller is available for direct 

control of the experimental crane rig. The final part of the thesis is an integration of the 

analyses of the different subjects, and shows the feasibility of real-time implementation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Overhead cranes are commonly used to transport objects in many factories and work 

spaces. The fundamental motions are longitudinal travel, transverse trolley motion, 

object hoisting and object lowering. Cranes of this type normally consist of a gantry 

beam running on rails attached to factory walls, a motorised trolley which is free to 

move across the beam and a hook or electromagnetic clamp used as lifting gear. This 

lift gear is connected to the crane by means of cables, or ropes, and can be raised or 

lowered from the hoist drum attached to the trolley. Usually such cranes provide a 

facility for lifting/lowering of the payload and crossing the lateral span of the gantry at 

the same time. Many factory cranes also allow a longitudinal movement of the gantry 

beam by virtue of a pair of parallel rails fitted onto the walls to guide the gantry 

translation. 

With functions similar to the factory overhead crane, Rubber Tyred Gantry, or RTG 

cranes are widely used to handle heavy ISO (International Standard Organization) 

freight containers in harbours and freight depots all over the world. This type of mobile 

crane allows the trolley to move along the top beam of a rail guided, or wheeled, [I-

shape, portal gantry frame (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). The payload (container) can be 

hoisted or lowered, moved laterally and longitudinally, and in the case of the tyre 

mounted gantry a slow rotation of the whole crane is even possible. 

Of particular theoretical and practical interest to researchers and operators alike is the 

capability and potential for automation of the mobile RTG Crane. A study of 

automation of this type of crane is presented in this thesis. 
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Figure 1.1 The front view of a full-size RTG crane (ref FEL International Ltd. [30]) 
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Figure 1.2 The side view (ref FEL International Ltd. [30]) 



1.1.1 Rubber Tvred Gantry (RTG) Cranes 

As shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 the structure of the crane consists of the 

following parts: 

The portal gantry frame 

The portal frame is really two portal frames tied together one in front of the other, 

each comprising a top beam and two side beams. There are engine bays fitted onto 

the bottom end of the side beam pair with the wheels fitted to transmission 

equipment underneath the engine bays. These wheels are arranged so that they can 

be separately motored, thus providing a capability for drive in fore-aft, lateral, and 

even steered modes. 

Thus the two pairs of side beams and top beams form a rigid, doubled, U- shape 

structure capable of carrying payload containers of up to 40 tonnes. 

The overhead trolley 

The trolley is a fabricated structure which runs on wheels guided by rails on the top 

beams of the gantry. The trolley contains hoist hydraulics, motors, and a winching 

hoist drum as shown in Figure 1.3. An operator cab is frequently attached to the 

trolley (slung underneath and offset to the side), to provide the driver with clear 

views during manoeuvres. 

The spreader (or lifting frame) 

The spreader is a rectangular fabricated structure, also shown in Figure 1.3, often with 

a telescopic subassembly fitted, to provide for containers of different sizes. 
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Cables 

amp 

Trolley frame 

Headblock sheaves 

Figure 1.3 The trolley and spreader (after Cartmell et. al. [14]) 

4. Hoist ropes (or cables) 

The cables are used to attach the spreader to the trolley. Figure 1.3 shows a typical 

cable suspension arrangement. Four pairs of parallel, closely running cables connect 

four corresponding corners of the trolley and the spreader, running over the set of 

headblock and intermediate sheaves and the hoist drum to allow the spreader to be 

lowered or hoisted. Thus, due to this configuration, the spreader is potentially free 

to swing below the trolley and also to rotate about its own local central axis. 
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1.2 Problem Overview 

There has been a great deal of effort expended since containerisation started in the late 

1960s to improve the productivity of cargo handling. Most of the large container 

terminals now use state of the art technology, such as two-way RDT (radio data 

transmission) systems, which are employed for the transfer of data in real time to/from 

automated management systems. Full use is now also being made of APD (automatic 

positioning determination) systems for both park equipment and container location. 

This trend towards automation will also ultimately extend to automation of the 

machinery. At Rotterdam container terminal, which is Europe's largest, AGV 

(automatic guided vehicle) trailer trains are used to transfer containers between the 

ship-to-shore crane (so-called quay crane) and the park cranes (such as RTG cranes), 

eliminating the need for labour intensive driver-operated park vehicles (Verschoof 

[89]). In Britain, the port of Thamsport is also configured to handle container 

transportation between storage areas and the shipside by means of an IMV (Internal 

Movement Vehicle) (Macleod [481). Some companies plan even further for a fully 

automatic container management system, which means no human operators would be 

needed during the operation from the ship to the intended stacking site and vice versa. 

For example, the GRAIL system by Bohiman [8] proposed an overhead rail system 

which covers the entire working area. Therefore the complexity of the inter-task 

routines (and the crane-waiting time) can be reduced. These industrial developments 

have shown that a semi- or fully-automatic crane control system capable of dealing 

with different situations is needed more than ever. 

Many terminal operators, especially those with specific container stack configurations, 

would suggest that emphasis should be placed on improving park (or stacking) 

productivity. This is because most of the bottlenecks in terminal operations occur 

1 	e. .L. ..L:... .-. 	 rrn\ 	A., 	 i.i :.. 	 i.~ 	 .-..-. 	 4..-. 
Oeiui 111C s1llp-w- 11uIc .da11cs y.Iy1u1 L'i) 	 ..IIuu 111 LIIC iat 	I..L1tJIL LLIC 

cargo (or container) is transferred by means of the spreader (or lifting frame), which is 

suspended by non-rigid cables on a pulley mounted at each of its four corners. Because 

of the nature of the load suspension there is a tendency for load sway to occur during 

transport of the container. It is this sway which has been found to most adversely 

affect a crane's cycle time, and thus ultimately productivity and service. An expert 
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operator, through his sensory perception and fast reaction time, can do an excellent job 

at minimising the sway motion. Unfortunately, the kind of manoeuvres undertaken by a 

human operator are not repeatable time after time. A bad operation might be in the 

form of an exaggerated response, which could lead to an uncontrollable load sway and 

to long idle times before picking and placement of the payload. When the direction of 

motion is altered, residual vibration from earlier motion can compound the problem. 

Given concerns for increased productivity and safety, and ultimately with an eye on 

complete automation in the future, an automatic crane system capable of controlling 

load sway has now become a topic of considerable interest to the industry. 

1.3 Review of existing research on the automation of gantry cranes 

A number of previous researchers have tried to tackle this subject and different 

methods of control have been investigated in theory in the expectation of high speed 

transfers and high accuracy positioning of the payload. For example, time optimal 

controls have been developed by Auernig [4], Hamalainen [35], Mason [54], and 

Sakawa [67]. These papers have investigated an open-loop control method based on 

time-optimal solution. Starr [72] also shows a simple technique for guaranteeing that 

the load swing will be canceled at a desired set point. However, all the above papers 

employ open-loop control and cannot correct for unknown disturbances e.g. wind, or 

uncertain initial conditions. Controllers based on feedback will be more robust in the 

case of such disturbances. Moustafa [58], and Bulter [10] have looked at feedback 

controllers for overhead cranes but these were based on linearisations of the system 

around suitable operating points, and did not take into account the various inertial 

nonlinearities, particularly those imposed by the variation of the length of the cable that 

the load is suspended from. 

Nonlinear control methods such as fuzzy control (Benliidjeb [5],  Cartmell [16], Kijima 

[45], Suzuki [74], Yamada [94], Zadeh [97])  are also applicable in this application, 

realising the skill of human operators to produce a set of fuzzy rules for the control 

strategy. In the paper presented by Woods [93] a controller is proposed, based on 

dynamic feedback, and an extended state-coordinate change, which transforms the 
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system into a linear, controllable, one. Nevertheless the swing angle in this paper is 

assumed to be very small and only 2-D planar motion is simulated. Artificial neural 

networks (Javed [41]) is another modern control method introduced to this area, 

invoking multi-layered perceptron networks (Fukuda [33], Wang [90]) capable of 

producing the system parameters by learning (or being trained) from a preset 

'knowledge base. However the lack of definitive theories for choosing the number of 

layers and perceptrons implies a difficulty in applying this technique. Some other, more 

unconventional control methods such as energy dissipation control (Chung [20], 

Hashimoto [371) have also been investigated. The control object of the system is to 

manipulate the trolley position, suppressing the load swing only by the trolley driving 

force. Although the control law derived from the energy dissipation analysis of the 

system has the advantages of ease of implementation and high robustness against 

parametric errors, the swing angle of the load has not been utilized for control because 

of a generally encountered physical difficulty in measuring it. In the papers presented 

by Joshi [42] the cable of the payload is considered flexible, and a control law based on 

the root-locus approach is developed. 

Therefore, the shortcoming of most of the above approaches are that they are: 

based on linearized crane models, leaving unanswered questions of the effect of the 

resulting controller on the nonlinear crane dynamics. 

only dealing with two degrees of freedom (the actuating degree for trolley 

movement and the swing angle of the payload), whereas in a practical working 

environment, the other two actuated degrees of freedom (transverse movement of 

the gantry and hoist/lowering action of the spreader) have to be taken into account 

to get a more thorough three dimensional representation of the problem. 

merely focusing on numerical simulation rather than experimental tests. 

From the arguments above it was reasonable to start considering the design of a 

dedicated experimental rig with the characteristics of a full-sized RTG crane, so that 

appropriate control theories can be tested, observed, and refined. Moreover, in order 

to comply with and explore the dynamics and control of a RTG crane more precisely, 

this rig should be designed to be capable of handling the movement of the trolley, the 
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gantry, the hoisting/lowering of the spreader, and also a rotation of the trolley. In 

addition to these described abilities the spreader is equipped with multiple cables to 

emulate the functionality of a full-size RTG crane. This rig now forms the basis of an 

excellent test-bed for future research. 

Nevertheless, one of the most difficult, yet essential, aspects of any relevant 

experimental crane system has to be the practical arrangement configured for 

measuring the swing angle of the cable. A method provided in Marttinen [53] to 

measure the rope angle is to use the components of the rope tension in the pivot of the 

rope wheel. The momentary rope angle can be calculated from these force components 

measured from the force sensors on the ropes by trigonometry. However, hoisting 

causes disturbances to the measurement in this case and the relative position of the 

load cannot be calculated reliably from the rope angle measurement. The rope angle is 

therefore a function of the relative load position and acceleration of the trolley. 

However elastic waves in the rope become apparent in high frequency operations, if 

the load is not heavy enough and the rope is long. Therefore, the main problem lies in 

locating the position of the payload without interfering with it. There are a couple of 

non-contacting sensor systems which may be capable of resolving this problem. An 

acoustic sensor system was used by Hamalainen [35]. However, it is not feasible in this 

case here because not only does the position of the trolley need to be determined but 

the orientation of the spreader is also an essential part of the subject. Also the layout of 

multi-acoustic sensor systems poses potential problems in terms of mutual interference. 

A visual sensing system does not suffer from such problems. With the images taken 

from a video camera it is possible to retrieve the relevant information from the 

payload. Furthermore, as the spreader in the experimental rig is designed as a multi-

cable-model (MCM) (Cartmell [14], Morrish [571), complex dynamics of the spreader 

can occur during the manoeuvre. It is considered reasonable not to allocate sensors to 

each cable for individual reading, but to retrieve the required information directly from 

the spreader itself. Therefore, the visual sensory system (VSS) is worth further 

investigation. 

Given the complexity of modern control hardware circuitry such as Digital 110 and 

Digital-Analogue-converters (DACs) typically embedded in modern experimental rigs, 
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any end-user must have some knowledge of low-level programming to deal with any 

potential conflicts between these devices. In addition to this it is also fundamentally 

difficult to transfer the simulated control strategies to lines of native programming 

languages. Thus it would be ideal to find a way to get around this laborious work so 

that the true effort can be concentrated on more important tasks such as control 

strategy planning etc. In this thesis an efficient and user-friendly programming 

environment, CAPI, (Crane Application Programming Interface) is developed for this 

purpose, in which the simulation of a control strategy can be transferred to control the 

experimental rig directly. 

1.4 Thesis structure 

The structure of the thesis is shown in Figure 1.4 at the end of this chapter. There are 

six main chapters: 

In Chapter 2 a concept for a Global Sensing System (GSS) is proposed, which 

outlines a closed-loop automatic system capable of guiding the spreader to the 

location of the target container by using the feedback signals from the actuated 

degrees of freedom, as well as the position and orientation of the swinging spreader 

by means of a visual sensing technology. 

In the second part of Chapter 2 a concept for a Local sensing System (LSS) is 

proposed. This system is intended to provide final positional, as well as 

orientational, misalignment corrections between the axes of the spreader and the 

target container after the GSS has directed the system within the required tolerance. 

In Chapter 3 a control strategy in the form of Feedback Linearization Control 

(FLC) is chosen to contain the dynamics of the GSS. Simulation results using 

SILvIULINK [8 3] and MATLAB [82] are also presented. 

The design of a novel, scaled-down, 1/8 size experimental rig with a new level of 

crane automation is described in Chapter 4. It offers a platform • for investigating 

different control strategies in practice. 

In Chapter 5 the algorithms developed for the visual sensing system (VSS) are 

presented. 
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In Chapter 6 a novel Crane Application Programming Interface (CAPI) is proposed. 

This interface is designed to use the metaphor of the 'block diagram' to integrate 

software (control strategies) and hardware (VSS, shaft encodes, DACs etc.) 

without directly involving complex I/O routines between physical devices. By 

means of this interface the control strategies studied in Chapter 3 can be transferred 

to the experimental rig easily. 

In Chapter 7 the analyses of the previous chapters are applied to establish the real-

time implementation of an integrated FLC-VSS system. 

Finally Chapter 8 presents some conclusions and also some recommendations for 

future work. 
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Figure 1.4 The structure of the thesis 
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Chapter 2 

The Sensing Problem 

2.1 Introduction 

The technical development of crane control systems has been rapid during the past few 

years. However, as the size and the capacity of the cranes also keep increasing, the 

load control of the cranes becomes more difficult and necessary. For example, it was 

mentioned in Champion [18] that, 'it took earlier generation cranes 6-8 seconds to 

accelerate to the top trolley traveling speed of 400 ft/mm., whereas today's cranes 

accelerate/decelerate in 3-4 seconds with top speeds of up to 650 ft/mm. This change 

has certainly magnified the horizontal sway inertia by three times.' In order to reduce 

turn-around time during the crane operation, two ways are generally suggested by the 

crane manufacturers: (1) to employ more cranes (2) to reduce the average cycle time 

(Bryfors [9]).  In terms of financial as well as operational reasons, the second option is 

considered as a better strategy. There are many ways of reducing the time needed for 

one container operation, for example (as suggested by Bryfors [9]): 

. Division of the cycle into several independent parts 

Increased speeds and accelerations 

. Automatic operation 

Nevertheless, the industrial development has proved that the last suggestion is a more 

efficient and economical solution (Bryfors [9],  Casper [17], Dodman [25],  Hytonen 

[40], Macleod [48], Rudolf [65],  Verschoof [89]). Therefore a semi- or fully-automatic 

crane control system which is capable of handling different situations is needed more 

than ever. 

The fundamental function of the RTG crane is to direct the laden or unladen spreader 

onto the top of the target container. In order to achieve this, two procedures are 
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necessarily involved. Firstly, the spreader must be moved from some initial position to 

another position approximately above the desired container in as short a time as 

possible and, theoretically, also with minimised swing motion during the manoeuvre. 

Secondly, a subsequent operation is required to provide the final alignment in order to 

achieve the required relative positional accuracy between the spreader frame and the 

structure of the target container. 

In the first procedure, two different types of anti-sway control systems, either 

mechanical or electrical (Hytonen [40]), can be implemented in cranes at this stage 

(Figure 2.1). Mechanical systems can also be categorized into two groups: rigid 

suspension and mechanically damped. The former prevents the load from swaying by 

using supplementary rigid mechanisms between the trolley and spreader. The latter 

employs hydraulic actuators and dampers mounted on the rope systems to dissipate the 

energy of the load sway. However, mechanical anti-sway systems still rely on human 

operators during their operation. Therefore they should be recognized as passive anti-

sway solutions. Electrical anti-sway systems, which are either open loop or closed 

loop, use computers to calculate trolley speed and acceleration to avoid adverse load 

sway. Open loop systems incorporate the measurement of the load height and trolley 

position to form a pre-programmed trajectory and then move the load to a known end-

position. Nevertheless, this solution cannot damp the initial sway, or the disturbances 

caused by external factors, like the wind. Closed loop systems, on the other hand, can 

compensate for those external factors during the manoeuvre and initial sway. 

Moreover, closed loop systems are also potentially capable of dealing with collisions 

and other unexpected load movements to give optimal accuracy. Therefore a closed 

loop automatic sensing system, namely a global sensing system, is proposed in section 

2.2. This system is intended to guide the spreader to the location of the target 

container by using feedback signals from shaft encoders fitted to the drive motors on 

the actuated degrees of freedom, together with decoded information on the position as 

well as the orientation of the spreader, using digitized images from a video camera 

mounted on the trolley. 
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Figure 2.1 Crane anti-sway control systems 

In the second procedure, a human operator needs to make the final decision as to 

whether to dock the laden, or unladen, spreader onto another container. This is the 

least researched problem in the automation of such crane systems. Therefore, in 

addition to the global sensing system, a local sensing system is proposed in section 2.3. 

This is intended to provide fine positional as well as orientational misalignment 

corrections after the global sensing system has been used to line up the respective 

centres of the topside of the container and the underside of the spreader. Laser 

technology is employed to provide feedback signals for the relative position between 

the spreader and the target container. The local sensing system can be considered as a 

supplementary system to the global sensing system to complete the fully automatic 

crane system, or possibly as an independent retro-fitted piece of equipment for existing 

cranes. 

In this chapter, the necessary principles governing these two systems are investigated 

and described in full. 
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2.2 The Global Sensing System (GSS) 

Although a considerable amount of research into crane control has been undertaken in 

recent years, most of it has concentrated on analyzing 2-D planar motion in which the 

suspended payload and the transporting trolley are together treated as a single 

pendulum system with a moving support. On this assumption, a mathematical model 

based on the governing equations of the mechanisms can be derived so that control 

strategies can then be implemented accordingly. However, one of the most difficult, yet 

crucial, aspects of any experimental test system is invariably the practical arrangement 

required for measuring the swing angle of the cable. This is required for the provision 

of a feedback signal for whatever system is implemented. 

The first possible solution is to employ linear potentiometers as shown in Figure 2.2. 

Cable 
	 Cable 

\ Linear potentiometer 	/ 

(a) 	 (b) 

Figure 2.2 Employing linear potentiometers 

for measuring the swing angle 

There are however disadvantages with this arrangement. First, it is a contact measuring 

method. Thus the friction of the potentiometer will affect the free movement of the 

cable as shown in Figure 2.2(a). Secondly, it is not suitable for 2-D measurement. If 

the cable is no longer constrained to move in the motion of the plane, two co-ordinates 

are needed to represent these two degrees of freedom. Therefore, two linear 

potentiometers are required for serving this purpose. As shown in Figure 2.2(b), the 
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spatial arrangement is by no means easy, and the effect of the friction also becomes 

even more significant. In the paper presented by Yoon [96], a rotary potentiometer 

was put in at the pivot point of the cable. This arrangement is, however, only really 

feasible for a fixed length cable. Burg [11] also showed a similar idea to allocate a disc 

optical encoder to the pivot point of the cable. Thus the same disadvantage applies as 

for the rotary potentiometer. 

For the non-contacting measuring method, inductive sensors can be configured to 

gauge the swing angle (iji). The basis of the inductive sensor principle is an LC-

oscillator, which can be influenced from outside by metal objects (Figure 2.3). Because 

the inductor in the LC-circuit incorporates a ferrite core, the inductance, L, will be 

altered when metal objects approach or move away from it. The resonant frequency, f, 

of the LC-circuit is known as f =I 
	

where L is the inductance of the inductor 
2,r-JL 

and C is the capacitance of the capacitor. Therefore by plotting a graph of the output 

voltage versus the resonant frequency it is possible to determine the linear 

displacement between the core of the inductive sensor and the metal object. The 

disadvantages of this setup are: firstly, it is only an approximate measurement because 

the displacement of the top of the metal object or cable itself will be smaller than the 

displacement of the bottom and secondly, it presents certain difficulties in cases where 

it is developed into 2-D measurement because two of the inductive sensors are likely to 

influence each other. This method is used in the research presented by Yamada et.al  

[94], Kijima et.al  [45], and Butler et.al  [10], all of which study 1-D experiments where 

the payload undergoes planar motion. 

An alternative to this is to use ultrasonic sensor devices, as discussed in Hamalainen 

et.al  [35],  and Marttinen [51][52][53]. An ultrasonic transmitter is installed on the 

payload which moves in the motion of the plane, and three receivers are placed on the 

trolley measuring the signals from the payload. The phase differences define the 

position changes of the transmitter. The difficulty in implementing this technology to 2-

D measurement lies in the interference between more than one ultrasonic transmitter 

working at the same time. Also, it is difficult to isolate the echoes from the other 

structures in the experimental rig. A visual sensing system does not suffer from such 
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limitations. With the images taken from cameras and then digitised it is possible to 

obtain relevant information about the payload. This advantage is extended further 

when it is considered that the spreader in the experimental rig is designed for the multi-

cable-model (Cartmell [14], Morrish [57]), where complex motion of the spreader is 

performed. It is thus considered reasonable not to allocate sensors on each cable for 

individual reading but to directly retrieve the swing angle (lv)  and the polar angle (a), 

(Figure 3. 1, page 71) from the spreader itself. With all the above advantages, a visual 

sensing system (VSS) is chosen as the most appropriate for the global sensing system. 

4 

Inductor with a 
core of 

ferromagnetic 	
ferromagnetic material 

material  

/ 

Ir 
Capacitor 

Oscillator 	 > 

Ampifier 

out 

'Z'  

= 2,r-IL 

Figure 2.3 Employing inductive sensors to measure the swing angle 

2.2.1 The basic concept of image formation (Monocular imaging prolection) 

A video camera can be considered as a monocular vision element in the same way as a 

single eye. For normal vision one uses two eyes to distinguish the distance between an 

object and the viewer by using the distance between the eyes to triangulate a sensation 

of perceived depth. Thus it is necessary to use two cameras to locate all the physical 

positions of the desired object under normal circumstances. However, using two 

cameras will significantly increase the cost and the overall complexity of the sensing 

system. Moreover, it becomes more impractical to use a two-camera system when 

operating in the real-time mode. Therefore, finding a feasible means of using a one-

camera system is considered desirable. 
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z 

Figure 2.4 Geometry of Image Formation 

Viewing a point through only one eye, as shown in Figure 2.4, loses necessary 

information required to describe the coordinate of the point R in XYZ by perspective 

transformation. This is effectively because a 2-D image is used to describe a 3D object; 

so all the points lying on the line RR' possess the same coordinate R'(U, V, 0) on the 

image plane (Z=O). This phenomenon is called perspective distortion. In Figure 2.4 , if 

the positive Z axis at (O,Of) is looking toward the origin thenf is the focal length, and 

the visible world is projected through the viewpoint onto the Z=O image plane. 

A similar triangle argument shows that the image plane point for any world point 

(X, Y, Z) is given by 

(U,V)=I_
jx , 

f+Z f+Z 
(2.1) 

Hence it is necessary to find an alternative method to compensate for the effect of 

losing the depth information if only one camera can be involved in the application. One 

very important piece of data already available is the cable length, 1, between the trolley 

and the cable attachment points of the spreader. The next section will show the 

mathematical models which relate this to other parameter, and which determine the 

necessary data for further applications to a single camera system. 
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2.2.2 A mathematical model for a single centrally located video camera mounted 

under the trolley 

(i) A basic model 

A trolley-spreader system is depicted as shown in Figure 2.5 with a video camera 

facing down to 'observe' the spreader (Figure 2.6), where the centre of the lens on the 

camera is made coincident with the central point of the trolley, P. If the so-called 

image plane (I-Plane) parallel to the trolley (i.e. plane ABCD II XT-YT plane II I - 

plane) is inserted between the spreader and the trolley, as shown in Figure 2.7, PE" 

will intersect the image plane with a point JE".  The mathematical model which follows 

is intended to obtain the coordinates of E"(xE , YE , ZE ) with respect to given 

information. This is the coordinates of A, JE"  relative to the T-coordinate system, and 

also the length of the cable, 1. 

(Note: (1) E" denotes one of the attached points on the moving spreader. When the 

spreader is stationary, E" is coincident with E. 

(2) the T-coordinate system is attached to the ground directly underneath the 

trolley) 

625 mm 

Figure 2.5 Trolley-spreader system 

N.B. : The dimensions shown above are to 1/8 scale with respect to a typical RTG crane 
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Video 

Figure 2.6 The video camera and four attached points 

z 

lane (I-P lane) 

Figure 2.7 The image plane 
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z 

I-Plane (An image plane parallel to plane 
- - C 	ABCD and between plane ABCD (the 

trolley) and the moving spreader) 
:--. 

(xi, yiAi) 

ZP 

Zi 

K.  

E" 
T4,. 	 yi 	T3 

XE 
Z 	/ 

T5' T1 
	 -;E 	 T2 

x 

Y 

Figure 2.8 Nomination of the basic mathematical model 

Given that 

P( 0, 0, zP ) 	 The central point of the trolley that is coincident with 

the centre of the lens on the video camera 

A( xA, YA, ZP ) 	 One of the four points attached the cable on the trolley. 

Its correspondent point on the spreader is E" 

JE" (xi, yi, Zi ) 	 the intersecting point on the I-Plane along the line PE" 

IAE" I = I 	 The length of the cable 

From L%TT1T2 in Figure 2.8, 
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YE XE  = 	 - (2.2) 
yl 	XI 

From L%PJE' 

PC .- CIE. 	 (2.3) 
PJ JE" 

where 	 PC = zp - zi 	 (2.4) 

PJ= Zp - Z 	 (2.5) 

From L1T j T2 , 

-------(2.6) 
y' 773 

However, DJT1T2E" is a rectangle, 

772 = JE" 	 (2.7) 

Also, 0C7'T3I is a rectangle. This leads to, 

77'3 = PIlE" 	 (2.8) 

with equations (2.7) and (2.8), equation (2.6) becomes, 

Y E _772 _JE_PJ 

y1 rr, CI E. PC 

On substituting equations (2.4) and (2.5) into equation (2.9), 
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ZP -Z 	
- (2.10) 

Yl 	Z P Z I  

From ziAKE", 

(AE ,)2 = (ZP - ZE) 2  + (KE")2 	 (2.11) 

= 	(KE") = (AE ,)2 - (ZP - ZE) 2 	 (2.12) 

Also from LT4T5T2, 

(T4T2) 2  = (YE - yA) + (XE - XA) 2 	 (2.13) 

Because GKT4T2E" is a rectangle, 

KE" = T4T2 	 (2.14) 

According to the result of equation (2.14), the right hand sides of equations (2.12) and 

(2.13) are equal. Therefore, 

(XA - XE) 2  + (YA - YE )2 = ( AE" )2 - (z - ZE) 

IAE"I = I (The length of the cable). This will lead to, 

(XA - XE) 2  +(YA YE) = 2 —(z r  - zE) 2  

From equation (2.2), 

XE = f(YE) = YE[] 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) --linear 

Also from equation (2.10), 
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ZE =g(yE)=zP-yE 	
- ZI 	

(2.17) --linear 
" Yl 

On substituting equations (2.16) and (2.17) into equation (2.15), it leads to, 

ayE +by E  +c = 0 	 (2.18) 

where, 

a = 1±[-] [ 	
]2 	

(2.19) 

zP - ZI = PC 

b = _2[ 
X;XI + 

YA] 	 (2.20) 

C= X2 + YA2 _1
2 	 (2.21) 

thus from equations (2.16) - (2.21), it is possible to acquire YE if PC is given. Then the 

XE, ZE can be found from equations (2.2) and (2.10), respectively. 

From the simple development shown above, it is possible to understand that as long as 

the I-Plane (image-plane) is parallel to the trolley (plane ABCD) ; that is, the plane 

ABCD // X7-YT plane II I - plane, equations (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) are 

established and representative. This also means that for any parallel plane anywhere 

between the trolley and the spreader the same development would apply. 

It is relevant to make an important assertion here: 

Assertion: the length of all four cables must be the same; that is, the 

cables are equally extended. From Cartmell [15] and Morrish [57], this 
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phenomenon only actually happens when the spreader is undergoing pure 

translation. In all other cases of spreader motion there is actually some 

asymmetry in the cable stretch. This asymmetry is neglected here as it is known 

to be relatively small for most motion cases. 

Based on this, an assumption is made: 

Assumption: the small tilt angle 0 of the spreader must be ignored in order to 

apply the foregoing theory (Figure 2.10). 

(ii) A modified model 

By using two lighting sources, located close to the cable attachment points on the 

spreader, it is possible to obtain the co-ordinates of these two lighting sources as 

shown in the last section. The central point of the spreader and the rotation angle can 

then be calculated from these two co-ordinates. However, because of limitations in the 

viewing angle of the lens of a video camera, the potential problem of these lighting 

sources being outside the viewing range becomes significant for the short cable lengths 

frequently encountered at high hoist positions. Hence a modification is required to 

prevent this from happening. 

The original position of the lighting sources 
(The attached point of the cable) 

10  The modified poisiton of the lighting sources (with 8= 244.4mm) 

Figure 2.9 The 1/8 scale spreader with the modified location of two lighting 
sources (top view). 
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As shown in Figure 2.9, the distance between the two lighting sources on the spreader 

of the experimental crane has been reduced from the full diagonal length to a chosen 

length of 150 mm with an offset 6 = 244.4(mm). This will reduce the chance of the 

lighting sources accidentally running out of the field of view of the video camera. 

However, by applying such an adjustment to the spreader, the mathematical model for 

obtaining the coordinates of the lighting sources also needs to be modified. Therefore, 

a new schematic presented in Figure 2.10 is derived from Figure 2.8. 

The side view of the triangle PG"E" in Figure 2.10 is redrawn as in Figure 2.11(a), 

where P is the central point of the trolley and G"E" is the diagonal line of the 

spreader. R" and S" are the real positions of the lighting sources, located along the line 

between G" and E". is the tilt angle between E"R" (or E"G", E " Q " ) and the XTYT 

-Plane (ground). From the assumption of section 2.2.2.i, G"E" and 'G"E"  are parallel 

to each other; that is, the triangles PE"G" and PIE"IG" are analogous as shown in 

Figure 2.11(b). This also leads to the fact that the angle y between the projected E"R" 

(or E"G", E"Q" ) on the XTYT -Plane(ground) and the XT-axis will be the same as the 

angle between IE"IG' and the XT-axis, as shown in Figure 2.12(a), (b). 

ZT 

XT 
Figure 2.10 Nomination of the modified mathematical model 
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Amongst the infinite number of parallel image planes between the central point of the 

trolley P and the X1— YT plane (the ground), the one positioned at the focal lengthf of 

the video camera lens is of specific interest. Therefore we label this specific plane as 

the Ic -Plane with the distance f= PC from the central point P of the trolley, when the 

central point of the lens of the video camera is coincident with it (Figure 2.10). 

V 

Ni 

	

Figure 2.11(a) Tilt angle 0 	 Figure 2.11(b) Tilt angle 4 =0 

	

Ic-Plane(An image plane where! =PC 
	

Ic.Plane(An image plane where f=PC 

YT 

•" 
Jc 	-,isvs,zis) 

T,C 

Y 

IyIR,ZIR '  IE 

+XT 

IC. 

T, C 

IR(XIR ,yIR ,ZIR) 

i  
1,.• '  

YXT 

YT 

(a) 
	

(b) 

Figure 2. 12(a)(b) The image plane wheref= PC (top view) 
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From Figure 2.11(b), , it is true that a constant ratio A exists because the Ic-Plane is 

parallel to the spreader. 

A =(&'R"S") = 81/IR"IS" 
	 (2.22) 

With the detected coordinates of the two lighting sources on the Ic-Plane thus, 

IR" (XIR, Y!R, Zi) 

Is- (Xis, Yis, zi) 

the angle y, in Figure 2. 12(a)(b) can be calculated, 

 

y 	
XIS - XJR - 	- XJR = 

	

- XJR) 	 - Y IR ) 2
]

(2.23)  
" 	 + 

= Cos' 
	) 

Therefore, the coordinates of IG"(XIG, YIG, ZIG) (where ZIG = Zi) in Figure 2. 12(a)(b), 

(the intersecting point of PG" and the Ic-Plane,) can be obtained, 

XIG = X 15  + 8 1 cosy 

YIG = Yis + ö 1  sifl'( 

On substituting equation (2.23) into equations (2.24)(2.25), 

XIG = X 15  +2(x15  XIR) 

Yia = Yis 'Y,s YIR) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

1' ')7\ 

Also 

PC = zp -  Z1 = f (f: the focal length of the lens of the video camera) 

-------(2.28) 
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Therefore, on substituting xj (in equation (2.26)), yj (in equation (2.27)) and PC = 

Z P  —z 1  = f(in equation (2.28)) into equations (2.16) - (2.21) in section 2.2.2.i, the 

attachment point E" can be obtained. 

In addition, the angle of rotation for the spreader Os can be calculated by, 

OS  = 7 - 'Ys 	 (2.29) 

wherey, is the angle between the line of the two lighting sources and the X-axis when 

the spreader is in the stationary position without swinging. 

(iii) Inter-pixel spacing calculations for a specific Image Plane location 

From the conclusion of the previous section a specific plane (the Ic-Plane)  can be 

defined at a distance f (the focal length of the lens on the video camera) from the 

central point P of the trolley coincident with the central point of the lens of the video 

camera. Assuming that (1) the depth of field is enough to contain the z-directional 

displacement of the spreader (in order to have a deeper depth of field, we could set the 

f-stop of the lens as high as possible) and (2) the movement of the lighting sources on 

the moving spreader will not exceed the field of view of the camera, the images of the 

focused Ic-Plane can then be taken by suitable image processing hardware, namely a 

frame grabber, capable of digitizing and retrieving information from the composite TV 

signals. The resolution of the digitized Ic-Plane can be set up by software downloaded 

to the framegrabber beforehand. This will be discussed further in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5. Now if the framegrabber is configured to an M (lines) x N (pixels per line) 

resolution then that the grabbed images will be digitized to MXN pixels. This can be 

considered as creating MxN grids on the 'c  -Plane, as shown in Figure 2.10 and Figure 

2.13. It should be noted that the pixels are always generated from top-left to bottom-

right as the TV signals scan this way. A corresponding coordinate system F, related to 

the position of the MxN pixels, is employed, as shown in Figure 2.14. 
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Yc 

MxN grids(pixels) detected 

on the Ic- Plane 

XC 

Figure 2.13 MxN grids (pixels) detected on the Ic - plane 

[

This coordinate system 
is relative t the images 
seen by thL L imera 

Fr  
CORG 

1'(O,O).LI 	 III III 111111 1111111 	 IIIP '  

Yc 
M 

Y 	MxN grids(pixels) detected 

XF 	 on the Ic- Plane 

xc 

Figure 2.14 The coordinate system F 

It is important to note that the position (planar coordinates) of any pixel can only 

emerge in integer form (Figure 2.15). This implies that the F-coordinate system only 

provides a relative position of the pixels on the 1c  -Plane rather than a physical 

dimension of the object represented by the pixels. Thus we need to find out the 

distance between the pixels by some convenient calibration procedure. This is outlined 

in the next section. 

N 

IN 



1 to 

d] 

F 
_____ 	 itoN 

Figure 2.15 The scaling factors d and d 

(iv) A procedure for calibration of the scaling factors (d & c11) between the pixels 

on the Ic -Plane. 

With an object of known length located under the video camera (M 1 M2  II XTYT  plane II 

XcYc plane) as shown in Figure 2.16 it is necessary to develop a relevant image on the 

screen (Ic  -Plane). The number of screen pixels , n , can be counted for this object. The 

other two parameters involved are the focal length f, which is fixed by the lens of the 

video camera, and the distance LD from the central point of the lens P (i.e. the central 

point of the trolley). 

Therefore, by similar triangles shown in Figure 2.16 and 2.17 the following formulas 

are derived 

(n-1)d f 

D 	LD  
(2.30) 
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ZT 

Figure. 2.16 The calibration procedure 

JD  
d- 

- LD(n — l) 
-- (2.31) 

However, the distance between the pixels along XF may well be different from the ones 

along YF. Therefore it is safer to calibrate separately in these two directions. From this 

the desired scaling factors d & d are obtained for further calculation. This is 

discussed further in Chapter 7. 

ON 



Fil 

f 

 

f  

LD 

M 1  

•-Plane 

Calibrating Object 

M 

P 

Figure. 2.17 The similar triangle from the calibration procedure 

2.2.3 Coordinate Systems Transformations, and Calculation of the Spreader 

Position and Orientation 

According to the result from the last section it is possible to relate the pixel 

coordinate-system F to the physical dimensions of the object in the real world on the 

Ic -Plane (where! = PC) using the measured scaling factors, d & d. However, this 

information has to be interpreted further in terms of real world coordinates. To do this 

a world coordinate-system W is defined together with another moving coordinate 

system T fixed right under the trolley, as shown in Figure 2.18. The reason for defining 

the orientation of the world coordinate-system W this way is to coincide with the 

rnfirfin of the control strtev which will he discussed in next chanter. By - -- - --------- -- 	
.1 

following the procedure of Figure 2.19, the coordinates of the central point (Q") of the 

spreader and the rotational angle (Os) of the spreader can then be calculated in real-

world terms. 
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Figure. 2.18 The relationship between coordinate systems 

(Transformation. 1) F 	 ) C 

The coordinate-system C, as shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.18, is sitting on the 

same 1c  -Plane (where f = PC) with its origin C in the central point of the digitized 

images. Therefore, if the selectable resolution of the framegrabber is MxN, from 

Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.18, the offset vector Frc0RG  which locates the origin C of the 

coordinate-system C relative the coordinate-system F, is, 

TCORG =(FxCORG ,'ycoRG) =((M - 1)/2,  (N - 1)/ 2) 	 (2.32) 

where the pre-subscript, i, denotes that the contents, F XCORG and F YCORG' of 'rCORG  

are inta 1-rare 
aJ. flIt..#.'J 

Also, 

F0_C 	F 
i i  - I J + j1c:yG - (2.33) 
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(Note: F  P denotes a point P expressed in the coordinate system F and the pre-

subscript, i, denotes that the contents of F  P are integers) 

This coordinate systei 
is a fixed. reference  

I 
 system. 

is coordinate system  
is itting on the 
Plane. The origin Cis 
the central point of the  
digitized images] 

This coordinate system 
is sitting on the Ic -j 
Plane. The origin F is 
the top-left pixel of the 
digitized images 

This coordinate system is 
sitting right underneath 
the trolley. The origin I 
is on the ground 

7' 

(Transformation. 1) 

ifhroioth liii s process, 
the pi \eI e(R)rdi notes 
shown on the screen are 
I ran s orined to the 

S tid nate ssstent C on 
l ( -l- lane hv using d, & 
d, in seetioil 22.2.iv.  

(Transformation. 2) 

ilhrouoh this press, 
the mathematical model 
dcrl\ ed in section 22.2 
can be applied to acquire 
the ph\sIcal dimension 
of the ohject relative to 
'Ooi dmmìate system 7. 

(Transformation. 3) 

ThroLich this proees, 
the eoord i notes re I ad ye 
to COO] diii ate system T 
are trans brined to a 
fl xed g iou n d e ord note-
svsteiii jj/ 

Figure. 2.19 The transformation of the coordinate systems 

If the actual reading, 'E"  and IG"  of the two lighting sources from the frame grabber are, 

FT 	I 
i'E" 	(X  IF  

FT 	I 
i'G' _ X JG . F , YiG. F 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

then it should be noted that these two coordinates are relative to the F coordinate- 

system, and xm"F, Y"F XIG"F, YIG"F are all integers. 
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In order to associate Fj FIG,, with the C coordinate-system, first it can be shown, from 

equation (2.33), that, 

CD_FD F 
i i  - 	- iCORG 

On substituting equation (2.32) into equation (2.36), 

i'E" = (x"C , yw"c) = ( Xffi"F - F 
	

YIE"F F) 

1 = (c"c , YIG"C) = (XIG"F - F,ORG YIG"i FyCORG) 

- (2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

Multiplying equations (2.37) (2.38) by the scaling factors between pixels, d x  and d (in 

section 2.2.2.iv), the physical dimensions of CJE,(x , y) and CJ(x , yIG") can be 

obtained as follows: 

C1 = (xw" , yip") = (d * X"C , d * yIE"c) 	 (2.39) 

C1 = (XIG", yIG") = (d * XIG"C , d * YIG"C) 	 (2.40) 

(Transformation.2) C 
	

T 

From equations (2.14) (2.29) in the GSS mathematical model in section 2.2.2, it is 

possible to transform equations (2.39) and (2.40) to the coordinates relative to the T 

coordinate system (Figure 2.18); that is: 

C 	 ________ T IE" (XE'. , yE") 	 E = (XE"T i YE"T, ZE"T) 	 (2.41) 

C1 = (XIG" , yIG") 	) TG It = (XG"T, YG"T, ZG"T) 	 (2.42) 

The central point of the spreader, Q", in the coordinate-system T can then be obtained, 
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T  = (TEFF + TG  )/2 	 - (2.43) 

In addition, the rotation angle of the spreader, 8 , will be given by applying equations 

(2.23) and (2.29) in section 2.2.2. 

(Transformation.3) T 	 ) W 

By taking a point, P, in space as an example the transformation between the 

coordinate-system T and the coordinate-system W can be represented as: 

WD_WDTD w 
- T" 	+ TTORG (2.44) 

where w  R is a 3x3 rotation matrix, describing the orientation of the coordinate-

system T with respect to the coordinate-system W, and Wp,  Tp, WTTONG (the offset 

vector describes the translation between the origins) are 3x1 column matrices. 

From Craig [22] & Fu [32], it is understood that the rotation matrix, R, which rotates 

vectors (or axes in this case), is the same as the rotation matrix which describes a 

coordinate-system (T) rotated by R relative to the reference system (W). Based on this, 

the rotation matrix, w  R, can obtained by following the operation in Figure 2.20. 

First, a symbolic coordinate-system T is rotated about the axis Yw by 1800,  as shown in 

Figure 2.20(a). This produces a rotation matrix, Ry18011 

cos(180°) 0 -sin(180°) 	-1 0 0 

Ry10 = 	0 	1 	0 	= 0 1 0 	 (2.45) 

L(180) 0 cos(180°) J - 0 0 -1 
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YT  
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180° 

 

(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 

Figure 2.20 The rotation matrix, ' R 

Secondly, in Figure 2.20(b), this symbolic coordinate-system T is rotated about the 

axis Zw by -Ov . It should be noted that the negative sign of the Ov is caused by the fact 

that it is initialized from the coordinate-system W rather than T. Therefore, 

cos( —O) —sin(-9) 0 

Rzw,_ev = sin( —O) cos(-8) 0 	 (2.46) 

0 	0 	1 

Thus the rotation matrix, w R is, 

[— cos( —O) —fl(—) 01 
wR = RzoRy1800 = —sin(—O) cos(—O) 0 	 (2.47) 

L 	0 	0 	—1] 

If the offset vector, WrT0RG 
, between the origins T and W is defmed as 

XTW 

W 
rTORG - 

	 (2.48) 

ZTW 
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rw 

In fact, xTw  and yTw are the trolley and gantry travelling distances, respectively. z,is 

the height between the ground and the trolley, which is a constant in this case. This 

relationship between the coordinate-system T and W is expressed in Figure 2.21. 

Figure 2.21 The relationship between coordinate system T and W 
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2.3 The Local Sensing System (LSS) 

Final alignment or 'docking' of the spreader from either the end position obtained from 

a global strategy (as described in section 2.2) or from a manually obtained rough 

alignment, is required prior to engagement of the spreader-to-container locking 

mechanism. This is achieved by implementation of a 'local sensing system', which 

differs fundamentally from the 'global sensing system' in that the datum is the 

container itself, and so the spreader position is directly relative to this. The basic 

principle and design of a 'local sensing system' is investigated and discussed in this 

section. 

Figure 2.22 An unladen spreader above the target container 

After positioning the spreader above the container by manual or globally sensed 

techniques (Figure 2.22), a local sensing system must then be employed to get the 

spreader perfectly lined up with the container underneath. However, there are two 

different cases to be dealt with here; first of all, where the spreader is unladen; that is 

to say, there is no container slung beneath the spreader (Figure 2.22) in which case the 

main purpose of the 'local sensing system' system is to ensure that the twistlocks on 

the four corners of the spreader are within an acceptable distance from the container 

corner boxes before docking in. Secondly, where the spreader is laden with another 

container which must therefore be located on top of a stack of containers (up to four 
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or five high) as shown in Figure 2.23. Thus the sensing system that is proposed must 

have the ability to cater for these two situations. 

Figure 2.23 A laden spreader above the target container 

A paper presented by Wen & Durrant-Whyte [92] has proposed a multiple sensor 

model to locate the hole of the corner box where the twistlock on the spreader will be 

accommodated (Figure 2.22, Figure 2.26). By precisely knowing the geometric 

features of the corner box in advance, the feedback signals from an ultrasonic/infrared 

transducer model are then compared to this localized information to provide the data 

for correction. However, there are disadvantages in this approach: (1) The geometric 

features of the corner boxes on the containers are not reliably consistent because 

repeated shock loading during the docking operations leads to the shape of the corner 

boxes changing with time due to wear. (2) This ultrasonic/infrared sensor model is also 

not feasible whilst the spreader is laden (Figure 2.23), because when the sensor model 

is directly positioned under the spreader the signals will be blocked by the laden 

container. It is therefore considered to be more sensible to use more reliable features as 

the datum for the proposed local sensing system, for instance, the edges of the 

containers. 

In section 2.3.1, a variety of suitable sensory technologies are evaluated and discussed. 

In section 2.3.2, the detailed theory and design of appropriate sensory modules is 
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proposed. Finally, a misalignment correction algorithm for integration of the whole 

system is presented in section 2.3.3. 

2.3.1 The sensor evaluation and selection 

Because freight containers are standardized, it is not admissible to add extra parts to 

the containers themselves, therefore any contacting sensor technology must be based 

entirely on spreader mounted contacting sensors. However it is considered likely, 

indeed almost certain, that such systems would also be prone to eventual failure due to 

the many shock load conditions encountered during repeated final alignment 

operations. On this basis, only noncontacting sensing technologies are investigated and 

discussed for this application. 

2.3.1.1 Vision systems using a database 

In order to incorporate a vision system into the local sensing system, four steps are 

needed as follows: 

By using monochrome CCD (charged-coupled device) cameras, typical 64 (or 256) 

gray scale digitized images of the topside of the container could be obtained from 

commercialized image processing hardware; for example, like the frame grabber 

described in section 2.2. 

These digitized images could then be preprocessed using pixel processing 

algorithms (Data Translation [27]),  like a Laplacian filter, for example, to enhance 

the characteristics of the images. 

For recognizing and interpreting the acquired image data, an a priori established 

knowledge base (Gonzalez et.al  [34]) would have to be invoked to compare 

differences. 

According to the comparison, a decision could then be made to activate the driving 

mechanism of the spreader to reduce the detected differences. 

However, because of the large variation of possible locations and orientations of the 

containers, a necessarily enormous and complex knowledge base would certainly cause 

considerable recognition problems and lengthy processing time, even though the 
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oscillation amplitude and frequency of the spreader is usually comparatively low (0.1-1 

Hz) (Waddicor [91]). Also, the computing power required to process all the data in 

steps (2) - (4) would be prohibitive and therefore highly expensive because of the vast 

amount of image data needed to be dealt with on a real-time basis. Furthermore, any 

such equipment would be susceptible to damage from shock loading during the final 

docking operation. Based on the disadvantages described above, this approach is 

therefore considered to be too complicated and costly to implement. 

2.3.1.2 Infrared thermal imaging 

Infrared thermography (Merryman [55], Waddicor [91]) employs an array of sensors 

to detect the amount of infrared radiation emitted from an object's surface. This 

information can then be multiplexed and passed to an onboard computer. The output is 

in the form of a digital thermal map displaying temperature gradients across the area 

scanned by the sensors. This technology has been widely adapted for remote sensing in 

geographical and astronomical surveys (Key [43]).The basic procedure for processing 

the thermal maps can be adapted to handle the sort of images described in the last 

section. However, both technologies suffer from similar drawbacks such as complexity 

and high associated costs. Moreover, thermal images can be susceptible to interference 

from weather conditions. Based on these disadvantages this technology is also 

considered unsuitable for further investigation. 

2.3.1.3 Acoustic (ultrasonic) sensors 

Ultrasound uses mechanical radiation at a frequency higher than the audible range ( ~ 

20 KHz) (Bury [12]). When a piezoelectric crystal (typically barium titanate) is 

subjected to an alternating voltage it expands and contracts in length and the 

mechanical vibration of the crystal causes adjacent molecules of the medium around it 

to vibrate, thus the acoustic energy is radiated outwards. If this radiation is directed 

towards an object then its reflection can be used for detecting dimensions and also 

proximity sensing for distances down to 1 in in air (Pallás-Areny et.al  [601). This is 

adequate for many range fmding problems in manufacturing and robotic control. The 

quantity measured is the time offlight (TOF) of the sound from the object surface; and 
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by knowing the speed of sound it is possible to determine the distance of interest 

(Hickling [38]). 

Ultrasonic 
Transducer 

Figure 2.24 An ultrasonic transducer and its transmission signal 

Although this type of sensor could potentially fuffill the basic requirements for the local 

sensing system to detect the edges of the container underneath, an initial concern is 

that the 2m1  sidelobes of the transmission relate to a power reduction of one half at the 

centre of the beam (Wen [92]). These lower intensity signals, as shown in Figure 2.24 

and which inevitably radiate out from the transducer, will inevitably cause unwanted 

echo signals (Waddicor [91]). Although the effect might be filtered out by adjustments 

of the recognition threshold level in the receiver, this will nevertheless reduce the 

available range of detection. 

In addition, the divergence angle, 8d of the main beam, as depicted in Figure 2.24, 

which produces a conical shape of the ultrasonic transmission signal, may cause 

unwanted reflection whilst the spreader is laden. This angle can range from 6° to 20 0  

depending on what type of transducers are chosen. A configuration, as shown in Figure 

2.25(a), where an ultrasonic sensor is located outside the spreader, could conceivably 

detect the edge of the container underneath. However, as shown in Figure 2.25(b), the 

signals may reflect from the side of the laden container Underneath the spreader, and 
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therefore result in failure to detect the edge. As any local sensing system must 

accommodate stacking of containers, this limitation precludes the use of acoustic 

sensors. 
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Figure 2.25 The disadvantages of using ultrasonic sensors 

2.3.1.4 Laser sensors 

Generation of a laser light beam commences with a collection of atoms or molecules in 

any form, solid liquid or gaseous. These atoms are then excited or 'pumped' to raise 

them from their lowest energy level into a higher energy level. This can be achieved in 

many ways but in the case of devices considered here it is achieved by direct electrical 

excitation using semi-conductors. If a condition called 'population inversion' occurs, 

whereby more atoms are excited into the higher level than remain in the lower level, 

so-called laser action can take place. If a beam of light tuned to the transition 

frequency between the two levels is then passed through the collection of atoms, the 

light will be amplified through the process of stimulated emission, which, conveniently, 

is not directly affected by most environmental conditions, providing that the lens for 

focusing the beam is kept clean and free from water droplets. 

Typical applications for this technology can be found in range finding and navigation 

(Archibald [3], Yong [95]), where a laser generator produces a short burst of light and 

a receiver/processing unit measures the time-of-flight (TOF) of the light reflected off 

an object (Bury [12]). -Laser systems are also employed for object feature recognition 
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(Okamoto [59]),  because they are capable of producing very accurate object 

resolution, due to the narrow beam width of laser light. 

For application to the local sensing system, pulses of light energy emitted from the 

laser generator could be directed at an object surface and the reflection collected using 

light sensitive devices. Unlike the ultrasonic devices described in section 2.3.1.3, 

modulated laser light beam can be highly collimated (directionally aligned) provided 

that the focusing lens is carefully adjusted to minimize beam divergence. Thus the 

phenomenon shown in Figure 2.25(b) can be avoided. Furthermore laser technology 

does not suffer from the specularity problem due to its narrow beam width and short 

wavelength. Despite the fact that lasers are considered hazardous (in cases where an 

operator is exposed directly to such light) it can be arranged such that the whole 

sensing system is activated only when the distance between the spreader and the 

container is within an expected detection range. This could be achieved by using 

spreader height positional feedback from a suitable encoder. 

After taking account of all possible factors, such as the weather conditions, specularity 

and complexity for the different sensing methods mentioned, it is considered that a 

laser based system will be more feasible and less complicated to implement. Thus, laser 

technology is chosen for the proposed local sensing system. The setup and design of a 

local sensing system will henceforth be explored further in the next couple of sections. 

2.3.2 The design of the local sensing system 

There are two stages for development of the local sensing system in order to cover the 

two situations of an unladen or laden spreader (Figure 2.22 & 2.23). For the former, 

three line laser modules (SL1, SL2, SS) have been deployed, each of which includes a 

line laser generator, a lens to collect the reflected laser light and a line-scan optical 

diode to sense the focused beam. For the latter, four spot laser modules (Al, A2, A3, 

A4) have been arranged, each of which includes a spot laser and an 'area' optical 

receiver. The general layout of the design for the modules in the 1/8 spreader is shown 

in Figure 2.26. It should be noted that this experimental scale model spreader is 

specifically designed for accommodating all the modules around the edges of the 
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spreader owing to the limited space at the experimental scale chosen. There would not 

be these problems of space allocation in a full-sized RTG crane. In section 2.3.2.1 and 

2.3.2.2, the design and the theory of the line laser module and spot laser module are 

specified, respectively. 

The Guiding Rails for Adjusting 
the Position of modules 

Z-'777  
	

a 
Line sensor Moduler 	Spot sensor Moduler 	Cable attachment point 	The actual size of a 

(SLI, SL2, SS) 	(Al, A2, A3, A4) 	& LED location 	 1/8 Spreader 

Figure 2.26 The Experimental Scale Model Spreader for the local sensing system 

Before presenting the detailed design of the modules, the assumptions required for the 

local sensing system are stated as follows: 

The reflecting surface should be reasonably smooth and flat to ensure that the 

divergence of the reflected beam is minimized. 

The reflecting surface should be reasonably level. 

The projected line from the surface (for the line laser module in section 2.3.2.1) 

must be reasonably parallel to the pixel sensor line on the receiver device. 

(1) and (2) are working environment factors which can generally be verified 

observation. (3) is controllable by precisely adjusting the modules. 
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2.3.2.1 The design and theory of the line laser module 

The fundamental requirement of the line laser module optics is that the line projected 

by the fan-shaped laser beam is reflected by the edge of the target surface (the topside 

of the container). This reflection is then collected and focused onto a pixel line sensor 

(RS [62]) which outputs a voltage directly proportional to the amount of the incident 

light. Therefore, based on this output voltage, it is possible to detect the position of the 

spreader relative to the container underneath. For instance, if the maximum voltage 

from the pixel line sensor is V, this value indicates that the maximum amount of 

reflected laser can be detected from the topside of the container. By carefully locating 

the line laser generator and the receiving end (including the pixel line sensor and 

focusing lens), as shown in Figure 2.27, Figure 2.28, 1/2 V can be used to verify the 

detection of the edge of the container. 

There were originally two types of 

component arrangement proposed for the 

line laser module, and these are discussed in 

details in Huang & Cartmell [39]. After 

careful consideration, it was decided to 

choose the second arrangement because the 

first arrangement (Figure 2.27) has to have 

either the laser generator or the line-scan 

diode (pixel line sensor) located outside the 

boundary of the spreader. This presents a 

potential risk of damage to the sensing 

system due to the narrow gaps (typically 

300 mm as shown in Figure 2.28) between 
Figure 2.27 The first arrangement 

adjacent stacks of containers. Furthermore, 

this setup is unable to fully make use of the sensing range of the pixel line sensor 

because of the geometry of this configuration (Huang & Cartmell [39]). These 

disadvantages tend to preclude the feasibility of this approach. 
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Leser Beam Gene rator 

F1 _.. 
Lens/Sensor Module 

(The central point of the lens) 

Figure 2.28 The second arrangement 	Figure 2.29 The side view of Figure 2.28 

The second approach is to locate the laser beam and lens/sensor module right on the 

edge of the spreader as shown in Figure 2.28 and Figure 2.29. As a result, the 

weakness of the previous approach shown in Figure 2.27, of being unable to utilize the 

maximum capacity of the pixel line sensor fully and also possible damage to the 

modules, can be avoided. The basic idea behind this approach is to direct the central 

line AE (Figure 2.29) of the laser beam fan to project to the middle point of the pixel 

line sensor. However, as shown in Figure 2.28, the fan-shaped beam from the laser is 

divergent. If this V-shaped AEB is 'unfolded' into the triangular shape shown in Figure 

2.30 it reveals that the sensor will not detect the full length of the incident line, C 1 C2 , 

on the surface but a fraction of this line, i.e. F 1 F2 , and this will depend on the diameter 

of the lens used. 

From Figures 2.29 and 2.30 a mathematical model for acquiring all the important 

parameters for the line laser module is derived as follows: 
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The incident line 	 Pixel Lime sensor 

Figure 2.30 The relationship between the laser generator and the pixel line sensor 

Nomenclature: 

********************************************************************* 

\lJi 	 The angles between the vertical and the centre-line of the laser beam 

fan. This is assumed to be the centre line of the cylindrical body of the 

laser generator. 

b: 	The effective length of the incident line on the target surface. 

b = F1 F2 . 

The maximum effective length of the incident line on the target surface. 

D 1  : 	The vertical distance from the centre of the lens of the laser generator 

to the reflected surface. 

D2 : 	The vertical distance from the centre of the lens for the sensor to the 

reflected surface. 

The length of the focused reflected line on the sensor. t =F 1 'F2' 

(t is the maximum length oft, which can be found in the 

manufacturer's data sheet (RS [62])). 
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f: 	 The focal length of the lens. 

m: 	Magnification of the lens. 

d1 	 The diameter of the lens (d1 = L 1 L2). 

Because the incident angle and the reflected angle of the laser are equal, then from 

Figure 2.29 it follows that, 	 - 

h/i = V2 =W 	 (2.49) 

Also both the laser generator and the detector (the lens & the pixel line sensor) should 

be accommodated in the same module. Therefore it is reasonable to let 

D 1  = D2  = D 	 (2.50) 

d 1  = d2  = d 	 (2.51) 

It follows that the angles, hi/i  and i/2, are, 

'I/i = '1/2 =tan' WD) = hi! 	 (2.52) 

The selection of the lens is associated with two important parameters: the focal length, 

f, and the diameter of the lens, d1 . Because of the spatial constraint of the lens holder 

on the line laser module, the focusing lens cannot be larger than this physical limit. 

Thus, according to this fact, the diameter of the lens can be fixed. From equation 

(2.50), it is understood that F 1 F2  is positioned halfway between vertex A and base L 1 L2  

of AAL IL2, as shown in Figure 2.30. Also because the diameter of the lens, d1 (or 

L 1 L2), is known, the maximum effective length of the incident line on the target 

surface, b. , is, 

ril 
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b=F1F2=d1/2 	 - (2.53) 

Also the maximum sensing length of the pixel line sensor, t, can be found in the 

manufacturer's data sheet (RS [62]). 

m (magnification) = - tTh 	 (2.54) 

(N.B. The formulae and the sign assignments are the convention of following paraxial 

optics. Please refer to Baling [28], and Serway [69]) 

where 

m(—EP) 

1—rn 

EP = D/cosiji 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

From combining equations (2.54), (2.55) and the diameter d1, a suitable lens can then 

be selected. 

The theory is that when all three line sensors give the same output then the spreader is 

aligned directly above the target area. The ideal output should be half of the maximum 

possible voltage from the pixel line sensor for all three sensors. This would indicate 

that the spreader could be lowered down to pick up the underlying container. An 

algorithm described in section 2.3.3.1 is derived to correct the misalignment 

accordingly. 

2.3.2.2 The design and theory of the spot laser module 

When a container is already slung underneath the spreader, but needs to be deposited 

accurately on a stack (Figure 2.23), the application of the line laser modules described 

in the previous section is no longer feasible. Therefore, another design is necessary to 

deal with this situation. The basic arrangement for this, using 'spot laser modules' is 

shown in Figure 2.31. 
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Figure 2.31 The basic arrangement of a spot laser module 

Because of the highly concentrated power of the laser beam and the rather short 

distance between the laser generator and the target surface, it is reasonable to assume 

that most of the reflected rays mainly bounce back with the reflected angle equal to the 

incident angle. Consequently, by locating an optical diode on the path of the reflected 

rays as a receiver, it is possible to create the digital effect of ON(' 1') and OFF('O'). 

This output is fundamentally different to the 'analogue' signal obtained from the line 

laser module. The signal ON('l') is given whilst the laser beam reflects from the 

topside of the container as shown in Figure 2.31. On the contrary, the signal OFF(V) 

is set whilst the laser beam falls on the ground and does not reflect back with the 

correct geometry, as shown in Figure 2.32. As stated in section 2.3.1, there are 

potential problems for sensors in detecting correct signals in real crane operation 

during wet weather when the ground may be more reflective than the target surface, 

which could confuse the sensing system. However, with the design of the spot laser 

module, as shown in Figure 2.31 and Figure 2.32, it is clear that the primary beam of 

the reflected laser beam will NOT be 'seen' by the optical diode owing to the angle of 

the incidence and reflection defining a necessary reflection position below. 
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Figure 2.32 The condition where no signal received by the optical diode 

The are a couple of parameters to be decided upon to complete this configuration: 

The angle G (Figure 2.31) 

The distance between the laser and the receiver device (optical diodes etc.) 

The height from the target surface of the container to the module ,(h container  + Nap). 

It will be a function of the power of the laser and the sensitivity of the receiver 

device. 

The theory is that when all four of these spot laser modules on each side of the 

container are all giving the same signal OFF('O'), then the container slung under the 

spreader must be aligned with the target stack of containers. This can be used to enable 

the control system to lower down the payload. The algorithm shown in section 2.3.3.2 

has been derived to correct the misalignment using the 'four OFF case' as a target 

representing alignment. 
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2.3.3 The misalignment auto-correction algorithm of the local sensing system 

The proposed misalignment auto-correction algorithm has two main sections which are 

related to the conceptual design for the overall local sensing system. In section 2.3.3.1 

and section 2.3.3.2, algorithms associated with the line laser modules and spot laser 

modules are presented, respectively. 

A2 

ss 

Al 

The direction for the driver to 
approach the spreader towards 

' 	the container 

A4 

S 

Line laser generator/pixel line sensor module (SL I, SL2, SS) 

Spot laser generator/optical diode module (Al, A2, A3, A4) 

Figure 2.33 A conceptual layout for the location of the modules 

Figure 2.3 1, as a supplement of Figure 2.26, shows an overhead view of a conceptual 

layout for the location of the modules around the edges of a spreader. A simple 

coordinate system LS is also defined to explain the operation during steps of the auto-

correction. The direction of LS is coincident with the current axes of the spreader. For 

example, if the spreader is supposed to move in the 'L+' direction, this signals the 

driving actuators to advance along '—f'. If the spreader is required to move in the 'S—' 

direction, this signals the driving actuators to advance along "1'. The same criterion 

applies to 'R', where 'R+' represents the counter-clockwise direction, and 'R—' 

represents the clockwise direction. 
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2.3.3.1 The misalignment auto-correction algorithm for the line laser modules 

This algorithm is invoked when there is no container slung beneath the spreader. The 

flowchart in Figure 2.40 at the end of the chapter defines the algorithm for the 

correction of misalignment using the three line laser modules, SL1, SL2, SS. Lengths 

bsLl bsL2, and bss  are defined as the effective lengths of the incident light-lines on the 

topside of the target container at each sensor SL1, SL2, SS respectively. These are 

transformed to representative voltages by means of appropriate hardware. The value of 

b, as stated in section 2.3.2.1, represents the maximum possible effective length of 

the incident line detected by the pixel line sensor. According to Waddicor [91], two 

initial conditions must be satisfied prior to automatic final alignment: 

0 The ± 300 mm (as in a full-size RTG crane) clearance is reached by manual control 

or perhaps GPS (global positioning system). 

0 An angular accuracy of ± 5° between the long axes of the spreader and of the 

container is achieved. 

In 0, it is indicated that the maximum displacement between one of the corners of the 

spreader to the edge of the container will not exceed 300 mm, or 37.5 mm in the 1/8 

experimental rig. These two requirements also assume that the spreader will not be too 

far away vertically from the target container underneath. At the end of the 

misalignment correction process the expected accuracy will be: 

(0 ± 25 mm (as in a full-size RTG crane), or 3.125 mm (c) on the 1/8 scale 

experimental rig. 

± 2° between the long axes of the spreader and of the container. 

The details of each step in Figure 2.40 are described as follows: 

Step A: To ensure that the spreader/container position is within the required range 

for subsequent steps by moving in the S direction 

The first stages of the algorithms are concerned with the detection of SL1 and SL2. If 

these two modules do not sense anything, then the spreader will be moved in the 
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direction of 'S—'. This motion will stop when values for bsLI  and  bsL2  are detected. At 

this stage, the actual numerical values are not critically important; the necessity is to 

detect some reflection of the laser line, on either of the two sensors. The small 

dimensions involved in the optics of the sensing system dictate the importance of 

whether or not the readings scanned for bsLI  and  bsL2  are equivalent to b. If this is 

the case the spreader has moved too far in the 'S—' direction. This can be rectified by 

moving the spreader in the opposite direction, 'S+' 

The spreader will continue to move in the 'S+' direction until bsLI  or bsL2  is less than 

b. At this point, an indicator, denoted "B',  is assigned a value of '1'. This indicator 

is part of a function employed to check that the necessary tasks have been performed. 

The reasons for including this indicator system, and also more detail of its operation, 

will become more apparent with further development of the algorithm. 

This initial process is represented in graphical form in Figure 2.34. 

bSL1 

bss 

 

b s Li 	 S+ 

bSS 

(a) 
	

(b) 

Figure 2.34 - (a) An initial movement to obtain some line reflection. 

(b) When bsLl = bsL2 = b. 
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Step B: To Rectify the orientational misalignment by reducing the difference between 

bsLI and bsL2  by rotation of the spreader. 

Firstly, a check is made to see if the difference between bsLl  and bsL2  is within the 

required accuracy. This is done by comparing the absolute value of the difference, 

IbsLI  —bsL2I to (2°/1 8Oir)L which represents the maximum orientational tolerance, where 

L is the distance between SL i and SL2 sensors. If this fails then the value of 'B  is reset 

to '0' and a further check is carried out to find out the scale of the misalignment. To 

achieve this, the two sensor outputs are compared; if bsu  is greater than bsL2,  then the 

spreader will be rotated in a counter-clockwise direction(R+). However, if the opposite 

is true, then the direction of rotation is clockwise(R—). This is shown in the diagram in 

Figure 2.35. This process is continued until IbsLl—bsL2I <= (2°/18tht)L. Another 

indicator, 'Ia ', is assigned a value of '1'. It is important to note that indicator 'B is still 

set at '0' at the moment. 

Lb ~sL  I  
I 	SS 	bs L2 

sq 

Figure 2.35 Step B 

Step C: To correct the displacement error measured by comparing bss  to the required 

accuracy (e or 3.125 mm in the 118 experimental rig) by means of translation in the 

'L' direction. 

After Step B, the misalignment of the orientation between the spreader and the 

container has been decreased. However, this is not necessarily an indication that the 

spreader is in the ideal position above the target container. This is achieved if, and only 

if, the following conditions are satisfied: 

b ss  

(R - 
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IbsLl —b21 <E, - 	 (2.57) 

IbsL2—b21 <e, - 	 (2.58) 

Ib 5—b2 I <e - 	 (2.59) 

where b2  is equal to 0.5 b. Therefore, it is necessary for the output of the three line 

laser modules to satisfy these inequalities. In Step C, the output of SS is scanned and 

compared to b2 to check whether it satisfies equation (2.59). If it does not, jc  will be 

reset to '0' and the spreader will be moved along 'L+' or 'L—', depending on whether 

is greater than b 2 . This movement will continue until equation (2.59) is satisfied. A 

final indicator, ID,  is then set to a value of '1' and '1c  remains at '0'. After the 

execution of this process, the spreader/container position could be the same as that 

shown in Figure 2.36. 

- - - - 

bsLl 	 bsL2 

- 

Sf 

Figure 2.36 Step C 

Step D: To correct the displacement error measured by comparing bsLJ to the 

required accuracy () by means of translation in the 'S' direction. 

The fmal step in this line-laser module algorithm is the alignment of the long side of the 

spreader with the corresponding side of the container underneath. This is done by 

making a comparison of bsLl  and b2 . However, if the equality is not satisfied, then 'D  is 

reset to '0' and the alignment process is undertaken in much the same way as the 

alignment of the short side of the spreader described in Step C; the main difference 

being that, in this case, any adjusting movements are made in the '5' direction. 
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The indicator system is, basically, a function to check that all the necessary conditions 

are satisfied before the spreader is lowered for picking up the target container. There 

are three indicators in the system, namely, I, 'c JD which correspond to Steps B, C, 

D, respectively. Prior to entering the main operation of each step, they are set to '1'. If 

the main or first decision condition (inequalities (2.57), (2.58), (2.59)) in each step is. 

not satisfied, then the indicator is reset to '0' and the system proceeds to a further 

correction operation. If, and only if, all these three main, or first decision, conditions 

(inequalities (2.57), (2.58), (2.59)) at each step are met then 'B, Ic, and ID  Will all 

remain '1' and allow the whole process to stop. This will prevent the whole process 

from wrongly 'checking out' because of the operation of one individual step adversely 

affecting the achieved accuracy of other steps. The following diagrammatic sequence 

of Figure 2.37 concisely explains the process: 

S(Step_A) 	) R(Step_B) 	) S(Ste)_C) 	) L(Step_D) 	END 

Figure 2.37 The auto-correction sequence of line laser modules 



2.3.3.2 The misalignment auto-correction algorithm for the spot laser modules 

It is shown in Figure 2.41 at the end of the chapter, that there is an alternative 

algorithm required for the case in which the spreader is already laden with another 

container, which is to be unloaded on top of a pre-existing stack of containers. 

The output of each spot sensor module is digital; either '1' or V. From the setup 

described in section 2.3.2.2, when all four spot laser modules on each side of the 

container are signaling '0' then this indicates that the laden spreader is aligned with the 

target stack of containers. The details of the algorithm are as follow: 

Step A1.1 and A4.1: To determine the direction D1 , Dsfor  Steps A1.2 andA4.2. 

As shown in Figure 2.26, Al is located on the shorter side of the spreader. If '0' is 

output from the optical diode on this module it means that the side on which Al is 

located is too far away from the corresponding side of the container on the stack 

underneath. As a result of this the spreader has to be moved in the 'L+' direction so 

that DL becomes 'L+'. The same criterion applies to the A4 module to set up the 

direction D 5 . It should be noticed that Al (t o) and A4(to) defme the detected signals at 

the moment when both Steps Al. 1 and A4.1 are initialized. 

Step A1.2 and Step A4.2: To Correct the offset in the 'L' and 'S' directions. 

According to the directions DL,  Ds  set in Step A1.1 and A4.1, the appropriate 

actuators start to move the spreader until the moment that the current output is the 

opposite of the initial output, indicates that the laser beam has just passed the edge of 

the container. It should be noticed that A1(t) and A4(t) defme the current detected 

signals and these are updated throughout the process. 

Step A2.i and A3.1 : To decide the direction of rotation 'DR' for the orientation 

misalignment correction. 

After the operation of Step A4, the output from the A2 module is scanned. If the 

container is being detected ('1'), the direction 'D R ' is set to anti-clockwise, 'R+'. On 

the other hand, if A2(t o) is sensed as '0', the final module A3 is checked to see whether 

its output is V. If it is, the whole process is satisfied and the operation can stop. If it is 
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not, the direction 'DR' is set to the clockwise direction 'R+' and the system can move 

on to the final step. 

Step A2.2: To correct the orientation misalignment. 

According to the direction 'DR' acquired by Step A2.1 and A4.1 the spreader is 

rotated correspondingly until the moment that the opposite of the initial output is 

sensed. 

Another indicator system similar to the one used in the algorithm for the line sensor 

modules is also applied to the above process to enhance its robustness. The flowchart 

is shown in Figure 2.41. The following figure explains the process: 

L(Step Al) 	) S(Step A4) 	) R(Step A2 and A3) 	END 

Figure 2.38 The auto-correction sequence of spot laser modules 

An example of the execution of this algorithm is shown in Figure 2.39. 
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(a) 

Step A.1.1: A1(t0) = '0' = DL= L+. 

Step A.4.1: A4(t0) = ' 1' => Ds  = 5—. 

--kQ--- ---

41 

S4 \  

(b) 

	

I I 	Step A.1.2: 

	

A31 	
Move toward DL  (L+). 

Stop when A1(t) = '1' = - Al(t o). 

D(j+ 
L 	 - 

---2—-

Al 

sj 	
Ds(s-)  

(c) 

Step A.4.2: 

Move toward D5  (S). 

Stop when A4(t) = '0' = - A4(t 0). 

Step A.2.1: A2(t0) '0' 

Step A.3.1: A4(t) = ' 1' => DR= R+. 

(d) 

Al 
	 Step A.2.2: 

Rotate about DR (R+). 

Stop when A2(t) = '1' = - A2(t 0). 

D R (R+) 

.1 
A2 

1 A1 	 A3 

L 	 k44' 

- s1  

Figure 2.39 An example of auto-

correction algorithm for spot laser 

modules 
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2.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the sensing methodologies for the two proposed systems have been 

discussed. 

Firstly, the global sensing system is intended for full automation of the RTG crane in 

situations where the target container is located at a known position and the RTG crane 

is located somewhere else (also known). By using the mathematical model in section 

2.2.2 and the coordinate transformations defined in section 2.2.3 it is possible to 

correlate the information of the images 'seen' by the CCD camera on the trolley to the 

coordinates and orientation of the spreader relative to the world coordinate system. In 

the next chapter a control strategy for this global system is discussed and the results of 

simulation are presented. In Chapter 5, a search algorithm for pinpointing the 

coordinates of the two reference lighting sources on the spreader from the grabbed 

images of the CCD camera is proposed and implementation requirements are explored. 

Secondly a local sensing system has been designed and it is seen that this can work as 

either a supplementary system for the final docking process (after the global sensing 

system has directed the spreader to a position approximately above the target 

container), or as an independent retro-fitted piece of equipment for existing RTG 

cranes. There are two types of sensor. module which have been designed to adapt to 

two distinctly different situations occurring in real RTG crane operation. Three line 

laser modules, each of which contains a line-laser generator, a focusing lens and an 

optical pixel-line-sensor, are dedicated for resolving the misalignment situation when 

there is no container slung underneath the spreader. The other approach uses four spot 

laser modules, each containing a spot laser generator and an optical diode, and this is 

dedicated to the situation when there is a container slung underneath the spreader. 

Two auto-correction algorithms for these two cases are explained in section 2.3.3.2 for 

adjustment of the spreader using the information feedback from the modules. 
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Figure 2.40 The auto-correction algorithm for line laser modules 
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Figure 2.41 The auto-correction algorithm for spot laser modules 
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Chapter 3 

A Dynamic Feedback Linearization Controller for 

Three Dimensional Control of the RTG Crane using 

the Single Cable Model 

3.1 Introduction 

An automatic controller is generally regarded as a mechanism that can correct its own 

dynamical performance to conform to some preset desired values by using information 

measured and fed back whilst the system operates. Since the first systematic study of 

feedback control stability appeared in the 1  91h century, many control methods have 

been proposed and applied in different areas. Generally speaking, control methods can 

be categorized into two fields classical control, which uses the complex variable 

methods of root loci and Bode diagrams, and modern control, which works directly 

with the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the control system in "normal" or 

"state" form, and which typically calls for extensive use of computers. Due to the high 

inherent levels of non-linearity and the multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) conditions 

present in the crane system, it is considered to be more appropriate to choose modern 

procedures for automatic control of the system. 

A number of previous works have addressed the problems of the dynamic modeling of 

cranes and different methods of control have also been provided to tackle those critical 

conditions in order to transport the payloads more rapidly, safely and without swing. 

For instances, optimal control of cranes has been examined by several researchers 

(Auernig [4], Hamalainen [35],  Mason [54], Sakawa [67]).  In those papers, the study 

of a minimum-time control strategy was the main subject, i.e. these models were based 

on time-optimal solutions. Simulated effects of open-loop control actions were shown. 

In principal, an ideal crane can start from the initial position and stop on the final 

position by an open-loop strategy, but the operation is sensitive to disturbances and, 
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moreover, the control actions are rough, giving rise to extra stresses and potential 

fatigue of materials. Starr (Starr [721) proposed an open-loop control method to 

achieve swing-free motion of objects suspended from a path-control robot 

manipulator. However, the proposed model involves only swing in the plane of motion, 

and the controller is open-loop and depends critically on the "zero initial conditions" 

assumption. Moustafa et.al . (Moustafa [58])  developed a nonlinear model for a crane 

to allow for the study of an anti-sway control algorithm in which the static linearized 

feedback control scheme is implemented. Sakawa et.al . (Sakawa [67]) developed 

open-loop and closed-loop control strategies to minimize the payload swing for rotary 

crane systems. Robust control, on the other hand, was also discussed for a certain class 

of non-linear mechanical and distributed parameter systems whose desired state may 

correspond to a mechanical energy level of zero (Chung [20], Hashimoto [37]). In 

such systems, the control objectives are achieved only by dissipating their physical 

energy. The idea of energy dissipation control is formulated and asymptotically stable 

controls are demonstrated for a crane system and for a flexible robotic arm. The 

control objective of the system is to control the trolley position suppressing the load 

swing only by the trolley driving force. These papers proposed an energy dissipation 

control which is available for a class of non-linear mechanical systems and for a class of 

distributed parameter systems. The control law derived from the energy dissipation 

analysis of the system has advantages of easiness to implement and high robustness 

against parametric errors. However, the swing angle of the load has not been utilized 

for control because of physical difficulty in measuring it. In other crane control work, 

Butler [10] used modal decomposition to develop an adaptive controller. Martindale 

[50] designed an integrator backstepping controller based on an approximate crane 

model. In the paper presented by Burg et.al  (Burg [11]), a saturation control scheme is 

implemented after the underactuated crane dynamics have been transformed to a form 

similar to the ball-and-beam dynamics. Joshi [42] considered the control of crane 

systems where the payload cable is flexible. 

Fuzzy control is also introduced to this area (Benhidjeb [5], Cartmell [16], Kijima [45], 

Suzuki [74],Yamada [94]). It is a technique which realizes the skill of human 

operators, i.e. a nonmathematical pattern of human linguistic behaviour (Tong [78], 

Zadeh [97]).  The control rules are obtained from skilled operators' experience and 
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then travelling acceleration time is calculated by considering the position of 

obstructions and the rope length at the maximum travelling speed. Finally, when the 

trolley decelerates, the travelling time of the constant speed section is adjusted by 

referring to the swing angle and the rate of change of swing angle at the beginning of 

deceleration. The other modern control method uses artificial neural networks (Javed 

[41]). The goal of the system proposed by this technique is to learn the operational 

routines of a gantry crane. Neural networks (Fukuda [33],Wang [90]),  such as the 

multi-layered perceptron, have shown learning capability by experiencing examples of 

the task and then utilizing their acquired knowledge. These networks can be trained 

reasonably well on a simulated system environment using the intended operational 

routines. It is, however, perceived that some degree of on-line training and readapting 

facility is essential prior to the autonomous application of a neural network based 

controlling system. In the real world, a human operator, after extensive training and 

practical experience, can acquire appropriate expertise to accomplish a required task. 

The neural network-based controller is required to learn the whole process by 

observing the system parameters, e.g. load position and swing angle, in a manner that 

exhibits human-like expertise. The neural network-based controller can be trained 

initially in a simulated environment and then further refinements can be accomplished 

by on-line re-adaptation. The system can then improve its controlling capabilities by 

generalizing the acquired knowledge and producing an appropriate sequence of control 

signals, depending on the position error and the angle of swing. 

However, a potential shortcoming of many the above approaches is that the controllers 

are based on linearized crane models, leaving unanswered questions of the effect of the 

resulting controller on the nonlinear crane dynamics. Moreover, the models which 

these authors presented were mostly based on two degrees of freedom (the actuating 

degree, x and the swing angle, 0). In a practical working environment the other two 

actuating degrees of freedom (transverse movement, y, and the length of the cable, 1), 

and the polar angle projected onto the ground, cx, have to be taken into account to get 

a 3 dimensional representation of the problem. Therefore, a more comprehensive, and 

generally encompassing, approach would be to directly consider all the five degrees of 

freedom and the system nonlinearities during the control design. 
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In general, the motion control problem consists of (1) obtaining dynamic models of the 

system and (2) using these models to determine control laws or strategies to achieve 

the desired system response and performance. This chapter is principally concerned 

with investigating how to use modern analytical control strategies to optimize the 

trajectory of a moving spreader system towards the target container. In section 3.2, a 

3-D single-cable-model (SCM) (Cartmell [15], Morrish [57]) of the RTG crane based 

on the 1/8 experimental crane rig illustrated in Chapter 2 is established, from which the 

five governing equations of motion are derived. Due to the highly cross-coupled nature 

of these equations, Feedback Linearization Control is suggested, by which the effect of 

the system nonlinearities can be conveniently incorporated in a reasonably 

computationally efficient manner (section 3.3). In section 3.4 the optimal values of the 

position and velocity gains in the FLC model are examined. In section 3.5, a simulation 

model using SIMULINK and MATLAB has been set up to evaluate the results of the 

chosen strategy. 

3.2 System dynamics and eouations of motion 

In Figure. 3.1 a schematic of the simplified 3-D RTG crane model is given. The 

convention of the coordinate system and the notation of the variables follows 

preliminary work carried out by Cartmell et al [14], [15]. The multi-cable spreader, in 

this case, is treated as a simple-cable lumped mass, m . The gantry , m , is restricted 

to move only in the x - direction and the trolley, m 1  , is constrained to move in the y - 

direction. In the other words, axis X' is parallel to axis X and axis Y' is parallel to axis 

Y. It should be noted that the movement of the experimental crane is slightly different 

from the real-size RTG crane because of the construction and setup of the 

experimental rig which is discussed in Chapter 4. For simulating travelling motion of 

the trolley, m and n1 move together along the x-direction. For simulating transversing 

motion of the gantry, only m moves along the y-direction. Clearly the system has five 

degrees of freedom, namely: traveling motion of the trolley (x), transverse motion of 
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the gantry (y), the length of the cable (1), sway angle of the lumped mass m (iji), and 

the polar angle projected onto the XY-plane ((x). 

Figure 3.1 The 3-D RTG crane model 

For simplicity, the following assumptions are made: 

• The elasticity of the crane structure elements, dissipation effects like rolling 

resistance and losses in the drive mechanism, and effects such as wind forces, are 

neglected. 

• The load is assumed to be concentrated at a point and hanging at the end of a 

massless cable with negligible length changes due to load swing. 

• The rotation of the lumped mass m about its own mass centre is ignored 

The Cartesians x , y , z (noting the suffix 'po' denotes p relative to 0, the 

reference origin) are given by: 	 - 

Xpo Xpd+Xdo 	 (3.1) 

Ypo = Ypd + Ydo 	 (3.2) 
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- (3.3) Zpo = Zpd + Z4 

leading to: 

Xqo = Xpd + Xdo + I SIfllJJ COSa 

Yqo = Ypd + Ydo  + I SffllJJ Slna 

Zqo = Zpd + Z4 + 1 COS1I! 

By letting 	p(XPO  

- 	 q(xqo  Yc1 zqo) q(xm, Ym, Zm), 

then 

Xm  = lsiniycosa+x 

Ym =lsinysina+y 

z, = lcosVJ 

x= lsincosa+lcosicosa—lãsiniysina+ 

Ym = 

m =lcosy—lsin4f 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

To obtain the kinetic energy of the spreader, the simple formula below is used, 

(a+b+c+d)2 =a2 +b2 +c2 +d2 +2(ab+ac+ad+bc+bd+cd) 

and squaring the velocities: 

= 12 sin2 y cos2a + 12,1,2  cos2 y cos2a +12612  sin 2V  sin 2a + ±2  + 

2[ll,1i siniy coy cos2a + (—ha sin 2V  sin 2a cor) + 

±1 siniy coax + (-12 ,1iã sinV coy sina co) + 

±1,11 cos' cox + (—±l& sinp' sina)] 

(3.13) 
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= /2 sin 2 y sin 2a + 12 , 2  cos2 lpr sin 2a + 12ã2  sin 2 iy cos2a + , 2 
 + 

2[l/fr sin4, cow' sin 2a + 1/a Sin 2 V/  sin  a COX 
+ 
	

(3.14) 
j/ sini sina + 1 2 4ià sirny cor sina co + 

j'li,ii cow' sina + )'lã siny cosx] 

= /2 
cos2Vf+l 2 I 2  sin 2 y+1 2à2  sin 2 rcos2a+(-2l1sin41coy) ------- (3.15) 

Then it follows that, 

+j+±, 

2[.t1 sin coX + )'l sing' sina + X1 VI CO/I COX + 	
(3.16) 

5'liji cosV sina + (—ilã sin sina) + fld sinly coz] 

So the kinetic energy of the spreader will be 

T 	
1 	.2 	.2 	.2 

— mx( m  + Ym + Z m ) TM (3.17) 

Equations (3.16) and (3.17) can thus be used to formulate the system kinetic energy 

(see equation (3.20) below). 

The equations of motion of a dynamic system can often be derived in terms of 

generalized coordinates by use of Lagrange's equations. For a n-degree of freedom 

dynamic system, Lagrange's equations can be stated as 

L= T—V 
	

L : Lagrangian, 

T: Kinetic Energy, 

V: Potential Energy 

ddL 	dL = Qn) 	
, 	 j = 1, 2, ..., n 	 (3.18) 
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where 4j  = 3 qj  /3 t is the generalized velocity and Q is the nonconservative 

generalized force corresponding to the generalized coordinate q•  For example, if F 

Fk, and Fzk  represent the external forces acting on the kt  mass of the system in the x, 

y, and z directions, respectively, then the generalized force Q can be computed as 

follows: 

Qn) = 	
( dX k 

 +(
dYk  + F, 

( d 4k )) 	 (3.19) 
k 	dq 3 q 

where Xk Yk, and Zk are the displacements of the kth  mass in the x, y, and z directions, 

respectively. 

For the scaled-down experimental rig the whole dynamics of the system are considered 

as a simple pendulum swinging under a moving trolley, as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Therefore the kinetic and potential energies of the complete system are: 

T = 
1
-(m1  + m)i2 + 	+-ms ( m2  + 	+ ±m2) 	 (3.20) 

V —m1(1—cosy)g 	 (3.21) 

With recourse to the Lagrangian L = T— V and Lagrange's equation (3.18), the five 

governing equation are derived as follows: 
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1) For the x - coordinate (traveling motion of the trolley, ni moving together with m) 

. 	 • 
I 	

)

=(m +m )x+ 1 m (2x+2lsin , cosa+2/icos4rcosa 216sin,sina) C 	2 

(3.22) 

= 

d(dL 

dt -di 

m, [X + ( 1 siniycosa + licosycosa - i6i sinyf sina) + 

(l1iicosf coax +lcosycox _l2  sinicosa - lii'à cosy/  sina) + 

(-id sin1 sina - là siny sina - ljià cosyf sina - 16t  siny co)] 	(3.23) 

= (m, +m  +m3 )I+ 

rn, [1 sing' cox + l cosy col - là siny sina - 1,i,2 siniy cox 
—16C 2  sin coax + 2i11 cosy cox - 21à sin1 sina - 21àji cosp' sinai 

dL 1= o 
dx) 

- (3.24) 

If the nonconservative external force acting on the x - coordinate is F, the equation of 

motion is, 

[1+ m + 
rn 	

+ ( 1 sin cosa + l coi cosa - là sin sina - l2 sin cosa 
M, 

—1à 2  siny cosa + 2l/.i cosi cosa - 2là sinly sina - 21à i  cosi sina) = 
Fx 

M., 

(3.25) 
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2) For the y - coordinate (transversing motion of the gantry, only m moving along in 

the y-direction), 

(aL 	1 
I --- I = m,y+—m5 (2y+ 21sinisina +21VV 	sina + 21asini'cox) (3.26) 

2 

—I---
d(aL"

)  
-- I=my+ 

dt9ji 

m3 [j + (1 sinvl sina +11/1 coy sina + jà sinV cosa) + 

(it/i cosl/ sina + l(i cosi sinà - 1fr 2  siny sina + li)ià coy cosa) + 

(là siniy cosa + là sing, cosa + li,frà cosi cosx - l&2 sinyf sina)] 	(3.27) 

= (m1  +m)5+ 

m (i sin4l sina + fl/1 cosyf sina + là sinyf cosa - 1,/, 2  sinly sina 

-1à 2  siny sina + 2i/1 cosji sina + 216i sinvl cosa + 21,/ia cos9I cosa) 

(=o 
I d y ) 

(3.28) 

If the nonconservative external force acting on the y - coordinate is F, the equation of 

motion is, 

[1+ T'- I+- 	+ ( sin1 sinix + l cosy sina + là sin1 cosa 11/12  sin1 sina 

F 
(3.29) 

—16C 2 y  2  sinf sina + 21,/i cosy/ sina + 2là sin cosa + 21,/rd cosí cosa) = 1 
M,  
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3) For the I - coordinate (the length of the cable) 

1aL 	1 
dl 	2 

— m5 [2l sin 2 Vcos2a+ 

2(1 sinvl cosy cos 2a - là sin 2V  sina cosa + x siny cosa) +21 sin 2V  sin 2a + 

2(li sinV coy sin 2a + là sin sina cosa + 5.' sin, sina) +21 cos 2 , 

—21i sirny cosy] 

= m (1+ ± sin4l cosa +5.' sirny sinfx) 

(3.30) 

dt dl) 
m5 [I+(lsinVlcosa+ lcos4cosa—±àsin'sina)+

(3.31)  

( sini sina + jiçii cosy sinx + y'à sin/ cosa)] 

(aL 	1 
—mj2fl,fr 2  cos2 cos2a+2166 2  sin 2 ipcos2a + 

dl) =2  

2(i,ii siny cosy cos 2a - là sins sina cosa - 21 jià siny cosy/ sin a cosa + 

±i, co, cosa - là sini sina) + 2l,2 cos 2 i' sin 2a + 2  1&2  sin 2 y cos2a + 

2(i, sing' cosy/ sin 2a + là sin 2V  sina cosa - 21ià sing cosi sin a cosa + 

5.'i cosy sina + 'à sirny cosa) + 2l,2 sin 2 y sin 2a -  21i)i sinyosa] + 

[—mi  0 - cos')]g 

= m[lçii 2  + 1à2  sin 2 , + licosicosa + 5'/icosy sina - xà sinly sina + 

à siny cosa] + [—m 5  (1— cosi)]g 

(3.32) 

If the nonconservative external force acting on the I - coordinate is F1, the equation of 

motion is, 

1 + lsin4lcosa + 5 siniysina - fl/i 2  - 1à2  sin  y + g(1 - cos) = 	(3.33) 
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For the Ni - coordinate (the swing angle of the lumped mass m 6) 

1 ') 
= 	+ 2(1 cosy cosa + jlcosy sina)] 	 (3.34) 

yi) 2 

d (d L)  
= 	+ 21 2  + 

2(i1cosii cosa +.i1 cosy cosa - if  siny cosa - .U& cosy sina) + (3.35) 

2(jl cosy/ sina + '1 coy sina - j1 1f siny sina + )'lã cosy cosa)] 

dL  1--') = ! m  [212à2  sinycosa + 2(1 cos Vi cos a + lcos41sina - lii 
Thy) 2 

—'flj/ sinJ1 sina - .W& cosi sina + jilã cosy cosa)] - m51 g sin i 

(3.36) 

Because there is no actuating force on the iji - coordinate , F = 0, leading to the 

following equation of motion, 

+11 cosy/ cox + lj cosiy sina + 211ii, - 1 2 66 2  sin1 cosa +1 g sin iji = 0 	(3.37) 

or, 

1i+ I cosy/ cosa+ 5cossina +2lji— 1à2  sirnycosa+ g sin y = 0 	(3.38) 

For the a - coordinate (the polar angle projected onto the XY-plane) 

(

d L  = ! m[212à sin  j, - 2(tlsin4, sina + lsin4, cosa)] (3.39) 
a) 2 
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(d L) = -- mj(21 2ã sin  i + 4/là sin  r + 4l2 jià sin i cos v') + dtaa) 2 

2(—Il siniy sina - 1 sinV sina - xflj.' cosy sintr - ha siny con) + (3.40) 

2(jl siny cosa + 'i sini cosa + 'l V/ cos1p cosa - )'là sinly sina)] 

( 

 dL) =  1 
—m [2(—h/ cos y sin a + ji/sintcosa — hljicosisincx  

aa 	2 	 (3.41)  

+jlii cosly cosa - .V& siny cosa - )'là sinii sina)] 

Because there is no actuating force on the a- coordinate , F = 0, and the equation of 

motion is, 

(212 sin  iy)ä + (-21 sin y sin a)I +(21 sin y cos a)j + 46di sin  y + 46d 2 /i sin iycosy/ = 0 

(3.42) 

hence, 

(l sin r) 2 ã + (—lsinysina)I +(lsinvcosa) j + 2à// sin 2  y + 2 2 isincosji = 0 

(3.43) 

Equations (3.25), (3.29), (3.33), (3.38), (3.43) are the governing equations of the 

simplified crane system, to which the chosen control strategy can be applied. 

3.3 Feedback Linearization Control (FLC) 

As shown in the previous section, the governing equations (3.25), (3.29), (3.33), 

(3.38), (3.43), are highly nonlinear and cross-coupled and so the •feedback 

linearization or computed torque (Paul [611) control strategy has been chosen for its 

ability to handle such nonlinearities. Generally speaking, this approach involves 

generating a torque control vector which is a function of desired and actual states 
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(Charlet [19],  Craig [21][22], Spong [71]). The governing equations of system 

dynamics are written in matrix form as below (Cartmell [16]): 

[D]4±C(q,4)4+f(q) = 	 (3.44) 

where q is the column vector of the generalized coordinates, [D] is a configuration 

dependent inertia matrix, [C(q , fr) I contains centripetal Coriolis accelerations and 

f (q) is a potential energy term, in this case due to gravity. [D] is positive definite or 

invertible and symmetric. C(q , ) , on the other hand, is not unique and is only 

decomposed from 4 for computational purposes at a later stage. 

The governing equations (3.25), (3.29), (3.33), (3.38), (3.43), derived earlier in section 

3.2 can be rearranged in the matrix form of (3.44), such that: 

X 
	 1: 	 X 

Y 
	

y 
	

y 
1 
	

I 
	

I 
1/f 
	

'V 
a 
	 a 	a 

+m 

0 
[Dl= 

sin I/I cosa 

1cos /i cos a 

Ll Sfl 1/1 sin a 

m 
1+ 

MS 

sin 'V  sin a 
l cos 'V sin a 
l sin 'V cos a 

sin 'V cos a l cos 'V  cos  a  —1 sin 'V sin a 

sin 'V  sin  a l cos 'V  sin  a l sin 'V  cos  a 

1 	0 	 0 

0 	12 	 0 

0 	0 	(l sin 'V) 2  

(3.45) 
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C(q,q)= 

0 2jicosycosa-2àsinsina —l'sinjrcosa —làsiniycosa —2lifrcosisina 

o o 2fr cos y sin a + 2à sin ii cosa —fl/i sin sin a —1& sinVfsina+21/(cosVfcosa  

o o 	 0 	 —fl/i 	 —là sin 2 y 

o o 	 2flui 	 0 	 —l 2à sin w cos iii 
- 	 T 

[I-& 
	

0 
	

0 	l sin y(2i sin y+2fl/i cos y) 

(3.46) 

0 

0 

f(q)= g(1—cos) 

gi sin 

0 

(3.47) 

F 

F 

M,  

F, 

0 

(3.48) 

mi 

The idea of feedback linearization is to seek out a nonlinear feedback control law. In 

general, 

r=g(q,4) 
	

(3.49) 
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which, as stated in Craig [21][22], when substituted into equation (3.44) will result in a 

linear closed loop system. At first glance, this might seem to be quite difficult. 

However, the control torquer can be chosen according to the equation 

=[D] V+ C(q ,) + f(q) 	 (3.50) 

Substitution of equation (3.50) into equation (3.44), leads to, 

[D]4 = [D]V 	 (3.51) 

and since the inertia matrix [D] is reasonably assumed to be invertible, the previous 

equation can be further reduced to, 

-- (3.52) 

Equation (3.52) is known as a double integrator system (Spong [7 11) as it represents n 

uncoupled integrators, which will be equal in number to the number of generalized 

coordinates. The nonlinear control law in equation (3.50) is called a feedback 

linearization control (FLC). In other words, this 'new' system in equation (3.52) can 

be considered as a linear system with a controller V. V is assumed to be of the 

following form, 

V=—{h}q—{g}q+r 
	

(3.53) 

where the {h} and {g} are diagonal matrices for position and velocity gains, which can 

be stated as 
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Xd Xd Xd 

Yd Yd Yd 

1d ' 	 d - 

V1d 

ad ad ad 

I, 

h 0 0 0 	0 

o h,, 0 0 0 

{h}= 0 0 h, 0 0 

00000 

00000 

(3.54) 

g 0 0 0 0 

0 gy  0 0 0 

{g}= 0 0 g, 0 0 

0 0 000 

0 0 000 

On substituting (3.52) into (3.51), the following results, 

q+{h}q+{g}q=r 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

Now, given a desired trajectory for the target container 

and setting 

r = 	 - (3. 57) 

and then letting the tracking error be, 
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- (3.58) 

It can then be easily shown that 

(4 - 4)+{h}( - 4)+{g}(q — q)'=+{h}E+{g}= 0 	 (3.59) 

where equation (3.59) denotes a set of globally decoupled, linear, second order, 

homogeneous, ordinary differential equations in the error e, in which PD (Proportional 

& Derivative) control strategies can be applied. 

One thing to be aware of is that the system is only partially actuated; that is equation 

(3.38) in coordinate NJ  and equation (3.43) in coordinate a are both not directly 

excited. Therefore, all the behaviour of the spreader is dependent on choosing the 

appropriate gains (h. , h, h1  } and (g. , gy, gi } because in the physical context there 

is no direct actuation capability for coordinates i and a. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the notion of inner-operation/outer-operation control for 

feedback linearization. By this the computation of the nonlinear control in equation 

(3.50) can be performed as an inner operation, perhaps with a dedicated hardware 

interface (Khatib [44]), with the vectors q , ', V as its inputs and r as output, 

equation (3.50). The outer operation in the system is then the computation of the 

additional input term V. Note that V in the outer operation is more in line with the 

notion of a feedback control in the usual sense of being error driven as shown in 

equations (3.53)—(3.59). The design of feedback control in the outer operation is (in 

theory) greatly simplified since it is designed for the plant represented by the dotted 

lines in Figure 3.2, which now appears to be a linear system. 
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Figure 3.2 Feedback linearization control 

3.4 The determination of optimal values for the gains [hi and {g} 

From the previous section it was established that 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

Equation (3.59) is a second order homogeneous differential equation, so by letting the 

1 
JIULIth .AJIlL1L1J11 

q 
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E xO 

EYO  

e(0)= E ZO  

E,v0  

C ao 

- (3.60) 

where, under normal circumstances, £ = C a0 =  0, as the crane starts off from and 

finishes in a stationary position. 

By choosing the error in the x- - coordinate as an example, then from equations (3.54), 

(3.55) and (3.59), the specific error equation is, 

+ hi + 	= 0 	 (3.61) 

where 

L x  = Xd - x 	 (3.62) 

If equation (3.61) deals with data representative of the critical damping condition, 

then the analytic solution would be, 

E x  = (c1  + C20 _al 	 (3.63) 

where c 1  , c2  are constants, and h2 - 4g = 0 , for critical damping, and, 

hx  
a = - 	 (3.64) 

 hX 
 

gx= 	 (3.65) 



From equation (3.60), e (0) = E,,O  and the difference (or error) in the initial velocities 

is set to è,, (0) = 0 

From equation (3.63) it is clear that, 

= ce 2' - a(c1  + c2t) e_at 	 (3.66) 

with the specified initial condition, 

=> 	c I =exQ , 	c2 =aE 0  

Lx = E10(1+tjt)t 	 (3.67) 

t x =—a 2EXOte -at 	 (3.68) 

= 	= —a0(1 - at)e" 	 (3.69) 

The physical limits of the velocities of the actuators are introduced as, 

Xmax  

Yrnax 

ax = lmax 	 (3.70) 

max _j  

V'max 

Here, liImax , 	max  will be ignored because physical limits for indirectly actuated 

coordinates are clearly not meaningful. 

If the error in x is taken as an example again, then from equation (3.69), when e =0, 

there is a maximum velocity occurring, thus, 
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0= =—a 
2 E

XO (l —  at)e ° 	0= (1— at)e 

and because e _a # 0 this leads to 

t=-1- 	 (3.71) 

On substituting equation (3.69) into equation (3.68), it is shown that, 

(3.72) 

For the RIG crane it can be assumed that 4d = 4d =0 1  implying that the target 

container is located at a stationary position, which is generally true. From this it is 

ascertained that the maximum velocity of the controller must NOT exceed the physical 

limit of the actuators, thus, 

E(t= 
1 

—) < X max  
a 

aIE0le1 <—Xmax 

(3.73) 

(3.74) 

And so by applying equations (3.64) and (3.65), the gains can be stated in terms of the 

maximum velocity in x. 

h!'2m 	 . 	 (3.75) 
IEXOI 

g<(

e- 
 (3.76) 

IsxoI 
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The same procedure can also be applied to the other directly actuated coordinates, y 

and 1, therefore, 

h ~ 
2 e y 

max 

1E Y01 
(3.77)  

2 

g, 	
em 	

(3.78) 
yO 

h1  < e l 2 	max 

Idol 
(3.79) 

g, 
< (e.1 )2 
	

(3.80) 

From equations (3.75)—(3.80), the optimal values of {h , h , hi } and {g, , g, , gi }, 
should be as close to the values commensurate with the desirable condition of critical 

damping (in this case, active critical damping) in the right-hand side of these equations 

as possible to achieve the shortest settling time. However, in order to determine the 

values of [ h,, , h , h } and { gx, gy, gi }, the denominators [F-x(  , £yo , io } in the right-

hand side of the equations (3.75)—(3.80) have to be chosen beforehand. It is thought to 

be reasonable to choose the maximum physical spans eio ,max } in the x-, 

y-, 1- coordinates, respectively. If this is not the case, (that is, the gains are determined 

by values other than the physical maximum spans,) then the corresponding maximum 

velocities wifi exceed the physical maximum velocities of the actuators. The proof for 

this is shown in Appendix B. 
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3.5 Simulation of the Feedback Linearization Controller using SIMULINK 

A block diagram is used to identify the major computational components in any 

intended control system. SIMULINK (Leonard [47], Mathworks [83]),  which is a 

toolbox of the mathematically-oriented package MATLL4B (Biran [6], Mathworks 

[82]), is based on this convention and uses the metaphor of a block diagram to reduce 

the complexity of the human-computer interface. The response of the system can then 

be simulated and observed using different numerical methods and initial conditions. 

From the derivation of the FLC model in the previous section, a block diagram using 

SIMULINK, as shown in Figure 3.3 is proposed. The vectorization facility is exploited 

to reduce the complexity of the entire system. In Figure 3.3 , the thick lines denote 

vectors, representing several multiplexed scalar signal simultaneously, and the thin lines 

denote one scalar element. This proves to be rather important for further development 

with the Real-Time Workshop [84] toolbox of MATLAB , in which the entire 

SIMULINK model can be transferred to control directly the actuators of the system (in 

this case the drive motors,) and also to receive the signals from the measuring sensors. 

Therefore, the simulation model itself becomes the actual controller of the system, 

provided that the hardware is compatible with the Real-time workshop toolbox. The 

details of this are discussed in Chapter 6. 

The flexibility of the FLC model in SIMULINK is another feature and, for example, 

setting the target coordinates q, as a variable means that a trajectory planner could be 

added on to it later. This would then cater for the moving target problem. The other 

important thing that needs to be mentioned is that all the physical parameters, like the 

masses of the gantry, trolley and spreader are based on the 1/8 scaled-down RTG 

crane experimental rig which has been constructed and described in Chapter 2. The 

general layout and setup of the structure has been shown in Figure 3.1. Unlike the 

research in Cartmell [16],  no significant passive damping factors are involved in this 

simulation; in other words, only active damping is present during the simulation 

process. However, passive effects, which occur in practice, will necessarily aid the 
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operation of the controller by further reducing the settling time for most control 

scenarios (Cartmell [16]). 

The common physical parameters for the experimental rig are as follows: 

The mass of the gantry: 47.5 Kg 

The mass of the trolley (including the hoisting devices such as motor, drives, and 

reeling drum etc.): 54 Kg. 

The mass of the spreader: 4.15 Kg. 

The simulation was undertaken by calculating the relevant gains using the physical limit 

of the actuators (Table 3.1) and the maximum spans (Table 3.2) of the experimental rig 

first. The result was then compared to the physical limit of the actuators to justify 

whether the gains had been set up correctly (so as not to exceed the capacity of the 

actuators). In the beginning, only one direction (x or y) is simulated. The results are 

shown in sections [a] and [b]. In section [c], the simulation commences in the x- and y-

directions simultaneously. Finally, the simulation invokes the actuation in all three 

actuated coordinates, x, y, 1 and the result is shown in section [d]. All the figures 

(Figure 3.4 - Figure 3.34) in this section are lumped together at the end of this 

chapter. 

It should be noted that the inertia matrix, [D], is singular when the swing angle, i, is 

equal to zero. Because the inversion of [D] is required for the simulation, a small 

artificial offset, which will 'push' the payload away, is employed to get around this 

problem. 
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Actuator Max. rpm 

with 180 Vdc 

input voltage 

setup (rpm) 

Current input 

voltage setup 

(volts) 

Current 

max. rpm 

(rpm) 

Drum 

diameter 

(metre) 

Max. linear 

velocity 

(m/sec) 

X-axis (#1) 300 60 100 0.05 0.5236 

Y-axis (#2) 120 90 60 0.05 0.3142 

Rotation(#3) 120 30 20 * 120 (deg./sec) 

Hoist (#4) 120 90 60 0.0375 0.2356 

Table 3.1: The physical limit of actuator velocities: 

X-axis (#1) Y-axis (#2) Rotation(#3) Hoist (#4) 

Span 0 - 1,500 mm -500 - +500 mm ±900  700 - 1,200 mm 

Table 3.2 The maximum spans of the experimental rig: 

[a] 

From Table 3. 1, we set tm  = 05 metres/sec. The x- maximum span is taken as 1.5 

metres. From equations (3.75) and (3.76), 

h!!~ 1.8122 
	

(3.81) 

and 

g:!~ 0.82l0 	 (3.82) 

The gains are set and the system is actuated with the following initial conditions: 

{h}=[1.8 122  0.00.00 0]T 	{g}=[0.821 0.00.00 Of  

qi =[O.O 0.0 1.0 0.0 00]T 	q [1.5 0.0 1.0 0.0 00]T 

([]T  means the transpose of the relevant matrix, and qi is the initial position of the 

spreader.) 
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The physically realistic maximum velocity, i 	of the x actuator is 0.5 rn/sec 

The detailed simulation result is shown in Figures 3.4 - 3.6, in which we acquire the 

test results 

(max.) = 0.4795 rn/sec 	1V(max.) = 70 

t (settling time, within 1% of error) = 8.5 sec 

It is interesting to see the xV diagram showing an approximate swing frequency of 0.5 

Hz. This is correct owing to the fixed cable length of 1 metre, which gives a 

fundamental natural swing frequency of 0.4985 Hz based on a -k-- ., - approximation. 
2jr j I 

This partially implies that the simulation is correctly set up. 

[b] 

Next, actuation in the y direction is simulated. From equations (3.77) and (3.78), with 

the maximum velocity of the y actuator set to 0.3 metres/sec and the y- maximum span 

1 metre, the gains in the y direction will be 

h= 1.6310 	 (3.83) 

and 

gy = 0.6650 	 (3.84) 

The initial conditions are as follows: 

{h}=[0.0 1.631 0.00 0]T 	{g}=[0.0 0.665 0.0 0 Of  

qi =[0.0 -0.5 1.0 0.006 0.0]', 	qd  40-0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0•Ø]T 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, 	, of the y actuator is 0.3 rn/sec 
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The simulation result is 

9 (max.)= 0.2950 rn/sec 	ljJ(oo)=2.7 0  

t (settling time, within 1% of error) = 14 sec 

It is interesting to see that Ni  no longer converges to zero, instead it approaches a dc 

offset of 2.7 degrees. The frequency of NJ  also increases to 1 Hz. This is because a 

small initial offset, (0.006 radian in Ni,)  has been introduced to avoid the inversion of 

[D] in equation (3.45) becoming singular. Also because this initial offset was not in the 

y-direction, which is the actuating direction in this simulation, the phenomenon of 

conical displacements in the a-direction was clearly inevitable. The details are shown in 

Figure 3.7 - Figure 3.10. 

[c] 

At this stage, actuations in the x- and y-direction are both invoked simultaneously. The 

initial conditions are as follows: 

{h}=[1.8122 1.631 0.000] 1 , 
	 {g}=[0.821 0.665 0.00 01 1  

qi =[0.0 -0.5.0 1.0 0.0 0•0]T, 	q =[1.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 00]T 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, 	of the x actuator is 0.5 rn/sec 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, i'max  of the y actuator is 0.3 rn/sec 

This simulation result is 

i (max.) = 0.4784 rn/sec 

9 (max.)= 0.3414 rn/sec 	NJ(oo)=3.06 

t (settling time in x -direction, within 1% of error) = 9.5 sec 

t,, (settling time in y -direction, within 1% of error) = 9.5 sec 

The details are shown in Figure 3.11 - Figure 3.16. 
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Although the settling time is acceptable in both directions, the maximum y-velocity did, 

however, exceed the physical velocity limit of the y-actuator. Therefore, a slight 

reduction in the physical velocity limit of the y-actuator must be applied. The new 

setup and initial conditions are, 

{h}=[1.8122 1.3591 0000]T 	{g}=[0.821 0461700001T 

qj =[0.0  -0.5.0 1.0 0.0 0.01T, 	qd  =[1.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0•0]T 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, .L of the x actuator is 0.5 rn/sec 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, 5',, , of the y actuator is 0.25 rn/sec 

This results in 

I (max.) = 0.4783 rn/sec 

(max.) = 0.2927 rn/sec 

t, (settling time in x -direction, within 1% of error) = 9.5 sec 

t (settling time in y -direction, within 1% of error) = 12 sec 

Despite the increase in the settling time in the y-direction, 5' did fall within the 

imposed limit. The details are shown in Figure 3.17— Figure 3.22. In Figure 3.23 & 

3.24, and Figure 3.25 & 3.26, the fixed cable length is set to be 1.2 metres and 0.8 

metre, respectively. It is interesting to see that the different fixed cable length does not 

affect the outcome of the result. 

[d] 

Finally all three actuators are operated simultaneously. The physical velocity limit in 

the 1-direction will be 0.22 metres/sec. From equations (3.79), (3.80), the gains are, 

h1 = 2.3918 	 (3.85) 

and 

gi = 1.4302 	 (3.86) 
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The initial conditions for the setup are, 

{h}=[1.8122 1.3592391800] T 	 {g}=[0.821 0.4617 1.4302 0 Of  

qj =[0.O  -0.5.0 0.7 0.0 0•0]T, 	 q =[1.5 0.5 1.2 0.0 0.0] 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, ±, , of the x actuator is 0.5 rn/sec 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, j' 	of the y actuator is 0.25 m/sec 

The physically realistic maximum velocity, lm  ,of the 1 actuator is 0.22 rn/sec 

This results in 

(max.) = 0.4783 m/sec 
	

(max.) = 0.2927 m/sec 

1 (max.) = 0.2182 rn/sec 

t, (settling time in x -direction, within 1% of error) = 9.5 sec 

t (settling time in y -direction, within 1% of error) = 12 sec 

ti (settling time in I -direction, within 1% of error) = 6.5 sec 

The swinging angle, iy, has a dc offset of 2.5°. The details are shown Figure 3.27 - 

Figure 3.34. Another test was undertaken by changing the cable length from 1.2 metres 

initially to the desired 0.7 metre. The test result is almost identical to the previous one 

except that the dc offset of Ni  increases to 5.2 O• 
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3.6 Conclusion 

Owing to the governing equations being globally decoupled by using the feedback 

linearization control strategy, the motions in the x-, y-, 1-, directions can be found from 

the solution of a set of independent second order homogeneous error equations 

+ {h} + {g} c = 0. From the critical damping configuration of these error equations 

a set of gains {h} and {g} has been determined based on the maximum velocity which 

the specific actuators can provide in practice and the maximum spans of the system in 

the x-, y-, 1-, directions. The simulation results are reasonably good despite the fact 

that the coordinates xy and a are not directly actuated. 

If the trolley starts moving in the x-, y-, 1-, directions simultaneously, a dc offset in AV is 

inevitable; that is, the spreader moves as a conical pendulum over the target container. 

This is, of course, dissipated naturally due to the passive damping found in practice. 
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Figure 3.3 FLC model in SIMULINK 



Simulation results for section [a] in section 3.5 

Setup: 

{h}=[1.8 122 0.00.00 0]T 	{g}=[0.821 0.00.00 Of  

q=[0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0•0]T 	q =[ 1 .5  0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0]T 

The assumed physically realistic maximum velocity, i. , of the x actuator= 0.5 rn/sec 

Test results: 

(max.)= 0.4795 rn/sec 	 NJ(max.) = 7° 

t (settling time, within 1% of error) = 8.5 sec 
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Figure 3.4 Position of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Simulation results for section Fbi in section 3.5 

Setup: 

{h}=[0.0 1.631 0.000]T, 

q=[0.0 -0.5.0 1.0 0.006 0.0]T, 

{g}=[0.0 0.665 0.00 01T 

q=[O.O 0.5 1.0 0.0 0•0]T 

The assumed physically realistic maximum velocity, j' 	, of the y actuator= 0.3 rn/sec 

Test results: 

(max.)= 0.2950 rn/sec 

t (settling time, within 1% of error) = 14 sec 
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Figure 3.7 Position of the trolley in the y- direction 
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Figure 3.9 
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Figure 3.10 The polar angle 
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Simulation results for section [el in section 3.5 

{h}=[1.8122 1.631 0000]T 	{g}[0.821 0•6650•0001T 

q=[0.0 -0.5.0 1.0 0.0 Ø•Ø]T, 	q=[1.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.01T 

The assumed physically realistic maximum velocity, ± 	, of the x actuator= 0.5 rn/sec 

The assumed physically realistic maximum velocity, j' 	, of the y actuator= 0.3 rn/sec 

1 (max.) = 0.4784 rn/sec 

(max.)= 0.3414 rn/sec 	if(oo)=4.06° 

t, (settling time in x -direction, within 1% of error) = 9.5 sec 

tys (settling time in y -direction, within 1% of error) = 9.5 sec 
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Figure 3.11 Position of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 3.12 Velocity of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 3.13 Position of the trolley in the y- direction 
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Figure 3.14 
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Figure 3.15 
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Figure 3.17 Position of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 3.18 Velocity of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 3.22 The polar angle 
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Figure 3.23 
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Figure 3.24 The polar angle 
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Figure 3.25 
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Simulation results for section [dl in section 3.5 
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The assumed physically realistic maximum velocity, 	of the y actuator= 0.25 rn/sec 

The assumed physically realistic maximum velocity, l, , of the 1 actuator= 0.22 rn/sec 
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Figure 3.27 Position of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 3.28 Velocity of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 3.29 Position of the trolley in the y- direction 
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Figure 3.30 Velocity of the trolley in the y- direction 
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Chapter 4 

The Design Of The Experimental RTG Crane Rig 

4.1 Introduction 

lii spite of the existing literature mentioned in Chapters 2 & 3, much of which 

employs different control strategies, implementation into a real working environment 

has been slow compared to progress made on the development of theory. Most of the 	- - 

published work to date is merely based on numerical simulation. Among the papers 

dealing with experimental analysis, two degrees of freedom,, x (the actuating direction 

of the trolley), and NJ  (the swing angle of the cable) are commonly applied (Benhidjeb 

[5], Butler  [10],  Mason [54], Yoon [96]). In these cases the single-cabled payload 

moves only in the plane of motion and with a fixed cable length. In the work 

presented by Hämäläinen [35],  Marttinen  [51][52][53],  Virkkunen [88], another 

actuated degree of freedom, 1 (the length of the cable, or hoist length) was made 

available on the experimental facility. However, the payload was still contained in the 

plane of motion. There appears to be no relevant work on the construction of an 

experimental crane capable of actuation in the directions of x (traveling motion of the 

trolley), y (transverse motion of the gantry), 1 (hoisting), together with a facility for 

simulating the dynamics of a payload with a multi cable model (MCM) (Cartmell 

[14][15][16], Morrish [57]). Furthermore, for economic reasons protracted field tests 

are usually impossible in practice. So it was then considered that it would be useful to 

design a dedicated experimental crane rig with many of the characteristics of a full-

sized RTG crane, so that the theoretical development in Chapter 2 & 3 could be 

implemented, tested and refined. 

In this chapter, the design and function of the experimental crane rig is illustrated. In 

sections 4.1 & 4.2, the mechanical and electrical aspects of the design for the 

experimental crane rig are discussed, respectively. In section 4.3, the hardware setup 

of the vision sensing system is described. Figure 4.12 at the end of this chapter 

summarizes the configuration and the relationship between the hardware and 

software. 	-- - 	 - 	 - 
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4.2 The mechanical aspects of the experimental crane rig 

An RTG crane is used to transfer containers between different locations around a 

freight yard or port. Once a container has been positioned correctly alongside the 

desired stack the gantry motion is disabled and the brakes applied to the rubber tyred 

wheels. Thereafter hoist and trolley motion can be operated at the same time to 

retrieve or re-stack the containers. Although simultaneous hoisting/trolley motion plus 

gantry travel is limited for power-supply reasons in full-sized RTG cranes, the 

proposed experimental crane is purposely designed to be capable of actuating 

concurrently in those directions; that is, traveling motion of the trolley (x), transverse 

motion of the gantry (y), and hoisting (1). In addition to this capability, a fourth 

actuator is also provided to simulate overall rotational motion of the gantry, O s,. 

The experimental crane is to 1/8 scale (as shown in Figure 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 at the 

end of this chapter), based on dimensions to give the rig representative behaviour of a 

full-sized RTG crane. The rig is designed to be capable of operating either manually 

or fully automatically using the electrical drives and controls described in section 4.3. 

The layout of the rig and the control equipment is shown in Figure 4.1. 

[a] The x- axis 

The x - axis is representative of the direction of trolley travel along the top-beam of a 

full-sized crane. One pair of linear sliding guide-rails provides smooth linear 

movement with a maximum span of 1,500 mm (0 to 1,500 mm). A dc permanent 

magnet gearbox/motor (#1 motor) is used to drive the subassembly underneath the 

rails along the x -axis. This subassembly includes the y - axis sliding guide rails and 

the trolley as shown in Figure 4.1. A steel cable, connecting a drum mounted on the 

motor and a pulley at the far end of the rails, provides the drive actuation. The 

measured maximum speed along the x - axis is 0.543 rn/sec (in Figure 4.5 at the end 

of the chapter). 
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a 

Host Computer 

Figure 4.1 A plan view of the experimental crane rig 

The y- axis 

The y- axis represents the direction of gantry motion in a full-sized crane. Another 

pair of linear sliding guides provides smooth linear movement with a maximum span 

of 1,000 mm (-500 mm to 500 mm). A dc permanent magnet gearbox/motor (#2 

motor) is used to drive the trolley underneath the rails along the y- axis as shown in 

Figure 4.1. The trolley is actuated by a similar drive system (cable/drum/pulley) as for 

the x- axis. The measured maximum speed along the y- axis is 0.313 rn/sec (in Figure 

4.7 at the end of the chapter). 

The Ov - axis 

This subassembly provides rotational motion, simulating differential steering of a full-

sized crane. Whereas the full-sized crane turns the whole gantry by pivoting about one 

of its four wheels, the experimental crane just rotates the trolley about its vertical 

(central) axis. A dc permanent magnet gearbox/motor (#3 motor) is used to rotate the 

hoist system underneath. The maximum span along the Ov - axis is 180° (-90° to 

+900) and 120 degrees/sec. The measured maximum angular speed is 105.6 

degrees/sec (in Figure 4.9 at the end of the chapter). 
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[d] The 1- axis 

The hoist subassembly provides the hoist/lower motion, as in a the full-sized crane. A 

dc permanent magnet gearbox/motor (#4 motor) is used to rotate the hoist drum which 

drives the spreader underneath. The maximum span along the I - axis is 500 mm (700 

to 1200 mm). The measured maximum speed is 0.255 rn/sec (in Figure 4.11 at the end 

of the chapter). 

The general specification for each axis is summarized in Table.4. 1 

1  

X-axis (#1) 11  Y-axis (#2) 11  Rotation(#3) 11 Hoist (#4) 

Span 0-1,500mm -500--+500mm ±900  700-1,200nim 

Measured 

maximum speed 

0.543 mlsec 0.313 rn/sec 105.6 

degrees/sec 

0.255 rn/sec 

Table. 4.1 The maximum displacement limits of the drives on the experimental rig 
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4.3 The Electrical aspect of the experimental crane rig 

In this section, the design of the electrical part of the experimental rig is illustrated. 

Basically, it can be categorized into three groups as follows: 

4.3.1 The Power Supply and Direction Changing Circuitry for the Motors 

In order to actuate the four permanent dc motors, four proprietary control modules 

(RS-CUBE [64]) are employed to produce appropriate voltage and current drive. The 

speed of each motor is controlled in the module by the use of an internal, linear, 

closed-loop feedback signal based on the dc armature voltage, enabling the unit to 

maintain a constant motor speed for variable motor loads. The corresponding output 

speed of a motor is proportional to a range of dc voltage (0 - 10 volts) input to the 

modules. This feature is verified in Figure 4.4 - Figure 4.11 (lumped together at the 

end of this chapter) by directly applying a voltage, V 1 , to the drive module of each 

motor and then measuring the frequency of the relevant shaft encoder. It is noted that 

there is an offset in the Vin-  axis of each motor. This is caused by the minimum speed 

setting on the drive module, because the motors may overheat at low speed (RS-

CUBE [64]). 

The direction of the motors can be changed by altering the polarity of the voltage 

applied to it, via heavy duty fast acting relays. The electrical components for the 

above mentioned functionality are contained in the Motor Drive Circuitry in Figure 

4.1. Figure 4.16 shows the layout of the host computer and the control circuitry. 

In practice the crane driver gives reference values for velocity of hoisting and 

transversing by means of a joystick (Ferranti [31]). Hence, manual control is also 

available in the experimental crane. This is done by directly supplying 0 - 10 volts 

from an external power source using four potentiometers for each motor drive 

module. Clearly this facility is disabled when the computer based automatic controller 

is deployed. 
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4.3.2 The interface between the host computer and the motor drive modules 

In order to correctly output 0 - 10 dc volts to control the motor speed, a digital to 

analogue converter (DAC) is placed between the host computer and the drive 

modules. An 8-channel analogue output board plugged into one of the ISA buses in 

the host computer is utilised for this purpose. It provides 12-bit resolution over the 

output range; that is, resolution down to 10/212 = 2.44x10 3  volts. To output a dc 

voltage through a channel, some basic functions can be called from a C library (Data 

[24], CIO-DAC08 [87],  Universal [81]) supplied by the manufacturer, or values can 

be directly sent to the address registered for that channel. These functions are closely 

related to the real time implementation which is discussed further in Chapter 5 & 6. 

4.3.3 The interface for feedback signals from motors 

In order to obtain the actual speed of the motors, four optical shaft encoders of a 

resolution of 2,500 ppr (pulses per revolution) are used. There are two signals, A & B, 

which are output from the encoders, both of which can be used for detecting the 

position or the speed of the motors. The phase difference between them is also 

employed to detect the direction of the rotation. A proprietary computer board, is used 

to count the number of pulses from the encoders. There are ten counters on the 

computer board, and each of these has a 16-bit (65,526 counts) count register. A 

variety of configuration modes (Data [24], CIO-CTR1O [86],  AM9513 [2]) can be 

setup to each counter for different types of measurement. Four of them are configured 

for the position measurement in x (#1), y (#2), Ov  (0), 1 (#4). Four of the others are 

configured for frequency measurement. There are also sixteen digital inputs (DII) on 

this board, four of which are used to detect the instantaneous direction of all the 

motors. Similarly, four of the sixteen digital outputs (D/O) on the computer board are 

used to control the relays (section 4.3.1) to change the direction of the motors by 

altering the polarity of the applied voltage from the drive modules. 
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4.4 The vision system for the experimental crane rig 

Generally speaking, two devices are required for image processing. The first is a 

physical sensor that is sensitive to a required band in the electromagnetic energy 

spectrum (such as the x-ray, ultraviolet, visible, or infrared bands) and which 

produces an electrical signal output proportional to the level of energy sensed. The 

second is a system for converting the electrical output of the physical sensor into 

digital form for further processing. In the case of the vision sensing system on the 

experimental crane rig, a CCD camera and an image processing board (a 

frame grabber) are both employed for these two tasks, respectively. 

Host Computer 

1/0 Bus 

Display 

CCIR Monochrome_~_[ 
ADC 	Frame Buffer 

TV Signal 

- Framegrabber  

Figure 4.2 The vision system for the experimental rig 

As shown in Figure 4.2, images are first retrieved by the CCD camera mounted on the 

trolley of the experimental crane, shown in Figure 4.17, and then the composite TV 

signals are passed to the framegrabber to be digitized in order to search for the 

coordinates of the two lighting sources on the spreader (section 3.2). The host 

computer, on the other hand, is only used at this stage to monitor and receive the 

calculated coordinates from the framegrabber through the 110 bus, once the 

downloaded programs on the framegrabber are initialized. A 9" monochrome TV 

monitor is used to 'observe' directly the motion of the spreader under the CCD 

camera (Figure 4.12). In the following sub-section, the relevant features of the CCD 

camera and framegrabber are presented. 
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4.4.1 The CCD camera 

The video camera used in the experimental rig is a CCD (charge-coupled device) 

monochrome camera. A CCD array is a type of solid-state sensor which , when 

exposed to light, provides charge packets proportional to the incident light intensity 

developed in each element in the array. The stored charge packets are then 

sequentially shifted to the storage registers and composed as a composite signal. In 

this application, a standard CCIR 50 Hz , interlaced TV signal is used. The camera 

lens has a focal length , f, of 8.5 mm, and a field of view of 16 degrees in the vertical 

direction and 21 degrees in the horizontal direction (Figure 4.3). 

Figure 4.3 Field of View (FOV) of the camera 

4.4.2 The framegrabber 

Processing of digital images involves procedures that are usually expressed in an 

algorithmic form. Thus, with the exception of image acquisition and display, most 

image processing functions can be implemented in software. Although large-scale 

image processing systems are still being sold for massive imaging applications, such 

as processing of satellite images, the trend continues toward miniaturisation and the 

merging of general-purpose image processing boards into small personal computers. 

Generally, they consist of an analogue-digital-converter (ADC), a look-up table 

(LUT), a frame buffer and an on-board processor. At first the analogue TV signal is 
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digitized and passed to the look-up table, which can be set up to provide non-linear 

translation of the input data. The frame buffer is used to store temporarily the image 

data and also to keep the downloaded internal control programs sent from the host 

computer. The on-board processor then executes the instructions in the programs to 

process the image data in the frame buffer. The 110 bus is responsible for transferring 

the calculated results to the host computer and is also ready to receive commands for 

other tasks. 

The framegrabber selected for the experimental crane rig is a full-sized ISA bus 

board. There is a 256 byte look-up table and  megabyte DRAM (dynamic random 

access memory) for the frame buffer. Additionally a programmable threshold may be 

set up to produce a binary image. The on-board processor is an Intel 960CA (i960) 

RISC type CPU. The framegrabber can be initialized in a stand-alone mode that 

means it will work independently from the host computer. This allows more CPU 

time on the host computer to be freed up for other assignments such as handling the 

feedback signals from the encoders. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

For practical testing of the control strategies developed for the RIG crane, an 

advanced 1/8 scaled down crane has been designed and constructed. In this chapter, 

the functions and constraints of this experimental rig have been described. This 

facility not only provides a platform for implementing the feedback linearization 

controller given in Chapter 3, but also other control strategies which may be 

developed in the future. Because this experimental rig has been engineered to be as 

versatile as possible, the end-users do not necessarily need to spend a significant time 

in setting up the interfaces between the mechanical, electrically powered devices and 

the host computer. All that is needed is to produce a block diagram of the desired 

controller, which can then not only be simulated in the preliminary stage (Chapter 3) 

but can also be converted to physical control software (Chapter 6), which can then be 

implemented on the experimental rig. The sophisticated interfaces are transparent and 

can be considered as black boxes to the end user. Therefore the main effort can be 

focused on investigating control algorithms of interest rather than in spending a 

significant amount of time going through low-level sensing and data acquisition 

issues. Configuring the experimental system (rig and electrical and software control 

system) in this manner has been a major part of this research. The rig as a test-bed for 

future high-speed crane control research is considered to be one of the major 

achievements of the work. 

Moreover, all the components used in the experimental crane rig, such as the motors, 

the encoders, the CCD camera, the framegrabber, data acquisition boards and the host 

computer are general purpose devices (so-called 'off-the-shelf' components). To 

design this way not only reduces the overall complexity of the system but also implies 

that such technology can readily be transferred to the practical application easily and 

cost-effectively. 

In the next chapter, the theory of the vision sensing system for the experimental crane 

is discussed. Also, the details of the relationships between the hardware and software 

are illustrated. 
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Hardware Setup 
	

Software Setup 
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Chapter 5 

The Visual Sensing System Implementation 

5.1 Introduction 

As is true for all higher animals, a vision capability endows human beings with a 

sophisticated sensing mechanism that allows them to respond to their environment in 

an intelligent and flexible manner. Similarly, while proximity, tactile and force sensing 

play a significant role in the improvement of machine and robot performance, vision is 

also recognized as the most powerful among these sensing technologies (Fu [32], 

Harashima [36]). 

Machine or computer vision may be defined as the process of extracting, 

characterizing, and interpreting information from the images of a three-dimensional 

world. Extraction is the process that yields a digitized image, in which preprocessing 

technologies may be employed to reduce the noise of the incoming signals. 

Characterization deals with the computation of features, such as size or shape suitable 

for differentiating one type of object from another, or the background. Finally, 

interpretation is the process that recognizes the object and assigns meaning to it. 

Research using visual sensory systems can be found in the field of control and tracking 

of robots and AGVs (automatic guided vehicles) (Bishop [7], Feddema [29], Maravall 

[49]). The camera may either be mounted on the end-effector of the manipulator (also 

known as the eye-in-hand configuration) or it may be statically located. In both these 

instances the traditional approach to visual servoing has been to de-couple the problem 

of obtaining information about the target (from the camera image) from that of 

manipulator control. This approach is known as the look-and-move approach. Initial 

work in this area has been somewhat hampered by the ready availability of high 

computational power, so it can be appreciated that a manipulator would be expected to 

look, and then move in a physical experiment. Recent advances in computers have 

improved the general availability of computational power so that slow look-and-move 
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responses are not now very obvious in physical experiments, even though the basic 

philosophy of separating the vision and manipulator control problems still persists. 

However, it is still considered difficult to provide the necessary operational bandwidth 

with current off-the shelf image processing equipment for real-time applications, such 

as the experimental crane rig. For example, if typical CCIR monochrome images 

consisting of 512 x 512 pixels in 8-bit (1 byte) gray-scale are passed to image 

processing hardware, there will be a data rate of (512x512x1)x25 = 6,553,600 

bytes/second which need to be processed. Therefore it is critically important to seek 

out a solution to increase the data throughput rate and to reduce the amount of time 

needed to find the required information from this image data. 

In section 5.2 the general hardware configuration and software setup of the visual 

sensing system for the experimental crane rig are described. The binary image format 

is chosen because of its advantages in the real-time application. In section 5.3 search 

algorithms are proposed for locating the coordinates of the two lighting sources on the 

spreader from the digitized images. 

5.2 The hardware and software configuration for the visual sensing system 

Generalized image interpretation is still one of the most challenging and important 

research areas in robotics and machine intelligence. To date binary image processing is 

more often used in practical computer vision for a variety of applications because it 

offers advantages such as compactness and simpler processing algorithms, compared 

to gray-scale image processing (Tong [79]). 

As mentioned in section 4.4.2, the principal devices used for the visual sensing system 

on the experimental rig are the CCD camera mounted on the trolley and the 

framegrabber in the host computer. One single image is scanned by the CCD camera at 

a frequency of 25 Hz (CCIR standard in the UK) which is known as the frame rate. 

Each frame consists of 625 lines, of which 576 contain image information (Tecaip 
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[77]). These TV signals are then passed to the framegrabber on the host computer for 

further processing. 

M (rows) x N (columns) pixels can be set up in a configuration file (in Appendix C) 

for the framegrabber to construct a format for the resolution of the digitized images, as 

shown in Figure 5.1. These pixels are generated sequentially from top-left to bottom-

right as the TV signals scan. A corresponding coordinate-system F, as described in 

section 2.2.3, related to the position of the MxN pixels, is assigned as in Figure 5.1. 

F = F(row_index, column_index) 

F(O,O) 	 10 

M 
(row 

Figure 5.1 MxN pixels on the digitized images 

As the analogue-to-digital converter (the ADC) on the framegrabber is an 8-bit device 

the output value of each pixel can range from 0 (black) to 255 (white). Through a 

programmable threshold (0 - 255) binary images can be produced from these digitized 

pixels. If the value of a pixel is larger than the threshold the final output is 1 (bright). 

On the contrary, if the value of a pixel is smaller than the threshold the final output is 0 

(dark). The reasons for choosing this approach are: 

(1) Compactness: Because the value of the pixels is either 1 or 0 a byte which contains 

8 bits can store up to 8 pixels. Therefore the memory on the framegrabber can be 

freed up to store more image processing programs. 
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(2) Faster and simpler processing: The binary value of the pixels presents a simpler 

form for locating them because all unwanted background objects, such as the floor, 

the spreader etc., can be filtered out by carefully adjusting the threshold. This 

avoids complicated image processing algorithms, (such as a Laplacian filter for 

edge extraction), which are required if higher resolution other than binary mode is 

needed. The compact size of the stored images also implies a faster throughput rate 

between different stages of the hardware. 

Basically, the structure of the software setup is as in Figure 5.55 at the end of the 

chapter. First the host computer downloads the on-board programs to the 

framegrabber. Once it is initialised TV signals from the CCD camera are digitised and 

then a search algorithm is implemented to find the co-ordinates of the lighting sources 

(refer to Figure 5.56 at the end of the chapter). The host computer only monitors and 

retrieves the data stream from the framegrabber, so otherwise it is freed up to execute 

different tasks. 

5.3 The search a1orithms for Iocatin2 the li2hting sources on the spreader 

As shown in Figure 5.56, two lighting sources appear as two distinct clusters (or 

groups) of pixels on the binary images. Therefore the geometric centre of the pixels 

forming the cluster represents the coordinates of the lighting sources. In Figure 5.2 the 

maximum values of rows and columns in an image, or a frame, are termed 

FrameHeight and FrameWidth, respectively, and these can only be set up as 32 

increments (for example, 480, 512, 544). At present, they are set up for 544 

(FrameHeight) x 736 (FrameHeight), this being the maximum resolution that the 

framegrabber can manage. 

There are two ways to adjust the threshold of the visual sensing system: (1) the iris 

setting on the CCD camera, (2) the software setup in the configuration file 

downloaded to the framegrabber. It was decided to opt for the second option and to 

use a fixed iris magnitude. This offers the following advantages: 
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Increasing the depth of view: The smaller the iris setting, the less light passes 

through the lens. This reduces the blur of the images and also increases the depth 

of field (Seaway [69]). 

It is easier to use the software setup because there are 256 (0 - 255) values which 

can be precisely chosen in the configuration file. Compared to this, there are only 9 

rough scales found on the CCD camera; therefore more accurate adjustment is 

obtained this way. 

Based on these two advantages the iris is set to 1716 which is the minimum magnitude 

on the CCD camera. At this setting the software threshold can range from 95 - 225. 

The ambient illumination can produce too much unnecessary reflection if the threshold 

is set to less than 95. On the other hand there will not be enough light for the visual 

sensing system if the threshold is above this range. 

0 - 735 
column-index (0 - (FrameWidth-1 

F(row_index, column_index) = (0 0) 

row index 
(0 - (FrameHeight- 

0 - 543 

F(row_index, column_index) = (FrameHeight-1 FrameWidth-l) 

Figure 5.2 The convention of a digitized image (frame) 

As shown in Figure 5.57, a mesh map with 544 x 736 grids, similar to Figure 5.2, is 

affixed on the spreader. This map is then adjusted to coincidence with the axes and the 

centre of the spreader. With a program capable of displaying 256 gray-scale images on 

the computer monitor, the spreader is hoisted until the map nearly fills the entire area 
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(in Figure 5.58). The CCD camera can then be calibrated by adjusting the gaps on the 

opposite sides equally, as shown in Figure 5.3. 

= 

Figure 5.3 Calibrating the CCD camera by adjusting 

the gaps on the opposite sides equally 

5.3.1 The Exhaustive Search Algorithm (ESA) 

Firstly only one lighting source, located at the centre of the spreader, is activated. The 

Exhaustive Search Algorithm (ESA) works as follows: 

Searching a captured frame from top-left to bottom-right pixel by pixel for those 

whose binary value is 1 (bright). 

Summing up their individual coordinates and dividing by the total number counted, 

to acquire the geometric centre of the lighting sources. 

The average processing speed of this algorithm is measured as 4.1 frames/sec. To 

analyze the performance, the cable length is set at 950 mm, this being the middle point 

of the range of the 1- span (700 mm - 1200 mm), and the threshold is set at 150. A C 

program is written to record the results of the tests of the ESA. These results are 

passed to MATLAB for further analysis. 

In the first test, the spreader is kept stationary and 30 images are recorded. Their 

geometric centres (by using the ESA) are plotted in Figure 5.4 at the end of this 
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section. It can be seen that they are not concentrated on the reference centre (271.5, 

367.5), which is the central point of the image plane. By plotting a histogram with the 

number of pixels of these 30 images against the row—index and the column—index (in 

Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, respectively), it appears that in certain odd rows, 135, 339, 

341, 443 etc. some pixels emerge randomly. If the same algorithm is applied to tests 

with the cable length equal to 700 mm and 1,200 mm, respectively, similar results can 

be seen in Figure 5.8 and 5.11. The other test results are summarized in Table 5.1. 

The cable length (1) The average coordinate 

(row_index, column—index) 

Average number of detected 

pixels 

700 mm (270.7, 369.3) 61.6 

950 nirn (263.9, 357.7) 44.5 

1,200 mm (266.4, 355.8) 37.0 

Table 5.1 The test results of measuring the central point before noise reduction 

These noisy rows appears to be systematic errors (Morris [56]) from the framegrabber 

and consistently emerge during measurement. So, it was then decided to reduce their 

influence by skipping the odd rows in the grabbed images. There are two advantages of 

doing this, 

Most of the noisy rows are odd. 

The overall processing speed is increased. 

The results are shown in Figure 5.13 to Figure 5.21. The precision has clearly been 

improved with most of central points of the lighting source concentrated on the same 

coordinate. The overall processing speed increases from 4.1 frames/second to 4.9 

frames/second. The test results are summarized in Table 5.2. 

From the coordinates stated in Table 5.2, the position of the CCD camera can be 

further calibrated by moving the CCD camera along the column axis. The current 

coordinate of the central lighting source on the spreader is (273.5, 372.3) after 

adjusting the position of the camera. Also by detecting lighting sources on the axes 
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(two on the horizontal axis and two on the vertical axis as shown in Figure 5.22.) the 

alignment of the axes can also be checked and verified. 

The cable length (1) The average coordinate 

(row—index, column—index) 

Average number of detected 

pixels 

700 mm (272.9, 380.3) 26.6 

950 mm (273.4, 380.3) 17.0 

1,200 mm (273.7, 380.5) 12.4 

Table 5.2 The test results of measuring the central point after noise reduction 

Spreader 

Figure 5.22 The position of lighting sources for further calibration of the CCD camera 

Now, if the spreader is moved along the row- axis manually (..L) and released (the 

coordinates of the central lighting source on the spreader are set to an initial condition 

of (464, 372)), then the test results are as shown in Figure 5.22, 5.26. 5.28, with cable 

lengths 700 mm, 950 mm and 1,200 mm, respectively. It can been seen that the 

performance of the ESA is reasonably good, because the coordinates in the vertical 

direction (column—index) of most of the pixels stay within a small band of distribution, 

as shown in Figure 5.23, 5.27. 5.29. 

Similarly, Figures 5.24, 5.28, and 5.32 show test results obtained by pulling the 

spreader along the column- axis (-) (with the coordinates of the central lighting 
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source set to an initial condition of (272, 564)). The results of these tests are shown in 

Figure 5.25, 5.29, and 5.33. 

Generally speaking, there are three functions carried out the ESA: 

To identify noisy lines due to hardware imperfections (systematic errors). 

To calibrate the camera. 

To test the performance of the framegrabber. The processing speed is 4.9 

frames/second with the odds row skipped. 
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Trajectory of the Lighting Source 
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Histogram of the Number of Pixels against the column — index 
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Figure 5.6 (Threshold 150, Cable Length = 950 mm) 
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Histogram of the Number of Pixels against the column-index 
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Figure 5.9 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 700 mm) 
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Histogram of the Number of Pixels against the column—index 
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Figure 5.12 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.17 (Threshold = 150, Cable Length = 950 mm) 
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Figure 5.18 (Threshold = 150, Cable Length = 950 mm) 
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Figure 5.19 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.20 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.21 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.22 (The average number of pixels in each grabbed image: 38.1) 
(Threshold = 150, Cable Length = 700 mm) 
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Figure 5.23 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 700 mm) 
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Figure 5.24 (The average number of pixels in each grabbed image: 38.5) 
(Threshold = 150, Cable Length = 700 mm) 
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Figure 5.25 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 700 mm) 
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Figure 5.26 (The average number of pixels in each grabbed image: 22.7) 
(Threshold =150, Cable Length = 950 mm) 
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Figure 5.27 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 950 mm) 
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Figure 5.28 (The average number of pixels in each grabbed image: 24.0) 
(Threshold =150, Cable Length = 950 mm) 
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Figure 5.29 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 950 mm) 
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Figure 5.30 (The average number of pixels in each grabbed image: 16.7) 
(Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.31 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.32 (The average number of pixels in each grabbed image: 16.5) 
(Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.33 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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5.3.2 The Partial Search Algorithm (PSA) (for a single lighting source) 

Although the Exhaustive Search Algorithm (ESA) discussed in the last section is 

shown to be usable, there is still some room for the improvement. The ESA is designed 

to look into each point of the entire image from top left to bottom right, so time is 

wasted in checking (say) the empty space of the bottom half of the captured images if 

the cluster is actually located in the upper half. Secondly the ESA can only be applied 

to a configuration in which only one lighting source is present. With two lighting 

sources present on the spreader (necessary for obtaining the rotational angle, for 

example) it is no longer a feasible method. 

c_r_i (column -region -in dex) 
( 0 - column-region-max-1) 

(r_r_i, c_r_i) = (0 , 0) 

rn 
(row-region-index)    

(0 - row-region-max-1) 

(0.1) (0,2) 

(1,0) (Il) (1,2) 

(2,0) (2,1) (2,2) 

S S • 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

• • 

(r_r_i , c_r_i ) = 
(row—region—max - 1 , column—region—max - 1) 

Figure 5.34 A captured image divided into grids (regions) 

On assuming that bright pixels in a cluster are continuous, a Partial Search Algorithm 

(PSA) is described in the following steps: 

(1) From Figure 5.34 the captured images are divided into grids (or regions) with size 

set up as (row_div) x (column_div). Currently, row_div and column_div are set to 

be equal to 32. Letting, 

row-region-max = FrameHeight/row_div 	 (5.1) 

column-region-max = FrameWidth/column_div 	 (5.2) 
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(2) As shown in Figure 5.35, each region is given another set of indices: r_i_i 

(row—internal—index), c_i_i (column_internal_index)). 

c_i_i 	 c_i_i 
(0 - column_div-I) 	(0 - column_div-I) 

ru 
(0-row_div-I) 

ru 
(0 - row_div-I) 

 

Figure 5.35 Each region is given a set of indices 

The algorithm searches each region from the top-left to bottom right, according to 

the region indices r_r_i, c_r_i, and in each region the pixels are searched from top 

left to bottom right as well, according to r_i_i, c_i_i. Therefore, 

row—index = r_r_i * row—index—max + r_i_i 	 ------- (5.3) 

column—index = c_r_i * column—index—max + c_i_i 	------- (5.4) 

On encountering the first bright pixel, C(row_index, column—index) in the 

region (r_r_irt, r_i_i), then from equations (5.3) and (5.4) it is seen that, 

row—index = r_r_i * row—index—max + r_i_i 	------- (5.5) 

column—index = c_r_i, * column—index—max + c_i_i 	------- (5.6) 
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Then the indices, r_r_i 11 , c_r_i, rJ_i11, C__, for the first encountered bright 

pixel are passed to a subroutine, calcQ, which looks for all the other bright pixels. 

C start  = ( row _index start' column_index start) 

'1.-I" 
r •uruui•u••i 
•UlLI1JU•I 

RIM MEN NMI 
•UU•I!llI 

l•URURU••UI 
MEMEN ONE 

I MEMMEMMENMEN 
NEEMMEMMEMMIN ---------. 

r4. 
Bright Pixel 

Figure 5.36 An example of the search sequence of the subroutine calc() 

In addition to the logic of Figure 5.36 the operation of the subroutine, calcQ, can also 

be illustrated as follows: 

Because the PSA searches from top left to bottom right the first bright pixel 

encountered, C, should be the top left pixel of the cluster. 

It then searches to the right, until the end of the positive stream (with pixel values 

equal to 1). 

It goes to the next row and searches to the left of row_index t,, until the end of the 

positive stream, and then searches to the right of row_index until it reaches the 

other end of the positive stream. 

It repeats step (3) until the row_index±± is of value zero. 

To ensure that the detected cluster is not just a noise pixel a cluster is disregarded 

if its number is less than 3. It then moves on to look for another C. 

(Note: The number, 3, in step (5) is based on the test results of the noise pixels from 

the ESA in the last section.) 
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To test the performance of this algorithm it is sensible to start from the longest cable 

length, 1,200 mm, because the least number of pixels can be detected at this length. As 

before three types of tests are taken in which the spreader is stationary, then moving 

vertically and then horizontally, respectively. 100 frames are sampled in each test and 

the trajectories of the central lighting source are plotted in Figures 5.37, 5.38, and 5.39 

at the end of this section. An analysis of their results is summarized in Table 5.3. First, 

as shown in Figure 5.37, the PSA performs reasonably well , because the cluster in 

each frame concentrates on the same coordinate (273.2±0.1, 373.4±0.1) where the 

standard error of the mean (Morris [56]) is applied. Also, the overall processing speed 

increases to 8.1 frames/second compared to 4.9 frames/second in the ESA. 

The moving direction Stationary Vertical Horizontal 

I 

Percentage of failures (%) 0 23.0 0 

Average number of detected 21.0 9.1 10.9 

pixels in one frame 

(excluding the frames of 

failure) 

The average processing 8.1 6.8 7.7 

speed (frames/second) 

Table 5.3 The test result with threshold = 150, 1 = 1,200 mm. 

However, the result in the second test, in which the spreader moves in the vertical 

direction, has shown a 23 percent failure rate. As indicated in Figure 5.38, 23 frames 

have not registered anything, so the coordinates of the lighting source in these frames 

are (0, 0). Also these failures tend to occur when the lighting source passes through 

the central area (row—index = FrameHeight/2 = 272), where the spreader moves with 

maximum velocity. Since the TV signals always scan vertically from top to bottom (L), 
the lighting source appears to be elongated along the row-axis if the spreader moves in 
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the same direction (J.-). Therefore, it is possible in some instances that the pixels of the 

lighting source are too sparse to form.a cluster with a sufficient number of pixels (3) to 

be identifiable from the background noise. On the contrary if the spreader moves from 

bottom to top (1'), opposite to the scanning direction of the TV signals (..L), the lighting 

source appears to be shrunk in shape. This phenomenon, which could almost be 

thought of as a sort of visual Doppler effect, causes the average number of pixels 

detected to come down to 9. 1, compared with 20.1 when the spreader is kept 

stationary. Nevertheless, because the horizontal scanning frequency of the TV signals, 

15.625 KHz, is comparatively much higher than the vertical scanning frequency, 50 

Hz, this algorithm does not suffer from not detecting any clusters with sufficient 

number of pixels when the spreader moves horizontally, as shown in Figure 5.39. 

Since the number of the pixels accumulated by the moving lighting source directly 

influences the performance and accuracy when searching for the lighting source, the 

easiest way to increase performance is to reduce the threshold in the configuration file 

for the framegrabber, which is currently set to 150. First the threshold is set to 125 

and, as before, the tests in those three conditions are undertaken. As shown in Table 

5.4 and Figure 5.41 although there are still some failures taking place in the test (with 

the spreader moving vertically) it can be seen that the percentage failure rate has 

dropped down to 7.0 %. 

The moving direction Stationary Vertical Horizontal 

I 

Percentage of failure (%) 0 7.0 0 

Average number of detected 25.3 9.5 16.4 

pixels in one frame 

(excluding the frames of 

failure) 

The average processing 8.1 7.1 12.6 

speed (frames/second) 

Table 5.4 The test with threshold = 125, 1= 1,200 mm. 
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By further reducing the threshold to 100 the percentage failure in the test in Figure 

5.43 decreases to 4.0 %. The test results are shown in Figure 5.43 5.45. The analysis 

of their results is summarized in Table 5.5. 

The moving direction Stationary Vertical Horizontal 

Percentage of failure (%) 0 4.0 0 

Average number of detected 34.7 13.9 24.2 

pixels in one frame 

(excluding the frames 

containing failures) 

The average processing 8.0 7.0 7.8 

speed (frames/second) 

Table 5.5 The test result with threshold = 100, 1 = 1,200 mm. 

It is considered unwise to reduce the threshold below the minimum value, 95, because 

the background noise can be found to increase too much. Also, to ensure that the final 

setup, threshold = 100, is applicable to shorter cable lengths, in Figure 5.46 - 5.48 and 

Table 5.6 the test results are shown for the cable length equal to 700 mm. It can be 

seen that the accuracy of the partial search algorithm improves as the number of bright 

pixels increases, as one would expect. 

In summary a new algorithm has been derived to locate the lighting source and has 

been detailed in this section. The overall processing speed has been increased by 50 

percent compared to that of the exhaustive search algorithm described in the previous 

section. In order to increase the accuracy of this algorithm, tests with different setups, 

involving variations in the threshold and cable length, are performed to find an 

optimum configuration. In the next section this algorithm is extended further in order 

to locate two lighting sources on the spreader. 
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The moving direction Stationary Vertical Horizontal 

Percentage of failure (%) 0 1.0 0 

Average number of detected 78.4 27.4 47.8 

pixels in one frame 

(excluding the frames of 

failure) 

The average processing 8.0 6.9 7.9 

speed (frames/second) 

Table 5.6 The test result with threshold = 100, 1 = 700 mm. 
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Figure 5.37 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.38 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.39 (Threshold =150, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.40 (Threshold =125, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.41 (Threshold =125, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.42 (Threshold =125, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.43 (Threshold = 100, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.44 (Threshold =100, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.45 (Threshold =100, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.46 (Threshold =100, Cable Length = 700 mm) 
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5.3.3 An Improved Partial Search Algorithm (IPSA) for use with two lighting 

sources 

In order to enable the PSA to locate two lighting sources, the concept of a so-called 

region of rejection is introduced here. As stated in section 5.3.2 the entire image is 

divided into regions with a size set up as (row_div) x (column_div), as shown in Figure 

5.35. To modify the PSA described in the last section so that it can be applied to 

situations with two lighting sources present, there are two assumptions as follows: 

The assumptions for the Improved Partial Search Algorithm (IPSA): 

The size of an individual region has to be large enough to contain a single lighting 

source. For example, the setting for the PSA throughout the last section is 32x32 

((row_div) x (column_div)) = 576, which satisfies this condition, because the 

maximum number of pixels is only about 79 in Table 5.6 with the lowest threshold 

(100) and the shortest cable length (700 mm). 

The distance between the central coordinate of each lighting source is larger than 

the size of one individual region. For example, if the central coordinates of the two 

lighting sources are (row_index 1 , column_index 1 ) and (row_index2 , 

column_index2), then, 

row— index 1 - row— index2l>  row_div 	 (5.7) 

I coluiTm_ index 1  colunm_index 2 l > column_div 	 (5.8) 

Based on the above assumption, Figure 5.49 shows that there are four possible 

positions for a lighting source present in the divided regions of an image. Once the first 

lighting source is located the corresponding region has to be labeled and disregarded 

whist the algorithm searches for the second lighting source. However, if the first 

lighting source is located in the situations in Figure 5.49 [b] [c] [d] it is possible that 

part of the first lighting source may be mistaken as the start of the second lighting 

source. In the worst case, as shown in Figure 5.49 [d], the PSA will misunderstand 
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that there are four lighting sources present. Therefore, in order to prevent this from 

happening it is necessary to skip over the surrounding regions of the first lighting 

source as shown in Figure 5.49 [d]. 

en 

E,  

[a] 	 [b] 

[c] 	 [d] 

Figure 5.49 Four possible positions for a lighting source situated in the regions shown 

The Improved Partial Search Algorithm (IPSA) is described as follows: 

It executes the Partial Search Algorithm to fmd the location of the first lighting 

source, C1. 

Once the location of the first lighting source, C1 , in the region ((r_r_i) 1  ,(c_r_i) 1  ), 

is known those regions around it are marked and skipped over, so that the 

algorithm can proceed to detect the next target correctly. These regions of 

rejection , as shown in Figure 5.49 [d], are ((r_r_i) 1  , (c_r_i) ), ((r_r_i) 1  +1, 

If the expected quantity of lighting sources is found in this case, 2 ), then the rest 

of the image is ignored and the coordinates are returned to the main program. 
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The test results are sunmiarized in Table 5.7 and plotted in Figure 5.50 - 5.54. The 

vertical movement of the spreader still causes some detection errors. The horizontal 

movement, as before, shows an entirely satisfactory outcome. 

The moving direction Stationary Vertical Horizontal 

The lighting source number #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 

Percentage failure (%) 0 4.0 0 

Average number of detected 47.2 48.0 27.4 23.5 39.1 38.2 

pixels in one frame 

(excluding the frames with 

failures) 

The average processing 8.0 6.6 7.9 

speed (frames/second) 

Table 5.7 The test result of two lighting sources with threshold = 100, 1= 1,200 mm. 
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Figure 5.51 (Threshold = 100, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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Figure 5.53 (Threshold =100, Cable Length = 1,200 mm) 
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5.4 Conclusion 

Because of the inherent difficulty in measuring the instantaneous position and 

orientation of the spreader a special visual sensing system has been designed to 

overcome this problem. In section 5.2, the configuration of this system is described. A 

binary mode is employed, owing to its advantages of simplicity and speed. In section 

5.3, three search algorithm are proposed. The Exhaustive Search Algorithm (ESA), in 

section 5.3.1, can be used for testing the performance, and calibrating the position of 

the CCD camera. The Partial Search Algorithm (PSA), in section 5.3.2, is proposed to 

increase the overall processing speed, and can be used for locating two lighting 

sources. Finally, the Improved Partial Search Algorithm (IPSA) is discussed in section 

5.3.3, where the 'regions of rejection' around the first found lighting source are 

ignored, so that the second lighting source can be accurately located. It should be 

noted that the IPSA is not limited to locating only two targets. By simply changing the 

parameters in the program, multiple targets can be found accordingly. 
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Chapter 6 

The Crane Application Programming Interface 

(CAP!) for Real-Time Implementation of the 

Experimental Rig Control System 

6.1 Introduction 

In recent years there has been a large and growing demand for real-time simulation and 

control technology both in academia and industry. In particular, real-time systems, 

supported by the ability to include the evaluation of feedback control strategies, are 

finding increasing  use and acceptance for tasks such as operator training, fault 

detection and investigation, and the safe testing of prototype systems. With the current 

trend towards more complex control strategies increased power is of paramount 

importance, but the successful management of this to best effect is a very complex 

general problem. 

Commercially available simulation tools have been continuously updated as technology 

has improved, from FORTRAN based routines, such as TSIM (Rogers [66]), through 

to more powerful icon-based menu driven packages such as SIMULINK (SIMULINK 

[831) in MATLAB (MATLAB [82]). Although these simulation tools have become 

more powerful and 'user friendly', they all suffer from portability limitations imposed 

by the computing platforms (hardware) on which they are implemented. During the last 

few years there has been an increasing interest in the automation of processes in 

general from the results of system design directly to hardware implementation. The 

driving force behind this development is to generate better consistency between 

designed and implemented control strategies (Torp [80]). Therefore the ultimate goal 

is to provide technologies capable of bridging the gap between the simulation models 

and the machine codes used to control experimental equipment without the need to 

resort to separate re-programming. 
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As described in Chapter 4 the design of the experimental rig involves different I/O 

devices, such as those dealing with the analogue outputs to the motor drive modules, 

the counter inputs from the shaft encoders, or the hardware relating to the data stream 

sent by the framegrabber etc. To implement a control strategy for such a complex 

system by means of traditional programming requires an understanding of the specific 

details of the hardware configuration as well as the source codes for the visual sensing 

system and the necessary function libraries for each 110 device. This approach is 

clearly too time-consuming and could be considered to be unnecessarily complicated. 

Therefore, in order to reduce the amount of time required for system communications 

development and to maximise resources available for control strategy implementation, 

a rather more efficient programming environment is investigated in this chapter. In 

section 6.2 a Crane Application Programming Interface (CAPI), capable of integrating 

the simulation results and hardware specification, is proposed. In section 6.3 

measurement of the system parameters (such as the equivalent moment of inertia for 

each axis) are presented. Also, an implementation of torque-to-voltage conversion, 

which is capable of converting the required torque at the actuators to equivalent 

voltage input to the drive modules (in section 4.3.2) is discussed. 

6.2 The Crane Application Programming Interface (CAPI 

In the laboratory environment, just as in the industrial one, process control hardware 

from many different manufacturers is often used. This presents potential difficulty 

further down the line in integrating all the devices together. Because the simulation of 

control strategies is traditionally carried out separate to its eventual implementation, 

the code used for each can appear very different and unrelated. Partial, or complete, 

re-writing of the hardware control programs is often necessary if a new control 

strategy is implemented (Rogers [66]).  However there is an obvious advantage if these 

two stages can be merged together into one easy-to-use interface environment (Tang 

[751). In such a situation the user should be purely concerned with design and 

refinement of the control strategy, leaving the interface to produce the compatible 

machine codes, automatically, to link the various hardware devices. 
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Figure 6.1 The Crane Application Programming Interface (CAPI) for the experimental rig 

In order to make the most of the simulation results from SIMULINK in Chapter 3 a 

MATLAB accessory toolbox known as the Real-Time Workshop [84] is employed in 

the CAPI. Therefore, the entire SIMULINK model can be transferred to an 

implementation program to control directly the actuators of the system (in this case, 

the drive motors,) and also to receive the signals from the measuring sensors (the shaft 

encoders and the visual sensing system). So it is clear that this approach means that the 

simulation model itself becomes the actual controller of the system. This section is 

dedicated to describe such an interface (based on a typical windowing system such as 

the example of Figure 6.1) and the procedure required to develop an appropriate 

program to control the experimental rig. In section 6.2.1 the development procedure 

using the CAPT is proposed. In order to extend the capacity of this integrated 

environment, the techniques for creating icon-based device driver blocks (which are 

directly linked to the physical 110 devices by use of the S-function (System function) 

structure in SIMULINK) are described in section 6.2.2. 
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6.2.1 The Development Procedure 

Basically, the development procedure of a system model using this interactive 

environment can be shown in Figure 6.2. 

F 

System Model 	System Model 

 

Definition & 	 Analysis & 	i 	I 
I 	 Simulation 	 Improvement 

I 	 — 

[c] 
Translation of System 

Model to Executable Files 
in the Operating 

Environment 

01 	- 
1000100

111000 
 0 

[d] 

Real-Time Execution 
and Run-Time Monitoring 

& Data Logging 

Figure 6.2 The development procedure 

[a] System Model Definition & Simulation 

The dynamics of a system (or a plant) model can be constructed in the icon-based 

environment, as shown in Figure 6. 1, where the model is created by manipulating 

different block diagram elements representing different functions, such as differentials, 

integrals, sums etc. Once a model is defined, different numerical methods, such as 

Euler or Runge-Kutta (Kreyszig [46]), can be employed to simulate the dynamical 

behaviour of the system by progressively solving the differential equations etc. as 

appropriate. In the case of the experimental rig, the governing equations (3.25). (3.29), 

(3.33), (3.38), (3.43), derived earlier in section 3.2, are used in this stage. The results 

can be verified by plotting representative graphs or they can be passed to MATLAB for 

further analysis. 
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Once the model is completed the proposed control strategy, such as Feedback 

Linearization Control described in section 3.3 can be implemented within the system. 

The relevant parameters of the block diagrams can be initialised to different sets of 

values in order to investigate different configurations of the controller. 

[b] System Model Analysis & Improvement 

By using the powerful computational facilities of MATLAB, the results from stage [a] 

can be imported into in order to obtain better interpretation of performance in terms of 

visualization. The outcome can then be used to modify the model constructed in 

SIMULINK. 

The other function of MATLAB exploited here is the provision of a computing engine 

for SIMULINK for which M-files (MATLAB files) are used for the block diagrams in 

the system model. These text-based M-files are written in the syntax of MATLAB and 

can invoke facilities such as matrix computation into SIMULINK. This has the 

advantage of easy programming and can provide useful functions which are currently 

unavailable in SIMULINK. This enables the building up of the system model at the 

preliminary stage. However, M-file block diagrams significantly slow down the overall 

speed of simulation, because of the fact that they need to be interpreted and compiled 

every time the simulation process encounters them (Technical [76]). Furthermore 

blocks written in the M-file format can not be used to generate C language-based 

control programs. Therefore, another computational element, called an S-function, has 

to be employed to rectify this disadvantage. The structure and generation of S-

functions will be discussed further in section 6.3. The inter-relationship between these 

two types of block diagrams, SIMULINK and MATLAB. is depicted in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.4 The relationship between the system model and Real-Time Workshop 

By means of processes [a] and [b],  the dynamics and control strategy for a system can 

be converted into a model constructed by SIMULINK block diagrams. However, to 

physically control the experimental rig this model has to be translated into programs 

which are understood by the host computer and control circuitry. This can be achieved 
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by using the Real-Time Workshop toolbox to generate C-language source codes from 

the system model and then to invoke the compiler (provided that all the device 

dependent blocks diagrams are available for all the hardware devices). In the case of 

this experimental rig a Watcom C/C++ Compiler (Watcom [85]) is used to produce a 

32-bit executable file for the DOS operating system of the host computer. The 

relationship between the system model and the Real-Time Workshop is described in 

Figure 6.4. 

[d] Real-Time Execution and Run-Time Monitoring & Data Logging 

From the previous process, the executable file of a system model can be obtained. This 

32-bit DOS file (normally with the extension name .exe) can be executed either in a 

DOS window within (say) Windows 3.11, or within the native DOS environment. 

Users can compare the physical behaviour of the experimental rig to the simulation 

carried out in processes [a] & [b]. Also because of the utility of run-time monitoring 

and data logging the results can be represented graphically using MATLAB and hence 

modelling corrections made to correct or refine the original design of the system 

model, or indeed the control strategy itself. 

6.2.2 Device Driver Blocks and S-Functions (System functions) 

As stated earlier, it is easier to implement a control strategy on some test-bed if the 

device-dependent parts of the codes, such as analog 110 and inter-task communications 

are encapsulated in software block diagrams. To do this it is necessary to identify all 

device-dependent codes needed for the platform and then to specify a common 

structure between these block diagrams and the main interface. Therefore when it is 

required to convert a system model into an executable file the interface can proceed to 

compile them without difficulty. 

As already stated, in order to make these device driver blocks (Real-Time Workshop 

[84]) communicate with external hardware on the experimental rig a computational 

element called an S-function (system function (SIMULINK [83])) has to be used. 

Generally speaking the structure of S-functions includes: 
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• Initialisation of the S-function. 

• Initialisation of the 110 device. 

• Calculation of the blocks outputs according to the type of driver being 

implemented; for example: 

Reading values from an 110 device and assigning these values to the block's 

output (if is an ADC (analogue-to-digital converter)) 

Writing values from the block's input, to an 110 device (if it is a DAC (digital-

to-analogue converter). 

• Terminating the program (e.g., zeroing the DAC output). 

An example program for building up the DAC device driver block used in the 

experimental rig is shown in Appendix D. Each device driver block has its own 

dialogue box which is used to configure its particular options. Basically the dialogue 

boxes have the similar layout to the one shown in Figure 6.5, in which the following 

parameters for the control device (in this case, a DAC) can be specified: 

• The base 110 address to match the hardware configuration on the host computer. In 

this case, 0x300 is set. 

• The output voltage reference to set the range of the output voltage from the DAC. 

In this case, a range from 0 to 10 volts is set. 

• The number of channels and effective number of bits to specify the number of 

channel outputs simultaneously through this DAC device and their resolution. 

In this case, one channel is set because only the #1 x-axis motor is controlled by this 

block. '12' is set for the resolution, according to the specification of the DAC. 

• The sampling time to set this to match the required step size for the model. 

• Access hardware during the simulation to specify whether or not this device driver 

block is activated in the executable file. 
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Figure 6.5 The device driver block for the #1 x- axis motor 

As shown in Figure 6.6, a library of device driver blocks is created for all the 110 

devices of the experimental rig. Also several utility blocks, such as matrix inversion, 

which were originally written in the M-file format, are re-programmed to comply with 

the common format of the CAPT. 

One of the important features of creating block diagrams using the S-function 

approach is the compatibility and expandability of such diagrams to other libraries of 

block diagrams in SIMULINK. So, new block diagrams can be manipulated in exactly 

the same way as standard ones. This allows later designers to take advantage of earlier 

effort contributed by their predecessors. Moreover, perhaps the most important feature 

of this is that all device dependent codes can effectively be isolated from the end user, 

appearing purely as simple block diagrams. This dramatically reduces the time required 

to master all the specific hardware 110 configurations so that more effort can be 

concentrated on implementing control strategies. 
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1OA 

File 	clipboard 	edit Options 	Simulation Style 	Code 

8 Channel DAC 8-bit Digital Output Counter Input FLC Inversion 

Motorl-X Control 8-bit Digital Input Multiplication 

FLC Multiplication 

Motor2-Y Control Torque --> Voltage 

ClO-DACO8 
Torque_to_Voltage 

Motor3-R Control 

CIO-DACOB 

Motor4-L Control 

Figure 6.6 The library of specially created device driver blocks 

for the experimental rig 
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6.3 Torque-to-voltage Conversion and the Measurement of System Parameters 

for the Experimental Rig 

6.3.1 Torque-to-voltage conversion 

After establishing the CAPI, as described in the last section, the next step is to 

implement a control strategy for the experimental rig and it is considered to be 

reasonable to make use of the FLC (Feedback Linearization Control) model discussed 

in Chapter 3. 

From equation (3.48), 

M,  

F 

MS  

MS  

[(3.48)] 

mi 

lii 

it can be seen that the control inputs to the FLC system model are, dimensionally, 

accelerations. For example, if torque, T, is provided by the x -axis actuator (#1 motor) 

with drum radius, r, then, 

T=Frj 	 (6.1) 

------- (6 . 2) 
M., ri 

From equation (6.2) it is understood that the torque exerted by a motor is the actual 

variable control input of the experimental rig at that point. However, as mentioned in 

section 4.3.1, the motors are actually speed (or voltage) controlled. Thus it is 
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necessary to find a relationship between the input voltage to a motor drive module and 

the torque output from that relevant motor. 

The representative free-body diagram for a motor-drive axis is as shown in Figure 6.7, 

T/' , 8, 

B\ 

Figure'6.7 Free-body diagram for a motor-drive axis 

the equation of motion is, 

'eq,n°n + B = 	 (6.3) 

where 

I,: the mass moment of inertia of the actuator including the motor, gear box, 

drum. n = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

I,, : 	the mass moment of inertia of the rest of the moving components of the drive 

on that axis. n = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Ieq,n: the equivalent mass moment of inertia of the axis. Jeq,fl = In + Inn. 
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n = 1,2,3,4. 

B: 	the combined damping and frictional torque term. 

n = 1,2,3,4. 

r: 	the radius of the drum. 

n= 1,2,3,4. 

T: 	the torque generated by the actuator. 

n = 1,2,3,4. 

If the mechanism in Figure 6.7 reaches a steady-state at t = t1, with the angular velocity 

of the actuator, O = 0,, ,, equation (6.3) becomes, 

B,, 1  = 
	 (6.4) 

At and after t1, T,,, 11 is only required to overcome the damping and frictional torque. 

From Figures 4.4, 4.6, 4.8 and 4.10 in Chapter 4 it can be seen that the relationship 

between the angular velocity of the actuator and the V1,, from the host computer is, 

= K0 ,, Vin (n) + 	 (6.5) 

where Kb,,  and 9offset,n  are both constant. 

Now, if the desired torque, Td,n , is requested by the host computer, the required 

torque, T,,, from the relevant actuator should be, 

T,, = Td.,, + B,,,1 	 (6.6) 
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Because the mechanism in Figure 6.7 is no longer in steady-state conditions (i.e. it is 

accelerating), then substituting equation (6.6) into equation (6.3), means that, 

'eq,n8n - Td,,, 

Where the angular acceleration, 6n   can be assumed to be given by, 

e - 	 tI 
n — 

 

At 

where At is the period of time needed for the actuator to reach another steady-state 

with angular velocity, 6, +A, . 

From equation (6.7), 

e n 	 (69) 
eq,n 

On substituting equation (6.8) into equation (6.9), 

(6.10) 
eq ,n 

Also from equation (6.5) it can be seen that, 

O nhIL%t = K6,n Vin(n,tI+At) + Ooffsetn 	 (6.11) 

O n 11 = K6,n Vin(nji) + °offsel,n 	 (6.12) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

So, substituting equations (6.11) and (6.12) into equation (6.10) gives the following, 
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n(n,:I+&) = n(n,tI) + 	At (6.13) 
'eq,n 

Equation (6.13) shows a relationship between the desired torque, Td,, and the voltage, 

Vj(fl,rj+N), required to obtain it. This is converted into a device-driver block using the 

procedure discussed in section 6.2.2. In the next sub-section the equivalent mass 

moment of inertia, Ieq,n, is investigated. 

6.3.2 The principal mass moment of inertia of the experimental rig 

In order to implement the FLC model and make use of the torque-to-voltage 

conversion discussed in the last section, it is necessary to measure the mass moments 

of inertia of the x-, y-, and 1- axes (respectively) of the experimental rig. 

(i) Measurement of the Combined Damping and Frictional Torque term, B 

First the combined damping and frictional torque term, B, in equation (6.3) is assumed 

to be reasonably represented by, 

B. = C,,9,, + Ti ,, 	 (6.14) 

where the damping coefficient, C,, and the frictional torque T1  are both taken to be 

constants. 

From Figure 6.7 a mass, m, is attached to the free end of the cable wrapped around the 

pulley (no-slip conditions assumed throughout), the position as shown in Figure 6.8, 

then the equation of motion is, 

'system8n + B. = T. 	 (6.15) 

where 
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ID 

'system = 'eq,n + mr2 	and 	T = mgr,, 

So equation (6.15) becomes, 

(Ieq,n 	
r2 )6 ,, +(C'8 +T1 ) =mgr 	 (6.16) 

4m 
Figure 6.8 The mechanism for measuring 

the combined torque term B 

Tf, can be measured by increasing gradually the weight, mg, until the mechanism just 

starts to move at a very low speed (< 0.1 radian/sec) so that the effect of 'eq,n°n  and 

ce in equation (6.16) can largely be ignored. Because T1  is a dynamic frictional 

torque, the mechanism in Figure 6.8 must be pushed slightly each time to overcome the 

static frictional torque threshold. The measured results for Tf  n are shown in Table 6.1. 
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x- axis (#1) y- axis (#2) 1- axis(#4) 

Frictional Torque, T1  3.679 Nm (Tf I) 5.003 Nm (T12) 2.174 Nm (T14) 

Table 6.1 The measured result for T1, 

By further increasing the weight, mg, beyond the frictional torque, the mechanism in 

Figure 6.8 obviously starts moving appreciably. While the velocity builds up the 

damping torque, C,,, increases accordingly and then reaches a steady-state at the final 

steady angular velocity. Therefore, from equation (6.16), 

C,,8,, =mgr,, —T1 ,, 	 (6.17) 

where 'eqn0n = 0 because 8,, is constant when the system reaches steady-state speed. 

Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 (lumped together at the end of the chapter) show the results of 

the experiments applied to the x-, y- and 1- axes, respectively. First-order polynomial 

curve fitting (Kreyszig [46],  Mathworks [82]) is used to find a polynomial that fits the 

angular velocity, w (w 8), in a least-square sense. The relatively small dc offsets in 

the polynomials in Table 6.2 tends to suggest that the measurement of frictional torque 

(in Table 6.1) is adequate and that the assumption in equation (6.14) is acceptable. By 

adjusting the offsets to the frictional torque, the final result for B,, is summarized in 

Table 6.3. 

Damping Torque (Nm) 

axis (#1) 0.45866 	- 0.03495 	 (6.18) 

axis (#2) 2.24482 - 0.0112 	 (6.19) 

1- axis(#4) 1.1260 4  + 0.01565 	 (6.20) 

Table 6.2 First-order polynomial curve fitting for damping torque/angular velocity 
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Damping Coefficient, C, 

Nms 

Frictional Torque, T1  

Nm 

axis (#1) 0.4586 3.644 

axis (#2) 2.244 4.99 1 

1-axis(#4) 1.126 2.190 

Table 6.3 The damping coefficient, C,, and frictional torque Tf  

(ii) Measurement of the Equivalent Mass Moment of Inertia, Ieq,fl 

On letting 0,, = w, equation (6.16) can be re-arranged as follows, 

(Ieq,n +m)+Cw=mgi, —T1 	 (6.21) 

Equation (6.21) is a first-order non-homogeneous ordinary differential equation in co, 

which has a solution of the following form, 

= £ + A e a 	 (6.22) 

where 

a = 'eq,n + mr 2 	 (6.23) 

b = C 	 (6.24) 

C = mgr,, - Tf 	 (6.25) 

If the mechanism in Figure 6.8 starts at co(0) = 0, equation (6.22) becomes, 
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I b 
Cl 	--t 

O)—I 1—e a  - (6.26) 

A program has been written to record the readings from the shaft encoders of the 

position and frequency of the motors and this data file can then be imported into 

MATLAB in order to make use of its resident numerical facilities for curve fitting to the 

form of equation (6.26). There are two different weights, mg, attached to each axis for 

the experiments and the results for each pair of experiments are shown in Figures 6.11 

to 6.16 inclusive. The weights chosen for each pair of experiments are arbitrary (okay 

as long as they are sufficiently different). 

[a] The x- axis 

(1)m= l2 kg, ri =O.05in. 

The result of curve fitting on Figure 6.12 is, 

Co = 6.11(1 - e 0425t ) 
	

(6.27) 

By using equations (6.23) (6.25), the equivalent moment of inertia, 'eq.), is, 

'eq.) = 0.832 kgm2  

C1 = 0.367 Nms 

(2)m= 13 kg, ri =0.05m. 

The result of curve fitting on Figure 6.13 is, 

co = 7.651(1_ e 03851 ) 
	

(6.28) 

By using equations (6.23) - (6.25), the equivalent moment of inertia, 'eq.!. is, 
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Ieq,I = 0.895 1 kgm2  

Cj = 0.3571 Nms 

[b] The y- axis 

m = 22 kg, r2 = 0.05 m. 

The result of curve fitting on Figure 6.14 is, 

w = 2.229(1 - e_ 1255o ) 

	

(6.29) 

By using equations (6.23) - (6.25), the equivalent moment of inertia, Ieq,2, is, 

Ieq,2 = 2.602 kgm2  

C2  = 2.018 Nms 

m = 24 kg, r2 = 0.05 m. 

The result of curve fitting in Figure 6.15 is, 

w = 2.865(1 - e 052t ) 

	

(6.30) 

By using equations (6.23) - (6.25), the equivalent moment of inertia, Ieq,2, IS, 

Ieq,2 = 2.8648 kgm2  

C2  = 2.19 Nms 
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[c] The 1- axis 

m = 8 kg, r4= 0.0375 m. 

The result of curve fitting in Figure 6.16 is, 

co = 2586(1 - e_06888t ) 

	

(6.31) 

By using equations (6.23) - (6.25), the equivalent moment of inertia, Jeq,4, is, 

'eq,4 = 1.246 kgm2  

C4 = 0.87 Nms 

m = 10 kg, r4= 0.0375 m. 

The result of curve fitting in Figure 6.17 is, 

co = 4.068(1 - e 05761 ) 

	

(6.32) 

By using equations (6.23) - (6.25), the equivalent moment of inertia, Ieq,4, IS, 

Ieq,4 = 1.2525 kgm2  

C4 = 0.7328 Nms 

In order to create substantial acceleration to get enough data to analyze before the 

mechanism in Figure 6.8 reaches steady-state, the weight, mg, has to be rather large 

compared to that used in measuring B in section 6.3.1.i. However, because of the 

limited span of the x- and 1- axes the experiments have to be terminated before they 

reach a true steady-state speed (in Figures 6.11, 6.12, 6.15, 6.16). This means that the 

curving fitting process needs to 'extrapolate' the rest of the curve from the available 
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data. However, the experiments for the y-axis (in Figures 6.14, 6.15) include part of 

the steady-state curve. Therefore the two test results for Ieq,2 in the (y-axis) show a 

better match with Table 6.3 in terms of the damping coefficient, C,,. It can also be seen 

that C,, is closer to the value in Table 6.3 with the lower added weight for the x- and 1-

axes. From this it is assumed to be reasonable to choose the mass equivalent moment 

of the inertia value, Ieq,n, from the result with the lower added weight attached on each 

axis, as shown in Table 6.4. 

x- axis (#1) y- axis (#2) 1- axis(#4) 

Equivalent moment 

of inertia, ' q,,, 

0.832 kgm2  (Ieq,i) 2.602 Nm (Ieq,2) 1.246 Nm (Ieq,4) 

Table 6.4 The equivalent moment of inertia, Ieq,n, 
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6.4 Conclusion 

For economic reasons, practical implementation of control algorithms often requires 

the use of existing control equipment that is not at all compatible with the system on 

which the software was initially developed and tested. Hence it is advantageous for the 

engineer implementing the software if the device-dependent parts of the code, such as 

analog I/O, inter-task communication and real-time scheduling, are encapsulated in a 

single software library. The Crane Application Programming Interface (CAPI) (Figure 

6.1) described in section 6.2 provides a user-friendly environment in which end-users 

can concentrate on exploring the more fundamental issues of choice of control 

strategies, rather than spending significant amounts of time in programming 110 

routines between physical devices. The development procedure shown in Figure 6.2 

forms a closed-loop routine and by following this a system model can quickly be 

established, tested, and improved. This interactive environment can be used as a 

research tool for investigating different control strategies on the experimental rig on a 

real-time basis. The purpose is to ease the process of porting a control algorithm to a 

real-time platform and testing it on an experimental rig. As mentioned earlier the 

development process works closely with SIMULINK and MATLAB. 

In section 6.2.2 a procedure for creating device-driver blocks is introduced. These 

blocks provide a method for extending the capacities of the interactive interface. Users 

who follow on can then create customized blocks associated with new devices and 

proceed to incorporate them as part of the CAPI. 

In section 6.3 the torque-to-voltage conversion procedure for the actuators is 

discussed. This is required for the motor drive modules (which are basically driven by 

voltage), on the understanding that the FLC model uses torques as control inputs. 

Important parameters, such as the equivalent moment of inertia for the x-, y-, and 1_ 

axes, are also investigated by using a curve fitting method. 
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Figure 6.12 The curve fitting result for Ieq,I with m = 12 kg. 
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Figure 6.13 The curve fitting result for Ieq,1 with m = 13 kg. 
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Curve fitting for the angular velocity, OMEGA 
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Figure 6.14 The curve fitting result for Ieq,2  with m = 22 kg. 
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Figure 6.15 The curve fitting result for Ieq,2  with m = 24 kg. 
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Curve fitting for the angular velocity, OMEGA 
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Figure 6.16 The curve fitting result for Ieq,4 with m = 8 kg. 
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Figure 6.17 The curve fitting result for Ieq,4  with m = 10 kg. 
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Chapter 7 

The Real-Time Implementation of the Single Cable 

Mode FLC Controller on the Experimental Rig 

7.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3 a simulation using the control strategy feedback linearization control 

(FLC) has been chosen to handle the highly significant nonlinearities of the 3-D single-

cable-mode (SCM) of the RTG crane, which is based on the 1/8 experimental crane rig 

illustrated in Chapter 4. Five governing equations of motion in x (equation (3.25)), y 

(equation (3.29)), 1 (equation (3.33)), i (equation (3.38)), a (equation (3.43)), as 

shown in Figure 7. 1, have also been derived correspondingly. As mentioned in section 

2.2, one of the most difficult, yet essential, aspects of the experimental system is the 

practical arrangement required for measuring the swing angle, Ni, and the polar angle, 

a, of the cable. In order to obtain these two parameters a visual sensing system (VSS) 

(including a CCD camera and a framegrabber) is used to measure directly the location 

of the lighting sources on the spreader. This was introduced in Chapter 5. By means of 

the search algorithms discussed in section 5.3, the coordinates of the lighting sources 

located on an image plane, Ic,  (where the focal length of the lens on the CCD camera, 

f, is equal to PC as shown in Figure 2.10) can then be retrieved. This sensing strategy 

is encoded computationally in a customized S-Function block within the SIMULINK 

diagram constructed for the FLC simulation model. Thus it can be used to control 

directly the actuators of the system by means of 110 Device Driver Blocks in the Crane 

Application Programming Interface (CAPI), illustrated in Chapter 6. 

This chapter is principally concerned with integrating the theories provided in previous 

chapters of this thesis. The experimental results are then compared to the result from 

the simulation in Chapter 3. In section 7.2 the modified FLC model, which takes the 
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data from the visual sensing system and controls the actuators in real-time, is 

described. The experimental results are presented and discussed in section 7.3. 

j
Ii 

ier J 

Reference Origin  
X 

d(x dO , Yd, , zd) 

Figure 7.1 (Figure 3.1) The 3-D RTG crane model 

7.2 The Real-Time FLC-VSS (Feedback Linearization Control - Visual Sensina 

System) Model 

7.2.1 Acquisition of measurements of the 2eneralised coordinates x, y, 1, w a 

As shown earlier in Chapter 3, there are five coordinates (x, y, 1, ji, (x) required to 

describe the single-cable FLC model. The first three coordinates can be obtained 

directly from shaft encoder and pulse counters. Because the spreader is treated as a 

lumped mass, only one lighting source located at the central point of the spreader is 

needed. As shown in Figure 7.2, the coordinate of the lighting source, relative to 

the coordinate-system F, is: 
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x 

PC) 

Fj 	(FXQ FyQ) 	 - (7.1) 

(where the pre-subscript, i, denotes that the contents, F,  and FyQ,  which are the 

row—index and column—index output from the visual sensing system respectively, are 

integers.) 

ZT 

Figure 7.2 The relationship between the single lighting source on the spreader 

and the coordinate systems 

Following the process described in section 2.2.3, the coordinates in equation (7.1) 

have to be transformed relative to the coordinate-system C first, and then, by 

multiplying them by the scaling factors, d and d, the physical dimensions of the 

coordinates can be obtained; that is: 

i'Q 	
(Fx 	FyQ) 	) J =(CxQ CyQ) 	) 

C1 	( C x *d, c y Q  d) 
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where 

C 	F - F 	 (7.2)XQ 

C 	F 	F 
YQ = YQ - YCORG 	 (7.3) 

( F oRG  FYCORG) is the origin C of the coordinate-system C relative to the coordinate-

system F, as shown in equation (2.32). The scaling factors, d and d, are measured by 

means of the method of section 2.2.2.iv. The results are detailed in Table 7.1 and 7.2. 

given at the end of this section. 

As shown in Figure 7.2, the swing angle, i, can then be found by using the 

geometrical relationships of APCIQ", thus, 

, = tan_i[ (x0 d)2 +(Cy Q  *d)2 ] = 	_ 1 [.I(C xQ  *d)2 +(Cy Q  *d) 2 ] 

PC 	
_ tan

f 

-- (7.4) 

Also the polar angle, a, can be measured from the Xw axis in the world coordinate-

system, recalled from Figure 2.18 and Figure 7.1. Therefore, 

(C
y  *j 	"\ 

a=tan'l 	Q 	)' 	I 	 (7.5) (Cx *d)) 

7.2.2 The Layout of the FLC-VSS Model 

Figure 7.3, at the end of this chapter, shows the complete FLC-VSS model. In fact, it 

resembles Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3 in some aspects. The desired (or final) coordinates 

of the spreader, q , can be set up in the block, qd. The device driver block, Counter 

Input, is responsible for reading the number of counts from the encoders on each 
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actuator and, after multiplying by a scaling factor (metres/count), measurements of the 

generalised coordinates x, y and I can be obtained. The VSS block outputs the 

coordinates ((row_index, column-index)) of the lighting source relative to the 

coordinate-system F. The equations, (7.1) - (7.5) in the last section, are then applied 

to them to retrieve NJ  and a. These five coordinates are multiplexed together as the 

vector, q (q), and passed to the FLC controller to calculate the control torques, T. 

With the conversion of torque-to-voltage (in section 6.3), the computed voltages are 

obtained and input to the DAC block (8 channel DAC) to activate the motors. It 

should be noted that, as in almost all other systems, actuators can saturate because the 

dynamic range is usually limited. This also applies to the FLC-VSS model, so an 

artificial saturation effect (which can be pre-specified and set up as required) is added. 

Moreover, because there is no braking device as in a real RTG crane, the maximum 

linear velocity in each actuator is constrained to 70 percent of its full capacity to help 

to prevent the trolley from over-running the physically available spans. It should be 

noted that the current configuration of the experimental rig can only allow the trolley 

to move in one direction on the same axis. For example, if the target x- coordinate is 

larger than the initial one the controller will certainly cause the trolley move towards to 

the x(+) direction from the beginning. However once this direction is decided the 

trolley is no longer allowed to move backwards (the x- direction). This is because the 

counting direction of the counters used in the rig can not be altered during the 

operation. Once it is configured to count up (or down) there is no way change it unless 

the configuration procedure is re-started. This implies that, even if the trolley is 

allowed to move in either direction, the direction of counting will not change to 

respond and result is unpredictable. Also, as shown in Figures 4.4 -4.11, there is a 

dead-zone for each actuator. For example, if the input voltage is smaller than 0.6 volts 

for the x- actuator there will not be any movement. Moreover the counters in such 

situations will mistake the very small ripples from the encoders as a pulse signal and 

start counting. Therefore a small voltage which pushes the trolley away from zero 

velocity is imposed. Once the control sequence commences the trolley will not move 

until it reaches the desired coordinates. 
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LD (mm) f(mm) D (mm) M 1  (n-i) d 
M2  (xlO 3 mm) 

(row—index, column_index)  

400 8.5 100 (144,372) 252 8.433 
(397, 372)  

500 8.5 100 (170,372) 201 8.458 
(372, 372)  

600 8.5 100 (186,372) 169 8.383 
(356, 372)  

700 8.5 100 (197, 372) 145 8.373 
(343, 372)  

800 8.5 100 (206, 372) 128 8.301 
(335, 372)  

900 8.5 100 (214,372) 111 8.509 
(326, 373)  

1,000 8.5 100 (219, 372) 102 8.333 
(322, 372)  

1,100 8.5 100 (224,371) 92 8.399 
(317, 372)  

1,200 8.5 100 (228, 374) 82 8.638 
(310, 372)  

Table 7.1 The scaling factor, d ($) 

The average value of the scaling factor, d, ($) in equation (2.30) is 8.425x 10 mm 
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LD (mm) f (mm) D (mm) M 1  (n-i) d 
M2  (xlO 3 mm)  

(row index, column index) 

400 8.5 100 (271,248) 248 8.569 
(270, 497)  

500 8.5 100 (270,276) 199 8.543 
(270, 476)  

600 8.5 100 (271, 292) 167 8.483 
(271,460)  

700 8.5 100 305) 141 8.612 
447)  

800 8.5 100 (271, 313) 127 8.366 
(272, 439)  

900 8.5 100 (272,316) 111 8.509 
(271, 428)  

1,000 8.5 100 (270,324) 102 8.333 
(272, 427)  

1,100 8.5 100 (272,325) 94 8.221 
(272, 420)  

1,200 8.5 100 (228, 328) 81 8.745 
(310, 410)  

Table 7.2 The scaling factor, d (<—>) 

The average value of the scaling factor, d, (*-*) in equation (2.30) is 8.486x10 3  mm 
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7.3 Using the FLC-VSS on the experimental rig 

[a] The trolley moving only in the x-direction 

In order to compare the actual results with the simulations of section 3.5.[a] the system 

is actuated with the same initial conditions, as follows: 

{h}=[1.8 122 0.0 0.0 0 0]T 	(g}=[0.821 0.00.00 01 1  

qj =[0.0  0.0 1.0 0.0 001T, 	 =[1.5 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.01T 
([•••]T denotes the transpose of the relevant vector, and qi is the initial position of the 

spreader.) 

The detailed experimental results are shown in Figures 7.4 - 7.7 at the end of this 

chapter, in which the tests show: 

t (stop time, with 1=0) = 10.2 seconds 

iji (t=t) - 2.8 0 
 

The major difference between this experiment and the simulation in section 3.5.[a] is 

that the swing angle, qi, is immediately damped out when the trolley reaches the 

desired position (Xj = 1500 mm) because the configuration of the experimental rig only 

allows the trolley to either accelerate or decelerate in one direction. Therefore there is 

a residual swing angle, of around 2.8°, which can be damped more readily if the 

passive damping is increased, perhaps in line with that found in the full-size RTG 

machines. 

By comparing Figure 7.6 with Figure 3.6 it can be seen that the swing frequency is no 

longer equal to the natural swing frequency of 0.4985 Hz (based on a 2,r J, 
approximation with the fixed cable length (1) of 1 metre). The reason for this is 

because the polar angle, Ct, as shown in Figure 7.7, is not equal to 0, as in the 

simulation of section 3.5.[a]. Slight perturbations, caused by local aerodynamics, or the 
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misalignment of the sliding guides of the trolley, result in some circular motion of the 

spreader. 

In Figure 7.5 it is also interesting to see clearly evident 'accelerate-decelerate' 

behaviour of the trolley taking place and this can be regarded as being the controller's 

attempt to compensate for the swing angle oscillations. 

[b] The trolley moving only in the y- direction 

In this section the trolley is constrained to move only in the y-direction. The system is 

actuated with initial conditions as follows: 

{h}=[0.0 1.359 0.0 0 0]T 	{g}=[0.0 0.4617 0.00 Of  

q =[0.0 -0.5 1.0 0.0 0•0]T, 	=[O.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0]T 

The experimental result is: 

t (stop time, with > = 0) = 12.1 sec 

N1(t=t) = 1.3° 

Figure 7.10 shows a dc offset of 1.3 degrees. It has a frequency of approximately 1 

Hz, which is similar to the result of Figure 3.12 in section 3.5.[c]. The phenomenon of 

conical displacements, via a, is also present. In Figure 7.9 it can be seen that the 

'accelerate-decelerate' behaviour of the trolley movement (between t = 7.0 sec - t) is 

also present here. The details are shown in Figure 7.8 - Figure 7.11. 
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The trolley moving in the x- and y- direction simultaneously 

At this stage, actuations in the x- and y-direction are both invoked simultaneously. The 

initial conditions are as follows: 

1h}=[1.8122 1.3590.000]T, 	{g}=[1.631 0461700001T 

q1  =[0.0 -0.5 1.0 0.0 0•01T, qd =[1.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0•0]T 

This results in: 

t, (stop time, with I = 0) = 10.2 seconds 

(stop time, with y= 0) = 12.3 sec 

N, (t=t) = 3.9 0  

The details are shown in Figure 7.12 - Figure 7.17. 

The residual swing angle increases to 390,  compared with 3.6° in the simulation 

shown in Figure 3.21 of section 3.5.[d]. As stated earlier in section [a] the trolley can 

not be allowed to move 'backward' during the manoeuvre as in the simulation (Figure 

3.18 and Figure 3.20). Moreover the trolley cannot have zero velocity unless it reaches 

the target coordinate. The reason for this is because, as shown in Figures 4.4 - 4.11, 

the actuators must have a minimum voltage to move and in the fmal part of movement 

the correspondent voltages for the required velocity will be below this limit, with the 

result that the trolley stops prematurely. 

All three actuators operating simultaneously 

Finally all three actuators are operated simultaneously. The initial conditions are, 

{h}=[1.8122 1.3592391800] T 	{gJ={1.631 0.4617 14302001T 

q1  =[0.0 -0.5 0.7 0.0 0.0]T, 	=[1.5 0.5 1.2 0.0 0•01T 
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This results in: 

t (stop time, with x = 0) = 10.2 seconds 

(stop time, with y= 0) = 12.3 seconds 

t1 (stop time, with I = 0) > 30 seconds 

i (t=30) = 3 . 00  

The details are shown in Figure 7.18 - Figure 7.28. 

Although actuation in the x- and the y- axis show similar results to the previous 

sections, the actuation in the 1- direction fails to finish in 30 seconds. From Figure 7.28 

it can be seen that the amount of required torque in the I- direction is very small, 

because in considering the original FLC controller in Chapter 3 the friction term was 

not taken into account. However, as shown in Table 6.1, there exists a level of static 

friction, 2.714 Nm, in the 1- direction, which is larger than the required dynamic 

torque. Therefore the spreader only moves at the minimum velocity set up for 

overcoming the dead-zone in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, as mentioned in the last 

section. Therefore because the required amount of torque is far larger than the static 

frictions in the x- and y- directions (as shown in Figure 7.26 and Figure 7.27) the 

friction aspect will not have too much effect. 
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7.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter the analyses of the previous chapters are applied in order to establish 

the final real-time implementation of the FLC-VSS model. Because the dynamics of 

FLC controller developed in Chapter 3 treated the spreader as a single-cable point 

mass, where only the central position of the spreader is of interest, one lighting source, 

located at the centre of the spreader, is sufficient to obtain the relevant information. In 

section 7.2.1 a method is derived to retrieve the swing angle, iii, and the polar angle, cc, 

which can then be combined with other data such as x, y and Ito input into the model. 

The experimental results are presented in section 7.3. The planar motion in section 

7.3.[a], and [b], in which the spreader travels with a fixed cable length, shows a 

reasonable performance (iji (t=t) = 2.8° in 7.3.[a], ip(t=t) = 1.3 0  in 7.3.[b]) compared 

with the simulation results (w (t=t) = 7° in 3.5.[a], w(t=t) = 2.7° in 3.5.[b]) in section 

3.5. Also in section 7.3.[c]  the FLC controller shows some ability to reduce the swing 

angle of the spreader. However, because the unmodelled friction terms have not been 

taken account in the original FLC simulation model, the FLC-VSS model does not 

cope well with the condition of variable cable lengths, as shown in 7.3.[d].  However 

the work presented in this chapter does prove that the CAPT (Crane Application 

Programming Interface) can be fully integrated with the experimental rig to actually 

control the movement of the trolley by sensing a lighting source on the swinging 

spreader. The whole system presents an entirely unique platform which can be used 

with different control strategies in the future. 
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Simulation results for section [a] in section 7.3 

Setup: 

	

{h}=[1.81 22  0.00.00 01T 
	

{g}=[0.821 0.00.00 Of  

	

q=[0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0]T, 	q=[1.5 0.0 1.0 0.0 0•01T 

Test results: 

t (stop time, with i = 0) = 10.2 seconds 

iji (t=t) - 2.80 
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Figure 7.4 Position of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 7.5 Velocity of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 7.6 The swing angle NJ 
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Figure 7.7 The polar angle a 
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Simulation results for section Fbi in section 7.3 

Setup: 

(h}=[0.0 1.359 0.00 0] 1 , 
	 {g}=[0.0 0.4617 0.0 0 0]T 

qi =[0.0 -0.5 1.0 0.0 0•0]T, qd 40.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0]T 

Test results: 

t (stop time, with y= 0) = 12.1 sec 

qj(t=t) = 1.3 0 
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Figure 7.8 Position of the trolley in the y- direction 
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Simulation results for section Eel in section 7.3 

Setup: 

{h}=[1.8122 1.3590000]
T 	{g}=[1.631 0 .46170.00011  

qi =[0.0 -0.5 1.0 0.0 0•0]T, 	=[1.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.01T  qd 

Test results: 

t (stop time, with i =0) = 10.2 seconds 

t,, (stop time, with y= 0) = 12.3 sec 

iji (t=t3,) - 4•0o 
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Figure 7.12 Position of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 7.14 Position of the trolley in the y- direction 
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Simulation results for section Id] in section 7.3 

Setup: 

(h)=[1.8122 1.3592391800] T 	{g}=[1.631 0.4617 14302001T 

qj =[0.0 -0.5 0.7 0.0 0•0]T, 	=[1.5 0.5 1.2 0.0 0 •0]T 
 qd 

Test results: 

t, (stop time, with i = 0) = 10.2 seconds 

(stop time, with y= 0) = 12.3 seconds 

t1 (stop time, with I = 0) > 30 seconds 

ii, (t=30) = 3 .00  
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Figure 7.18 Position of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 7.19 Velocity of the trolley in the x- direction 
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Figure 7.21 Velocity of the trolley in the y- direction 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

for Future Work 

8.1 Conclusions 

The research described within this thesis deals with the dynamics and control of a RTG 

crane and a novel and flexible programming interface has been proposed for control of 

an experimental crane system. The contribution of this research can be separated into 

theoretical and experimental aspects. In theoretical terms the work has shown the 

following: 

• A concept for a Global Sensing System (GSS) has been proposed, this being a 

closed loop automatic sensing system capable of guiding the spreader to the 

location of the target container by using feedback signals from the actuated degrees 

of freedom. The system can work with all of the motored degrees of freedom 

actuated simultaneously. 

• Because of the difficulty in retrieving essential data for the swing angle and 

orientation of the moving spreader, a novel Visual Sensing System (VSS) has been 

proposed. This employs a camera-framegrabber combination to locate the 

coordinates of lighting sources (on the spreader) on an image plane. By using the 

mathematical model proposed for the GSS and a coordinate-system transformation 

derived in Chapter 2, the coordinates generated by the VSS can be transformed to 

physical coordinates relative to a fixed world coordinate system. 

• A Partial Search Algorithm (PSA) has also been developed for the VSS. This is 

responsible for seeking the central coordinates of the clustered pixels of the lighting 

sources, without having to look into the entire digitised image from the CCD 

camera. In addition an Improved Partial Search Algorithm (IPSA) is proposed and 

this can be used for locating multiple lighting sources. 
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• The dynamics of the Super-RTG Crane by means of a single-cable-mode have been 

investigated in order to propose a suitable control strategy, Feedback Linearization 

Control (FLC). This can handle the significant non-linearity found in the cross-

coupled governing equations. A simulation using SIMULINK/MATL4B has also 

been presented. 

• A Crane Application Programming Interface (CAPI), utilising the metaphor of 

'block diagrams', has been designed to integrate software (control strategies) and 

hardware (VSS, shaft encoders, actuators etc:) seamlessly without involving 

complex I/O routines between physical devices. It provides a relatively user-friendly 

enviromnent in which the end-user can concentrate on implementing the more 

fundamental issues of control strategies rather than spending significant amounts of 

time in low-level hardware-dependent programming. 

• The concept of a Local Sensing System (LSS) has been proposed. This makes use 

of laser technology to locate the edges of the target container. It can be seen as 

either a supplementary system to the GSS after the spreader has been automatically 

directed approximately above the target container, or as an independent retro-fitted 

piece of equipment for existing RTG cranes. Therefore, the position of the spreader 

above the container can be adjusted within the required tolerance for the final 

docking process. 

The experimental program has resulted in further findings: 

• The design and construction of a scaled-down, 1/8, size experimental rig has been 

completed to explore the feasibility of a new level of crane automation. It offers an 

excellent testbed for investigating different control strategies in practice. Moreover, 

all the components used, (such as the host computer, shaft encoders, the CCD 

camera and the framegrabber) are general purpose devices. This not only reduces 

the overall complexity of the system but also implies that such technology can 

readily be transferred to the practical application easily and cost-effectively. 

• The implementation and assessment of different search algorithms such as the 

Exhaustive Search Algorithm (ESA), the PSA and the IPSA on the VSS has been 

explored in considerable detail. These routines have been programmed into an 5- 
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Function block diagram to be used in real-time applications. Also a library of 

device-dependent S-Function blocks diagrams, such as Digital Input, Digital Output 

and Digital-Analogue-Converter (DAC), has been completed for efficient and high 

speed communications with the hardware. 

• Real-time implementation on the integrated experimental rig using the CAPI and the 

VSS has demonstrated the feasibility of transferring the simulation work to direct 

control of the RTG crane. 
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8.2 Recommendations for future work 

Taking the frictional term of the system (in Figure 3.1) into account. 

By adding the measured frictional terms  Tf  in Table 6.1 to the 3-D RTG crane 

model, the governing equations (3.25), (3.29), (3.33), (3.38), (3.43), can be 

modified so the Feedback Linearization controller can reflect the effect of 

frictional torques in each activated degree of freedom. This would improve the 

performance where changing cable lengths of the spreader are involved and also 

give more accurate results in practice. 

Implementing different control strategies, such as fuzzy logic control on the 

experimental rig. 

As the experimental rig and CAPI interface is designed with flexibility it would be 

sensible to test different control strategies in order to make the most of this 

integrated platform. Fuzzy logic control could be an alternative choice due to its 

ability to accommodate severe nonlinearities. The work done by M.P. Cartmell 

and L. Morrish [16] could be used as a starting point in which the authors 

proposed a fuzzy logic controller with similar system dynamics developed to those 

of this thesis. The results from different control methods can also be used to 

compared to the performance of the FLC control strategy presented in this thesis. 

Introduction of the dynamics of the Multi-Cable-Mode (MCM) (Cartmell et.al . 

[15]) suspension system. 

By taking the dynamics of the Multi-Cable-Mode suspension system into account 

the GSS in Chapter 2 can provide the capacity for multi-cable spreader control, 

which not only involves actuations in the x-, y- and 1- directions but also the 

orientation (R) of the spreader. The mathematical model and coordinate-system 

transformations of the GSS (and the S-function blocks library for this), which 

have all already been completed, can then be fully exploited. The outcome of the 

experiments could then be used to compare with the simulation results published 

by other researchers (Cartmell [14], Morrish [57]). 
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Completion of the experimental rig for the Local Sensing System (LSS). 

With the complete LSS the performance of both the line laser module and the spot 

laser module can be examined. This system should then be integrated with the 

GSS to verify the algorithms proposed in section 2.3. 

Exploration of the possibility of a twin-camera visual sensing system. 

Because each camera can produce independent information from a lighting source 

and by knowing the distance between the two cameras (and the swing angles), the 

coordinates of the lighting source can then be defined. Therefore if three lighting 

sources are placed on the spreader, the centre of the spreader can be located as 

well as the orientation and the tilt angle of the spreader. The true potential of the 

IPSA, developed in Chapter 5, could be used in this way. 

Examination of the feasibility of creating memory buffers for the counters of the 

experimental rig. 

This would mean that the controller would not be confused by readings from the 

counters caused by direction changing (as happened in section 7.3). The trolley 

can perform 'backward' movements to reduce the swinging motion of the 

spreader underneath. The improved counting facility could then be encapsulated 

again into a block diagram using the S-function format described in Chapter 6. 
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In summary, the work in this thesis not only provides an excellent test-bed in the form 

of a design for an experimental crane rig with high level of maneuverability, but also 

contributes a control strategy which proves to be capable of controlling this complex 

machine with satisfactory results. The proposal of an integrated programming interface 

(CAPI) gives a sound basis for investigating different control methods with much less 

difficulty by encapsulating the low-level device dependent 110 routines software 

compatible block diagrams. Furthermore, with the completion of the Global Sensing 

System (GSS), and the Local Sensing System (LSS) in the near future, it is believed 

that the automation of RTG crane systems should now be able to proceed. On this 

basis the technology proposed in this thesis should be transferred to the appropriate 

industrial sector as soon as possible. 
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Appendix B The proof of the statement in section 3.4 

The x-coordinate is chosen as an example for the following proof. 

The gain h in x-coordinate is determined according to equation (3.75) with an initial 

position error 	, which is smaller than the maximum span £xOmax•  That is, 

I e oI <xOmax 	 (B. 1) 

From equation (3.75), the corresponding gain h is, 

= 2e , rnr 	 (B.2) 

where e is the natural logarithm exponent and im  is the physical maximum velocity 

of the x- actuator (equation (3.70)). 

From equation (3.68), the corresponding velocity in the x-coordinate, £ , with e 

will be, 

= _a 2 E xo,m te -at 	 (B.3) 

where 

a = 	 (B.4) 

According to equations (3.71) and (3.72) , the maximum value of 	in equation (B.3) 

will occur when t= — . 
a 

Therefore, 
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()max = —aE10e' 	 - (B.5) 

With equations (B.2) and (B.4), 

)Max 	2CX0,m 	 (B.6) 

On substituting equation (B.4) to (B.6), 

()max = 	Xmax 	 (B.7) 

From equation (B. 1), 

I EX0,maxI > 1 
	 (B.7) 

1 E X01 

By taking the absolute value of both sides of equation (B.6), it is concluded that, 

()rnaj >.i max 
	 (B.8) 
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Appendix C : The description of the configuration file of the VSS 

[a] The 'data' file 

The 'data' file, which holds all the essential parameters, is downloaded to the FM960 

to setup all the hardware. The filename defaults to "data", but may be specified in the 

command line. Each of these parameters takes the form "name=value", where "name" 

is a text string identifying the parameter being defined and "value" is the desired value. 

It should be noted that no spaces are allowed in a parameter definition, but "value" 

must be followed by a space. Any characters after this space are ignored, thus allowing 

comments to be inserted in the file for readability. An entire line may be commented by 

a "K" in the left-hand column. 

Sample data file. 

*Grabber setup parameters: 

IOBase=300 Card 110 address (in hex) 

FrameX=200 Left margin 

Frame Width=400 Width 

FrameY=40 Top margin 

Framelleight=300 Height 

FrameDepth= 1 Can be 8 or 1. 8=grey scale image, 1 = black & white 

FrameCount= 1 Set this to the number of images to be captured on the 

card each time a grab operation is carried out (This 

number is clipped to the max. possible in the available 

FrameReduceFactor2 

RAM). 

Specifies the amount of reduction of each image 

when displaying it on the screen (This does not affect 

the actual size of images captured in the memory). 

Interlace= 1 Interlace (1 =interlace, O=non-interlace) 

InvertlnterlaceO Interlace order (O=lower line first, 1=upper line first) 

SyncSource=1 Sync source (1, 2 or 3) 
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SyncSliceLevel=125 Sync slice level (25, 50, 100 or 125) 

HiRefLevel=1.2 Upper voltage reference level (0.0 - 1.2) 

LoRefLevel=0.3 Lower voltage reference level (0.0 - 1.2) 

ClockBase60=0 Clock base (0=57.272 MHz, 1=60 MHz) 

ClockSourceExternal=0 External clock (1=external, 0=internal) 

ExtClocldnvert=0 Invert external clock (1=inverted, 0=non-inverted) 

LmeuSecs=64.0 Line length (microsecs) 

ClockDiv=4 Clock divide value (e.g. 57.272MHz / 4 = 14.318MHz) 

ClockFreq= 14.3 1818 Clock freq. (MHz) 

HSyncTime=4.7 Horizontal sync position (microsecs) 

VSyncLines=0 Vertical offset in lines (ignoring interlace) 

ClampStartTime=8.5 Clamp start time (microsecs) 

ClampStopTime=9.0 Clamp stop time (microsecs) 

ZeroStartTime=8.5 Zero start time (microsecs) 

Zero StopTime=8.7 5 Zero stop time (microsecs) 

Analog=1 Analogue input (1=analogue, 0=digital) 

ExtTrigger=1 Capture waits for low-high trigger pulse on pin 11 

ThresholdLevel Threshold level used for black & white images 

960Filename= Name of 960 programs to download & run on the 

FM960 	(normally 	main.4cs. 	Leave 	blank 	if flash 

programmed). 

LUT=256 	256 values for the input LUT 

0 	 First value 

1 	 Second value 

2 	 Third value 

etc. 
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[b] The introduction of FM960 Developers Pack. 

The FM960 Developers Kit consists of a GRABS960 application that continuously 

captures images & displays them on the PCs screen. GRABS960 is in two parts, 

GRABS960.PC & GRABS960.960. GRABS960.PC is a DOS program that runs on a 

VESA compatible card capable of displaying 800x600x256 colours. GRABS960.960 

is a 960 program that GRABS960.PC downloads to the FM960 on start-up. 

GRABS960.960 is a program run on the 960. This should be used as the foundation 

for the software, and it contains a message loop that waits for commands from the PC 

which are then executed. 

1. Installing the FM960 Developers Pack 

Before installing the source code, install the Intel GNU960 compiler on your system. 

Copy the \FM960 directory onto your hard disk. This will create the following 

directory structure - 

e.g. 	\FM960 ------- GRABS96O.960 ------ 

I 	 OBJ 

GRABS960.PC 

PC Code - \GRABS960.PC 

GRABS960.PC compiles under Microsoft Visual C++ using the supplied .MAK file, 

but should compile under any compiler with a few minor modifications (screen & Lb 

function names). 

The program is made up from several source files :- 

GRABS.0 	The main program loop. 
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SCREEN.0 	Functions for setting display modes and displaying images 

on the screen. 

CONTROL.0 	This module contains FM960 command calls. Calls are made to 

Command960() in FUNCS960.C. This function sends the 

command code & any parameters to the FM960 as well 

as receiving any return values. 

FUNCS960.0 	Contains the Command960() command handler function as well 

as functions for downloading a 960 program. 

COMTvIS960.0 	This file contains communication functions for sending 

& receiving data to the 960. 

960 Code - \GRABS960.960 

GRABS960.960 uses the Intel GNU960 Compiler. A set of batch files are supplied in 

the GRABS960.960 directory to compile, assemble & link the source files. These 

batch files are 

C.BAT 	Compiles & assembles a C source code file into object code. 

CNO.BAT Compiles & assembles without optimizations 

CS .BAT 	Compiles & assembles a C source code and also creates a .L file with 

the generated assembler code in-line with the C for hand-optimization 

purposes. 

A.BAT 	Assembles a .ASM file into object code. 

L.BAT 	Build the ACS file ready to be run on the FM960. This process involves 

linking all object code files listed in GLNK into a .COF file & then 

converting this to a .4CS file using COFF4CS.EXE. 

All the above bat files require a filename to be passed as a parameter (i.e. C MAIN to 

compile MAIN.C). The batch files also assume that the GNU960 compiler 

environment variables have been set up correctly (COMPILE.BAT contains an 

example of the required settings. You can alter the directory locations and use them to 

set up the variables). 



Finally, ALL.BAT re-compiles all source files for GRABS960.960 and links the file 

together. 

The program contains the following source code files :- 

MAJIN.0 	 Contains the main message loop & functions for initializing 

any variables, clearing memory etc. 

COMMSPC.0 	Contains functions for communicating with the PC (Sending& 

receiving data) 

GRAB.0 	Functions for capturing images into memory. 

SEQUENCE.0 	Functions for allocating space for sequences of images are 

stored here. 

ERR.0 	 Contains a function required by the Intel GNU compiler that 

returns the address of errno. 

Object code files are created in the OBJ sub-directory. 

In-order for any newly compiled versions of GRABS960.960 to be sent to the FM960 

card, it is necessary either copy the new MATN.4CS into the GRABS960.PC directory 

or change the 960Filename line of the file DATA in GRABS960.PC to include the path 

for the MAJN.4CS file to point at the GRABS96O.960\MAIN.4CS file. 
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Appendix D : An example program of the device driver block 

1* dac08da.c 
* 

• S-Function device driver for the Computer Boards 
• CIO-DAC08 analog output of the board. 
* 

* Created by K Huang in 26/03/97 
*1 

1* Revised 230697 */ 
#undef S_FUNCTION_NAME 
#define S_FUNCTION_NAME dac08da 	/* Do NOT change it *1 

#include <stddef.h> 1* For NULL */ 
#include <stdlib.h> 1* For mm *1 

#include <math.h> /* For pow() *1 

#include "simstruc.h" /* Where simulation structure, S, is defined / 

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE 
#include 'mex.h' 
#endif 

#ifndef mm 
#define min(x, y) 	((x) <(y) ? (x): (y)) 
#endif 

/* compiler dependant low level hardware calls */ 
#ifdef 	HLGHC 

#include <conio.h> 
#define 	hw_outportb( portid, value) _outp( portid, value) 
#define 	hw_inportb( portid) _inp( portid) 
#define 	hw_outport( portid, value) _outpw( portid, value) 
#define 	hw_inport( portid) _inpw( portid) 

#elif _WATCOMC_ 
#include <conio.h> 
#define 	hw_outportb( portid, value) outp( portid, value) 
#define 	hw_inportb( portid) inp( portid) 
#define 	hw_outport( portid, value) outpw( portid, value) 
#define 	hw_inport( portid) inpw( portid) 

#else 
static void 
hw_outportb(portid, value) 
mt portid; 
mt value; 

static mt 
hw_inportb(portid) 
mt portid; 

return(0); 
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static void 
hw_outport(portid, value) 
mt portid; 
mt value; 

static mt 
hw_inport(portid) 
mt portid; 

return(0); 

#endif 

1* Input Arguments *1 
#define BASE_ADDRESS_ARG 	ssGetArg(S,O) 
#define OUTPUT_REFERENCE_ARG ssGetArg(S, 1) 
#define NUM_CHANNELS_BITS_ARG ssGetArg(S,2) 
#define SAMPLE_TIME_ARG ssGetArg(S,3) 
#define ACCESS_HW_ARG 	ssGetArg(S,4) 
#define NUMBER_OF_ARGS 	(5) 

1* Indeces into vectored input arguments *1 /* for ssGetArg(S,2) *1 

#define CHANNELS 	(0) 
#define NUM—CHANNELS—BITS (1) 

#define NSAMPLE_TIMES 	(1) 	/* for ssGetArg(S,3) *1 

#define MAX—OUTPUTS 	(8) 	1* 8 channels for DAC08 *1 

/* Storage Allocation *1 	 1* for ssSetlWorkValue() *1 

1* Each output channels resolution and number of bits is stored in an integer 
work vector. Then add the other storage space needed. */ 

#define BASE—ADDRESS 	(16) 
#define NUM_CHANNELS 	(17) 
#define ACCESS_HW 	(18) 
#define NUMBER_0F.JWORKS 	((MAX—OUTPUTS *2) +3) 

1* Storage Allocation / 	 /* for ssSetRWorkValueO *1 

#define OUTPUT—REFERENCE 	(0) 
#define NUMBER _OF_RWORKS 	(1) 

#define DAC_ZERO 	(0) 
#define DAC_MAX_VOLTAGE (4095) 
#define DAC_MIN_VOLTAGE (0) 
#define DAC_MAX—BITS (12) 
#define BIT—DIFFERENCE (0) 

static void mdllnitializeSizes(S) 
SimStruct *S ;  

mt num_channels; 
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if (ssGetNumArgs(S) != NUMBER_OF_ARGS) t 
#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE 

mexErrMsgTxtCWrong number of input arguments passed.\nFive arguments are 
expected\n"); 
#endif 

1* Check the size of the number of channels, 
* number of bits per channel input. 
*1 

else if (rnxGetN(NUM_CHANNELS_BITS_ARG) <NUM_CHANNELS_BITS) 

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE 
mexErrMsgTxt("The size of the Number of Channels, Bits Per Channel vector must be at 

least 1\n); 
#endif 

else 
num_channels = mxGetPr(NUM_CHANNELS_BITS_ARG)[CHANNELS]; 

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE 
if ((num_channels < 1)11 (num_channels > MAX—OUTPUTS)) 

mexErrMsgTxt("Number of output channels must be between 1 and 8\n"); 

#endif 
/* Set-up size information *1 
ssSetNumContStates(S, 0); 
ssSetNumDiscStates(S, 0); 
ssSetNumOutputs(S, num_channels); 
ssSetNumlnputs(S, num_channels); 
ssSetDirectFeedmrough(S, 0); /* No direct feedthrough *1 

ssSetNumSampleTimes(S, NSAMPLE_TIMES); 
ssSetNumlnputArgs(S, NUMBER_OF_ARGS); 
ssSetNumlWork(S, NUMBER _OF_1WORKS); 1*  D/A card hardware register pointers *1 

ssSetNumRWork(S, NUMBER_OF_RWORKS); 1* D/A card output reference voltage */ 

/* Function to initialize sample times / 
static void mdllnitializeSampleTimes(S) 

SimStruct *S; 

ssSetSampleTimeEvent(S, 0, nixGetPr(SAMPLE_11ME_ARG)[0]); 
ssSetOffsetTimeEvent(S, 0, 0); 

static void mdllnitializeConditions(xO, 5) 
double *xO; 
SimStruct *S ;  

mt arg_str_len = 128; 
char arg_str[128]; 
unsigned mt base_addr; 
mt num_channels; 
double output—reference; 
mt access _hw; 
mt num_bits; 
mt dac_resolution [MAX_OUTPUTS]; 
mt num_dacs; 
register i; 
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mxGetString(BASE_ADDRESS_ARG, arg_str, arg_str_len); 
base_addr = (unsigned long)strtol(arg_str, NULL, 0); 
ssSetlWorkValue(S, BASE—ADDRESS, (int)base_addr); 

num_channels 	 = 	 min(MAX_OUTPUTS, 
(int)mxGetPr(NUM_CHANNELS_BITS_ARG)[CHANNELS]) 

ssSetlWorkValue(S, NUM—CHANNELS, num_channels); 

/* Initialize the ADC resolution and number 
* of bits to their respective maximums. 
*1 

for 0=0; i <num_channels; i++) 

ssSetlWorkValue(S, i, DAC_MAX_VOLTAGE); 
ssSetlWorkValue(S, i + MAX—OUTPUTS, BIT—DIFFERENCE); 

num_dacs = min(num_channels, (int)mxGetN(NUM_CHANNELS_BITS_ARG) - 1); 

/* Now save the bit difference and the new resolution 
* to integer storage space. 
*1 

if (num_dacs > 0) 

for 0=0; i < num_dacs; i++) 

num_bits = (int)mxGetPr(NUM_CHANNELS_BITS_ARG)[i + 1]; 
#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE 

if ((num_bits < 1)11 (num_bits > DAC_MAX_B1TS)) 
mexErrMsgTxt("The number of bits must be between 1 and 12\n'); 

#endif 
dac_resolution[i] = (int)pow(2.0, (double)num_bits) - 1; 
ssSetl\VorkValue(S, i, dac_resolution[i]); 
ssSetlWorkValue(S, i + MAX—OUTPUTS, DAC_MAX._BITS - num_bits); 

output—reference = mxGetPr(OUTPUT_REFERENCE_ARG)[0]; 
#ifdef MATLAB_MEXJTLE 

if ((output—reference < 0.0)11 (output_reference> 10.0)) 
mexErrMsgTxt('The output reference voltage must be LARGER than 0.0 and SMALLER 

or EQUAL to 10.0 volts\n"); 

#endif 
ssSetRWorkValue(S, OUTPUT—REFERENCE, output—reference); 

access_hw = (int)(mxGetPr(ACCESS_HW_ARG)[0]); 
ssSetlWorkValue(S, ACCESS_HW, access_hw); 

/* If this is a MEX-file, then accessing the hardware 
• depends on the value of the access hardware flag in the 
• S-functions dialog box. 
*1 

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE 
if (!access_hw) 

return; 
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#endif 1* MATLAB_MEX_FILE *1 

1* 
* Initialize the board outputs to be zero volts (0.0). 
*1 

for(i=0;i<num_dacs;i++) { 
hw_outportb(base_addr+ 2*i , DAC_ZERO); 
hw_outportb(base_addr+ (2*i) + 1 , DAC_ZERO); 

/* Function to compute outputs *1 

static void mdlOutputs(y, x, u, 5, tid) 
double *y; 
double *X; 
double *u; 
SimStruct *S ;  
mt tid; 

1* This function writes to the DAC on board. First, the value is 
• truncated between -4.95 volts and +4.95 volts. Then the voltage 
• value is converted to binary, broken into one byte and one nibble, 
• and written out to the DAC. 
*1 

unsigned mt base_addr = ssGetlWorkValue(S, BASE—ADDRESS); 
mt num_channels = ssGetlWorkValue(S, NUM—CHANNELS); 
double output—reference = ssGetRWorkValue(S, OUTPUT—REFERENCE); 
mt low_byte; 
mt high—byte; 
register i; 
mt value; 
mt dac_resolution; 
mt bit—duff; 

/* If this is a MEX-file, then accessing the hardware 
• depends on the value of the access hardware flag in the 
• S-function's dialog box. 
*1 

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE 
mt access_hw = ssGetlWorkValue(S, ACCESS_HW); 
if (!access_hw) 

/* Allow the inputs to be directly passed to the 
• outputs for a loopback situtation. Note that 
• to use this capability, an output port needs to 
• be added to the block. 
*1 

for (i = 0 i <num_channels; i++) { 
Ail = u[i]; 

return; 

#endif 1* MATLAB_MEX_FILE *1 

for (i = 0; i < num. _channels; i++) { 
dac_resolution = ssGetlWorkValue(S, i); 
bit—duff = ssGetlWorkValue(S, i + MAX—OUTPUTS); 
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for(i=O;i<num_channels;i++) ( 
hw_outportb(base_addr+ 2*i , DAC_ZERO); 
hw_outportb(base_addr+ (2*i) + 1 , DAC_ZERO); 

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE /* Is this file being compiled as a MEX-file? *1 
#include 'simulink.c" 1*  Mex glue */ 
#else 
#include "cg_sfun.h" /* Code generation glue *1 
#endif 
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